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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
SUBIC BAY NAVAL BASE,
Philippines — A U.S. Navy
helicopter en route to Operation
Desert Shield crashed in the'
Pacific Ocean, killing one person, a Navy spokesman said
Thursday. Three other service
members were missing. The
crash occurred at about 7 p.m.
Wednesday during a night training mission about 700 miles
northeast of Guam, said Lt. Lee
Saunders, spokesman for the
U.S. Navy's 7th Fleet at Subic.

MOSCOW — Foreign Minister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze resigned
today and stunned the Congress of
People's Deputies with an appeal
to deny his longtime ally President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev the broader
powers he seeks.
However, Gorbachev met with
his close friend immediately afterward and persuaded Shevardnadze
to remain in the job for the time

being, said presidential spokesman
Vitaly Ignatenko.
In his speech, the man who has
been foreign minister for nearly all
Gorbachev's tenure as Soviet leader said "dictatorship" is coming to
the Soviet Union, which is being
threatened with collapse by rebellious republics.
"If you make a dictatorship, no
one can say who will become the
dictator," said Shevardnadze,
expressing concern that fragile
democratic institutions could be

eradicated by hard-liners bent on
maintaining order.
The white-haired Georgian and
second most visible figure in
Soviet politics decried the influence of hard-line lawmakers "with
colonels' shoulder-stripes" in the
congress, the country's highest
legislative body.
He said sardonically that they
"have been able to remove the
interior minister and now it's time
to settle scores with the foreign
minister," the official lass news

PADUCAH, Ky. — The construction ofvtnile detention
center to -aNC—eight to 12 area
counties could begin in
McCracken County next year.
Judge-Executive Gary Hovekamp said he will meet with
officials from other counties
Jan. 2 to discuss plans and seek
commitments to participate in
the state's first multi-county
juvenile facility.

SPORTS

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON
The U.S.
economy was still growing at a
weak 1.4 percent annual rate
from July through September,
the government said. but most
economists believe it since has
slipped into a recession.

FORECAST
Tonight: Cloudy and breezy
with rain likely, mainly after
midnight. Low 45 to 50. South
wind 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
rain 60 perceni
Friday: Breezy with more rain
likely.

Postal officials gathered Wednesday at the Dexter Post Office to help celebrate the office's 100th birthday.
Pictured from left are Dexter Postmaster Janice Devine; U.S. Postal Management Sectional Center Postmaster Larry Howell from Evansville, Ind.; lifetime Dexter resident Orbie Culver; former Dexter Postmaster Nell Wilson; Dexter Postmaster Replacement Marcia Crick; former mail carrier Ruth Roberts;
and former Dexter Clerk Norma Garland. The Dexter Post Office was named after a growing railroad
town in Missouri by the same name 100 years ago.

The foreign minister left the
Palace of Congress hall after his
speech, followed immediately by
Gorbachev, who did not return for
about 30 minutes.
During that time, Gorbachev persuaded Shevardnadze to remain in
the job, lgnatenko said. He did not
specify how long Shevardnadze
would stay on.
But lgnatenko was quoted by the
independent Interfax news agency
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Dr. John C. Quertermous
nor's Citizens Committee on the
problems of the aging; he also
served as a delegate to President
Eisenhower's National Conference
on Aging.
A member of the KMA Board of
Trustees from 1963-74, he served
(Cont'd on page 2)

Inspections: bridge was missing support piling
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Two
inspections of a Graves County
bridge that collapsed, killing one
man, showed a support piling was
missing, according to a published
report.
A state bridge inspector had
recommended in September 1989
and a year later that the piling be
replaced, The Paducah Sun
reported in today's editions. A piling is a pole that runs from the
creek bed to a bridge support beam

that holds the deck in place.
Mark Stephen Wiggins, 23, a
county road worker from Mayfield,
died Tuesday when he was pinned
under a truck, which flipped onto
its roof when it fell into Caldwell
Creek near Lynnville. Two coworkers suffered minor injuries.
Records obtained by the newspaper show that each annual
inspection report since 1984 said
there was an excessive buildup of
drift — trees and other debris —

along the pilings in the creek bed.
The 1990 report said the building
arid missing piling "could cause
failure.''
In the 1989 report, Gilliam said
he had talked to Graves County
Road Department Foreman Charles
Kendall about the problem. The
records do not indicate repairs were
made in either 1989 or 1990.
The problem was not deemed
severe enough for the state to order
the concrete bridge closed or its

20-ton weight limit reduced,
according to records.
The piling problem was mentioned in reported prepared Sept.
28, 1989, and Sept. 27, 1990, by
C.A. Gilliam, a bridge inspector for
the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet.
"Exterior timber piling (on the)
west side of south (bound lane is)
missing, needs to be replaced. This
half of bridge needs to be blocked
off to prevent traffic flow this

John Trotter
"Nothing special.
"1 look forward to being with my
family — I have a daughter here.
The thing I like most about Christmas is the spirit of giving. Christmas has gotten too commercial."

side.
The word "replaced" was
underlined in both reports.
The 10-year-old bridge, built by
Graves County workers, had four
sets of five pilings under the deck.
The missing piling was on one end
of the third set of pilings from the
west bank of the 60-foot bridge.
The bridge appeared to collapse
in the area of the third set of pil(Cont'd on page 2)
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday. •

Pam Harper
"We'll probably go to my dad's
house in Boaz. He has his house
really decorated. There's a Christmas tree in every room.
"Decorations seem to go up earlier around town every year."

Shane Harper
l get to go to my granddad's.
"1 Iike opening presents on
Christmas morning (the most).
"I get to see my granddad's
decorations and the one tree that he
has on the wall."
V
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Dr., John C. Quertermous was
recently inducted as a lifetime
member of the Kentucky Medical
Association and the Calloway
County Medical Society.
Having served the community
and these organizations more than
40 years, he deserves this honor,
said Dr. Steve Trevathan, member
and local physician.
A native of Livingston County,
Quertermous is graduated the University of Louisville School of
Medicine in 1942. After completing his internship at Good Samaritan Hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio, he
spent three and a half years with
the U.S. Army in the Pacific followed by a three-year residency at
Louisville General Hospital.
He served as a Kentucky Medical Association delegate to the
American Medical Association
from 1963-69, and is a former
chairman of the KEMPAC Board
of Directors.
Quertermous is also a past president of the Calloway County Medical Society and fellow of the
American Geriatric Society. In
1960-61 he served on the Gover-

Are you doing anything special or unique for Christmas?
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agency reported.
The interior ministerwas
replaced earlier this month with a
former KGB officer after hard-line
deputies demanded he be replaced
for not cracking down hard enough
on independence movements.
Shevardnadzc's surprise
announcement and harsh words
could seriously hurt Gorbachev as
he struggles to keep the ethnically
diverse nation together and make
the daunting transition to a market
economy.

guertennous inducted as
KMA,CCMS lifetime member

100th year

STATE

NEW YORK — Nine trips to
Hawaii might be enough for
Lawrence Taylor. The New
York Giants linebacker became
the first NFL player selected to
the Pro Bowl in each of his first
10 seasons and then hinted he
may not play in the Feb. 3 game
at Honolulu.

50-CENTS

Shevardnadze resigns over 'dictatorial powers'
Associated Prose Writer
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Richard Reed
"I'm just staying at home.
"I like spending time with my
family because everyone's problems are put away if not for just
one day. All the hustle and bustle
is put away for a day."

Paducah-based
MASH unit for
Gulf operation
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Army said it has alerted three
National Guard and Reserve
MASH units to prepare for mobilization and deployment to the Persian Gulf, including one from
Paducah, Ky.
Also put on alert Wednesday
were two Army Reserve combat
support hospitals and one general
hospital, plus a variety of medical
specialists from Army Hospitals
nationwide.
The mobilizations are part of a
broad Pentagon push to strengthen
medical support and supplies in the
gulf as the pace of U.S. troop
increases.
deployments
i
three Mobile Army Surgical
Hospital. or MASH, units put on
alert are: the 159th Medical Hospi(Cont'd on page 2)
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Alexander says
parents should
be able to pick
kids schools

Flag presentation

Congressman Carroll Hubbard presented an American flag, which has flown at the nation's capitol, to the
Dexter Post Office Wednesday morning in recognition of the post office's 100th birthday. The post office
held an open house that afternoon to celebrate the occasion. Also pictured are Janice Devine (left) who has
been the Dexter postmaster since 1987, and Debbie Page, field representative for Congressman Hubbard.

President Bush's Christmas message
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
the text of President Bush's 1990
Christmas message, released
Wednesday:
At Christmas, people of every
age and every walk of life celebrate
with a profound sense of wonder,
joy and gratitude our Savior's birth
in Bethlehem. Like the shepherds
called from nearby fields and the
Magi who journeyed from distant
lands to welcome the Christ Child,
we are drawn to this miraculous
event in history.
Born in a stable and greeted by a
handful of faithful and obedient
men, Christ came to assume the
role of a shepherd, thus fulfilling
the words of the prophet Isaiah:
"He shall feed his flock like a shepherd: He shall gather the lambs
with his arm and carry them in his
bosom." Christ's brief time on

earth was devoted to tending the
physical and spiritual needs of his
flock: healing the sick, feeding the
hungry and illuminating the path to
eternal salvation. His incarnation
radically altered the course of
human history by challenging men
and women to live according to the
will of our just and merciful Father
in heaven. Today's Christ's message of hope and redemption —
first delivered on that holy night in
the city of David — continues to
bring peace and joy to millions of
people around the world.

as ourself. Events during the past
year have given us a renewed sense
of hope, yet in some parts of the
world, peace remains an elusive
blessing this Christmas. Even in
some of our own cities, poverty,
despair, and drug-related violence
prevent families and individuals
from sharing in 'the promise of this
season. Therefore, let us strive, by
following Christ's example in word
and deed, to make peace on earth a
reality for all of God's children.
Barbara joins me in wishing all
of our fellow Americans a Merry
Christmas. May this festive and
holy season be filled with the
warmth of family and friends and
with the deep joy of knowing
God's love for mankind through
the gift of his Son. God bless you.
George Bush

As we give and receive the
goodwill of Christ during this holy
season, let us be mindful of the
true meaning of his life on earth
and especially of his greatest commandment: to love God with all
our heart and to love our neighbor

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
-- American parents should be able
to decide what schools their children attend, President Bush's choice
for education secretary said
Wednesday.
Government doesn't tell Americans what kind of cars to buy or
where to do their shopping, so why
should they be told where their
children must attend school, University of Tennessee President
.Lamar Alexander told a group of
'Chattanooga News-Free Press
editors.
"I don't know how we drifted
into telling parents what school
their child should attend. This is
America. They ought to be able to
decide for themselves," Alexander
said.
Alexander, a former two-term
Tennessee governor, would not talk
about what his policies would be as
education secretary before his
Senate confirmation hearings next
month, but he said he doesn't
believe he has sharp differences
with Bush.
"In my other positions, I have
been elected, so I set policy. In this
job, he sets the policy. I know
President Bush genuinely wants to
be the education president, but he
doesn't have a lot of time to do
it," Alexander said.
Alexander was appointed president of the university in July 1988.
He was nominated Monday to
succeed Education Secretary Lauro

Quertennous...
(Cont'd from page 1)
as president of KMA in 1971 and
in 1978, received the Distinguished
Service Award, the association's
highest honor. He capped an outstanding career by serving on the
Kentucky Board of Medical Licensure from 1977-86 and was president of the board from 1979-1986.
Quertermous retired his practice
in internal medicine this year.
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Inspections...

(Cont'd from page 11
ings, the newspaper reported.
Graves Commissioner Jerry
Stewart, who represents the Lynnville area on Graves Fiscal Court,
said he was aware the bridge had a
piling problem but assumed it had
been fixed. He said county workers
Fifteen people will begin to seek
had a crane at the bridge "about a
their doctoral degrees in higher
year ago."
education and K-12 school administration in March through new
When asked if there had been
programs offered at Paducah Comany major repairs since the state
inspection Sept. 27, he said no.
munity College, according to a
Stewart said he was on the
published report.
bridge at 1030/mx—CST Monday ----A-public forum for the rtifeStone
was held Wednesday at PCC, the
aftersomeone told him the
approach had washed out because report said.
In September, community colof heavy rain and a swollen creek.
leges in Paducah and Owensboro
He said he had pulled onto the
were named the first sites for pionbridge, posted a "road closed"
eer UK extended-campus graduate
sign and the next morning reported
programs, according to the report.
the problem to Kendall. Stewart
said he had no reason to believe the
bridge was dangerous or about to
collapse.
Kendall could not be reached for
(Cont'd from page 1)
comment.
The three workers went to the as saying that, whatever happens,
bridge about noon Tuesday to Shevardnadze's "political career
will continue for a long time and
repair the washout. They arrived on
the north side and parked their he will be able to take any other
dump truck loaded with stone on position."
Giving what he called "one of
the bridge.
Judge-Executive Tony Smith the shortest and saddest speeches
said two workers got out to survey of my life" Shevardnadze, 62,
the damage. They had planned to urged lawmakers not to approve
fill the washed-out area with the measures that would vest greater
power in the presidency.
stone.
"When you push the (voting)
"When they looked at it, they button you decide the fate not only
realized they needed more and of Gorbachev but of perestroika
called for a bigger truck," Smith
and democracy," Shevardnadze
said. "The two were getting back
told the congress, which has in the
into the truck when the bridge gave past supported Gorbachev and is
way."
expected to vote during this session
Smith said it is one of 176 on his proposal to streamline the
bridges in the county inspected
executive branch.
Gorbachev wants to replace the
annually by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. He said it wasn't Council of Ministers headed by
Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov
on a list of bridges that had been
with several bodies under direct
ordered closed or posted for a lower weight limit.
presidential control. Earlier this
year, he was given sweeping
State records confirm that the
emergency powers to ensure ecobridge wasn't on the two-page list
nomic reform.
of those that should have weight
"I am a friend of Mikhail
limits reduced. However, a copy of
Sergeyevich" (Gorbachev) and
inspection reports noting the misssupport the reform policies that he
ing piling and buildup of drift was
began nearly six years ago, said
sent to the county, according to
Shevardnadze.
Allen Thomas, head of the bridge
inspection program for the District
1 state highway office.
Thomas said he didn't know
what caused the bridge to fall
because he had not been out to
inspect it since the collapse.
Due to the Christmas and New
Smith and Stewart said they felt Year's holidays, the customers of
rain and debris buildup in the creek the Murray Sanitation Department
may have caused the collapse. "It are requested to place garbage out
put a lot of pressure on the on the regularly scheduled day but
bridge," Smith said.
routes may run one day late in
Smith said the drift material some areas.
The Sanitation Department
caught on the pilings created a
dam, which caused the flow of appreciates cooperation in this matwater tp be diverted toward the ter and for any questions about
bank, causing the washout of the routes, please call the departrnent
at 762-0330.
approach.

PCC sets March
beginning date for
doctoral program

Shevardnadze...

Holidays may delay
garbage pickup
for city customers
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Marshall County and Kentucky
State police moved their investigation of the death of Kathleen Lynn
Elkins to an apartment near the one
she occupied in Hardin, according
to a published report.
Police authorities searched the
apartment Wednesday after obtaining a search warrant for the room
in Hillside Apartments, according
to the report.
Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy would not say who occupied
the apartment but added that the
officers were looking for "any evidence that would show that possibly her death occurred in the apartment, whether she had been there,
alive or not," he said in the report.
Hair and carpets samples were
taken from the apartment to compare with sample taken from the
body, Roy said.
Elkins, missing since Oct. 25,
was found dead by farmers in
Cleveland County, N.C. on Oct. 30.
A positive identification of the
body was not made until Monday.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
tal of the Louisiana National Guard
at Jackson Barracks in New
Orleans; the 300th Medical Hospital of the Tennessee National
Guard at Smyrna; and the 807th
Medical Hospital of the Army
Reserve at Paducah, Ky.
Maj. Hooper Penuel, a spokesman for the Tennessee Guard, said
the 300th Medical Hospital
reported for active duty Dec. 9 and
its 230 members are at Fort Campbell, Ky., awaiting further orders.
The Army announcement said the
unit had been placed on alert but
not yet activated.
At least three other MASH units
from the Guard and Reserve had
been called up earlier in Operation
Desert Shield.
The units, made famous by the
television series "MASH," provide surgical and other emergency
treatment of battle casualties at the
rear of the combat zone.

Murder investigation
moves to Hillside
apartment in Hardin

—

At Our Main Office
December 19, 20, 21 & 24
1 - 4 p.m.

"THE FRIENDLY BANK" /

MASH unit...
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To the thousands of satisfied customers who have blessed Rover's
Tree Service over the years. May
God bless you and yours a thousand ways, this holiday season and
always. As you can see, I'm still
hangin' in there.
Thank you so much.
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U.S. ability to fight Iraq by Jan. 15 questioned
frontier region.
The source said Turkey wants
the units by Jan. 15, the date the
United Nations authorized the use
of force if Iraq does not pull out of
Kuwait.
The Iraqi Oil Ministry
announced it will provide the
market with fuel oil, kerosene,
cooking gas, gasoline and diesel so
that purchases can be made.
"We hope that all citizens will
buy their needs so they may overcome any shortages that might
result from an aggression on our oil
installations," said the announcement, published in the government's Al-Jumhuriya newspaper.
The refineries are considered
prime targets for air strikes by the
U.S.-led multinational force if war
breaks out in the gulf.
The announcement was Iraq's
latest reported attempt to prepare
for war.
Saddam Hussein has called up
army reservists up to age 33,
ordered building owners to build
- bomb shelters, stepped up classes
in civil defense and first aid, and
planned the evacuation of cities.
On Jan. 15, evacuation drills are
scheduled in the capital, Baghdad.
In a television interview with
Turkish journalist, Saddam said
Iraq has tried hard to avoid a war
but that it is up to the "international tyrants" to make the decision to
fight. The interview, conducted in
Baghdad on Friday, was scheduled
for broadcast tonight. A text was
made available in advance.
The U.S. military officer who
commented on American readiness
for war is Lt. Gen. Calvin A. H.
Waller, the deputy commander of
all U.S. forces in the gulf.
Waller made his assessment after
a meeting with Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney; the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Colin
Powell.
; and Gen. H. Norman
Schwarzkopf, field commander of
the American deployment.
Cheney and Powell arrived in the
gulf today on a visit intended to
emphasize U.S. willingness for
fight.
Waller told reporters the full
American deployment would reach
about 430,000 troops by midJanuary but that late-arriving
armored units would not be combat
ready for some time, perhaps not
until a month past the Jan. 15
deadline.
Asked how he would respond if
Bush wanted to order a strike on
Iraqi forces before the full complement of American ground forces

By CHRISTOPHER BURNS
Associated Press Writer

Iraq told its people today to
stockpile oil during the winter to
avoid shortages if war breaks out.
A U.S. military commander said
American troops may not be fully
prepared to attack Iraqi forces for
another two months.
However, the White House said
the tens of thousands of U.S. soldiers in the Persian Gulf will be
prepared to do whatever is
required.
Meanwhile, Turkey, the only
NATO nation bordering Iraq, also
appeared to be making preparations
for a possible war in the gulf
region.
A senior NATO source in Brussels, Belgium, where the Western
alliance is based, said today that
Turkey recently asked NATO to
send several air units from its
multinational force to bolster the

Attorney says
misconduct is
grounds for new
Burnette trial

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The
lawyer for convicted Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch" Burnettc says misconduct by the prosecutor is grounds for a new trial.
Frankfort attorney Gail Robinson
said Franklin Commonwealth's
Attorney Morris Burton tried to
turn Burnette's trial into a political
showdown.
Robinson said Burton "made
Butch Burnette a test case for the
political will of Frankfort jurors."
During his closing argument,
Burton told jurors they could send
a message to future politicians
coming to the Capitol -"whether
this is another exercise in futility
or whether ... you're going to tell
the people that come here to Frankfort, 'We want you to do right."
The jury that convicted Burnette
included seven state employees,
and Robinson said Burton tried to
turn their attetpon "away from his
incredibly weak case and toward
politics in Frankfort."
The allegations were contained
in the request filed Wednesday for
the Supreme Court to take another
look at Burnette's conviction.
The high court voted unanimously last month to uphold the
conviction.
Burnette was convicted earlier
this year on a felony theft charge
11.•1
for placing a woman on the depart4
3
4
‘14
ment payroll before she actually 47
t
.
started work.
:70
He was sentenced to a year in
prison and fined $1,500. That
employee, Linda Campbell, was
also convicted, but her sentence
was probated and she has not
appealed.
Robinson also raised an old issue
in her motion for a rehearing.
She said it was improper for two
We wish you health and
Agriculture Department employees
happiness...this holiday
to testify during trial that they
season, in the coining
would have seen Campbell if she
year, and forever.
had indeed been working.
The justices said last month that
was a harmless error in the trial.
But Robinson, who recently took
over Burnette's case from Lexing104 N. 5th
A*,
ton attorney James Shuffett, coun753-8302
tered that the testimony may have
.44!.
been prejudicial and that issue
needs to be resolved.
'4k
Robinson also said improper
Nh.Yfr#
Megi.
1.
))
instructions were given the jury
about recommending a fine for
Burnette, which constituted
r
e41%
V
grounds for a new sentencing phase
of the trial.
C

was ready, Waller said, "I'd tell
him, 'No, IA not ready to do the
job."
Asked about Waller's remarks,
White House press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said in Washington:
"What he really said is they might
not be as ready as they would like
to be ... for all the contingencies.
But we are assured they will be
ready to do whatever they are
called upon to do."
Earlier today, Cheney and Pow-

their military talks by spending two
days making pre-Christmas visits
with U.S. troops in the region.
Turkey's reported request for
several air units, which must be
approved by defense officials of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, marked the first time it had
had asked NATO for
reinforcements.
Turkey has cut off a key Iraqi oil
pipeline to comply with
U.N.-imposed trade sactions

®
Radio/hackAnd

against Iraq. But it has not sent any
troops to the U.S.-led multinational
forces arrayed against Iraq, making
unclear what role, if any, Turkey
plans to play if war breaks out in
the gulf.
Nevertheless, Turkey's armed
forces of 800,000 are the second
largest in the NATO alliance after
the United States, and 100,000
Turkish troops are along the border
with Iraq, tying up eight Iraqi
divisions.
ri•
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ell told reporters traveling with
them that the United States will be
ready to go to war by Jan. 15.
"Most of the forces will be there
by then, but obviously there is
additional work to be done before
you would identify them as,
combat-ready," Cheney said.
They refused to detail about
what they would discuss with
Schwarzkopf, saying they did not
want to tip their hand to Saddam.
Cheney and Powell are to follow
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PERSPECTIVE
Guest Perspective

By Boone Pickens
The U.S. General Accounting Office reported last month that 36,000
American jobs were lost in 1988 and 1989 as a direct result to( Japaneseaffiliated automakers opening plants in the United States.
For years Americans have been told that these Japanese auto plants
would create American jobs, not take them away. Something is terribly
wrong when the American taxpayer foots the bill for subsidies and economic incentive packages to bring Japanese auto plants to their community, only to be rewarded with increased unemployment rates and a U.S.
auto parts supply industry that is excluded from the prosperity.
I believe it is time for an extensive review of the impact foreign investment — Japanese and otherwise — is having on the American worker, the
American taxpayer and, yes, the American economy.
That's why I'm participating in the Mid-America Project (MAP), a
thorough review of foreign investment in the industrial midwest. This
research project is being sponsored by a broad coalition of businesses and
unions after being initiated by the Greater Cincinnati and Central Kentucky Building and Construction Trades, AFL-CIO.
For my part, I'm convinced MAP will pull the covers off Japan's
closed business practices which are being established in the United States
at the expense of American businesses and the American worker.
My interest with MAP was heightened by Toyota's recent announcement that it will construct a new $800 million factory in Kentucky to
build 200,000 Camry's each year. As the largest stockholder in Koito
Manufacturing — a Tokyo-based company that makes headlights for Toyota automobiles — you would think I would be overjoyed at the news.
Unfortunately, Koito isn't likely to benefit from Toyota's expansion,
and it's likely to be another economic setback for American parts suppliers and U.S. workers. Once more, the Japanese'are stacking the deck
against the American worker.
How has the Japanese auto industry's promise of new jobs for Americans turned into a loss of jobs? Japan is using corporate cartels — or
"keiretsus" — to unfairly compete with U.S. businesses. These keirtsus
are modern-day cartels run by modern-day robber barons whose favorite
brand of competition is no competition.
Because of Japan's anti-competitive corporate cartels, America is being
forced to compae in the global economy with one arm tied behind its
back.
I've learned a thing or two on my own recently about Japan' closeddoor policies. For nearly two years, I've been the largest sharcholdek
Koito.
Because I wanted to participate in the Japanese economy, I invested in
it, much the same way many Japanese are investing in the U.S. economy
by purchasing Firestone, MCA, Columbia Pictures and Rockefeller Center, to name a few.
I made it clear from the beginning that I am a long-term shareholder in
Koito. My goal is to play a constructive role and help Koito move into the
global marketplace.
Koito fights me at every turn. They've denied me basic financial information on my investment and a scat on their board of directors.
Despite Koito's refusal to accept me, I know a lot more about the company's business practices today than I did 20 months ago. Today I'm witnessing first-hand the anti-competitive aspects of corporate Japan's secret
weapon - the Keiretsus — and it has become clear to me why Koito and
Toyota can't stand to have me or other Americans serving on their boards
of directors.
Japan doesn't want Americans to see corporate Japan from the inside,
and how their pricing policies prevent U.S. manufacturing companies and
parts suppliers from gaining a foot-hold in their economy. In short, the
Japanese are refusing to compete fairly with the U.S. by exporting an economic structure condoned in Japan, but outlawed under U.S. anti-trust
laws.
In fact, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission has launched an investigation to determine whether Japan is exporting these corporate cartels to the
United States in violation of our longstanding anti-trust laws.
Invariably, someone suggests that the U.S. should imitate Japan's way
of doing business. That's baloney. We fought the cartels nearly a century
ago and won, and enhanced market competition in the process. It's time
we step up and fight against these cartels again so that we can achieve
similar results.
Some apologists for Japan's closed-door economic policies wage
another argument. They say America is falling behind because the American worker isn't as good as the Japanese worker.
That's baloney, too. The American worker, properly led, is the best
worker in the world. You know it, and I know it. In fact, I bet the Japanese know it, too.
Since I have identified the problem, it's only reasonable that I define a
solution. How should we attack Japan's keiretsus? On five fronts:
1. With the information to be collected by the Mid-America Project
which, I'm convinced, will pull the cover off Japan's unfair practices.
2. With tough and meaningful trade negotiations.
3. With aggressive enforcement of U.S. anti-trust laws.
4. With a report card grading Japan's compliance with the recent SII
accords.
5. And, finally, with aggressive enforcement of U.S. tax laws.
I'm not skeptical of America's ability to compete. I just want these
cartels to be dismantled so we can have a fair chance.
Boone Pickens is chairman of Boone Co., a Dallas-based investment
firm that has waged a 20-month campaign to win board representation as
thc largest shareholder in Japan's Koito Manufacturing.
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Letter to the Editor

Reader urges stronger
local control of waste
Dear Editor,
Public awareness of problems in
waste management has prompted
the special legislative session. The
waste industry appears to still view
Kentucky as a prime target for
waste from the East Coast. The
way to effectively stop out-of-state
waste is local control of waste
permits.

1

There will always be risk associated with waste disposal. The
state Wouldn't increase a community's risk without its approval.
Under legislation supported by
Kentuckians For The Commonwealth, for a community to receive
power to veto a waste stream it
must be properly disposing of all
the waste it generates.
If the Cabinet retains total control of permitting, the will of the

own

Cards bring ghosts of Christmases past

Japanese automakers cost U.S.
jobs; it's time we knew why

•

Wray Ledger & Times

administration will be reflected in
the permits issued. I distrust any
administration that is supported by
the waste industry. I am sure that
industry expects something for
their political investments. I don't
want my community to be in a
political lottery for out-of-state
waste.
I don't believe Kentuckians are
willing to be the landfill of the
nation. The upcoming session is
critical, tensions are high. We
expect true protection.
The Governor's proposal is
advertised as a weapon against outof-state waste, but without local
veto over permitting, the status-quo
of state government and the waste
industry will continue.
Sincerely.
Ray Tucker, Jr.
Somerset, Kentucky

Imelda and Charlie Wicks.
Gladys from Mount Kisco. Aunt
Reenie and Pal. Cousin Sydney, the
college professor.
I never met these people, but
could probably recognize their
handwriting. And even though it's
been years since I've heard word of
any of them, I might recall names
of their children, or where they
vacationed in the summer.
They all were people who sent
Christmas cards to my family when
I was a child — old schoolmates
and distant relatives of my parents
— who promised they would visit,
but never did; who described their
lives in breathless bursts of enthusiasm, seasoned with dashes and
sweetened with an occasional
exclamation point.
As they aged, they chronicled
the aches that ailed them and the
operations they survived. Those
trimphs were like shooting stars,
spectacular explosions of light on
life's dark pages.
Both Imelda and Gladys had
gone to high school with my
mother in New York. On their
annual Christmas cards, they wrote

about those years as if they'd just
happened; though by the time I was
old enough to read, their days at
Pleasantville High were more than
30 years past.
Their cards provided glimpses of
a female I couldn't even imagine
— my dignified mother as a giggling. gossiping teenager who worried about boys and dates, and had
a crush on Judson Laird, one of
Pleasantville High's success stories. (After graduation, Laird had
bone on to New York City School
to become an actor, eventually
playing Papa on the television
series, "I Remember Mama.")
Aunt Reenie was an eccentric
who lived in a New York apart-

ment, with only her faithful dog,
Pal, as company. She sent a Christmas card every year, with "Aunt
Reenie and Pal" as the only message. Toward the end of her life,
Aunt Recnie's script became less
and lees legible, until I concluded
that it was Pal who actually signed
the card.
Each year Cousin Sydney sent
one of those annoying Christmas
letters, extolling the many accomplishments of his obviously gifted
and perfect family. With each
litany of success, I felt relieved
that Sydney and company live far
enough away that we did not get to
hear him recite his achievements in
person each Christmas.
As I grow older, I realize that
the cards I receive each year are
the "ghosts" from my own past
Christmases. I hear from a former
sister-in-law whom I haven't seen
for 15 years; a girl I attended high
school with, who also sends one of
those generic Christmas letters.
(She has redecorated her house
every year for the past 20, and I bet
I could tell you what kind of wall-

paper she's selected over the years,
though I've never been to her
house in New Hampshire. We're
talking details here.)
The most frustrating cards are
those from old friends who don't
include any note at all, so the only
indication you have of their wellbeing is their handwriting. This
year, for instance, I received a card
signed, "Frank," an old friend
whose other half, Deborah, is not
mentioned. His signature is bold,
even snappy, but I don't know if
that means he's divorced and on
the prowl again, or if he's just in a
good mood. I'll have to wait til
next year to find out.
No matter what, however, I love
getting Christmas cards. I've even
grown to like those mass-produced
letters. At least you find out what
people are doing.
My own cards, you ask? Well I
haven't quite gotten around to
sending them yet, but I will. I'm
probably a "ghost of Christmas
past" to someone else's children,
and I'll gladly play that role until
I'm too feeble to write my name
and say, "Merry Christmas."
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Bailing out 'Red Bear S&L'
Had Republicans in 1988 told
voters we would be raising taxes to
send foreign aid to Moscow, even
the Llfrule Duke might have been
able to slip around our right end
and run to daylight.
Yet, here we arc. Six months
ago, Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt took a fearsome pounding
for even suggesting what Mr. Bush
had decided to do: send $I billion
in food aid to Mr. Gorbachev.
Kansas Sen. Robert Dole, whose
friend and contributor is Dwayne
Andreas of the grain giant Archer
Daniles Midland, suggests we raise
Moscow's food-related loan guarantees to $3 billion. Fine, Bob, but,
when Moscow welshes, let Andreas
and ADM eat the loss.
Astonishing. With the dollar
sinking, the deficit exploding, the
Fed feverishly pumping cash into a
failing Bank of New England, the
S&L crisis deepening, the Gulf
adventure doubling in cost, Uncle
Sam is launching a new foreign aid
initiative — to resuce the last dictator between San Francisco and
Vladivostok.
Were the Russian people starving, Americans would be there with
food assistance. But, they are not
starving. They just had the greatest
harvest in history; and Gorbachev's
gang is flush with cash. Moscow's
$4 billion windfall profit from the
doubling of oil prices, its $24 billion in credits since June from the
Germans and Saudis, plus $10 billion to S14 billion in reserves, give
Gorbachev all the cash he needs.
Why, then, are we sending him
food on credit?
The President's decision is certain to release billions in added
loans in Europe, the World Bank,
the International Monetary Fund,
perhaps even the U.S. Export-

Import Bank. Why are we doing
this?
Because, Mr. Bush wishes to signal to the Soviets that Gorbachev is
our man in Moscow, that saving
him serves U.S. national interests.
But does it, in December 1990?
Surely, the Gorbachev who held
back the tanks in Central Europe in
1989 was the best Soviet leader of
our lifetime. Ronald Reagan was
righi Gorbachev was a "different
kind" of Communist. Were he to
preside over the dismantling offthe
Soviet Strategic Rocket Force and
the opening up of his "prison house
of nations," his regime would be as
wise a strategic investment as the
United State could make.
But, there is not evidence Gorbachev intends to preside over the
liquidation of the Soviet Empire,
and hard evidence he is aligning
himself with the imperialist factions determined to save it.
The Soviet military still consumes 20 percent of GNP; Soviet
tanks have been moved east of the
Urals to exempt them from U.S.
arms control agreements; Soviet
rockets — aimed at the United
States — continue to roll off
assembly lines. Moreover, Gorbachev has lately declared his intent
to use force to keep the U.S.S.R.
together. At the top of the Interior
Ministry sits a newly-appointed ex-
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KGB tough from Latvia, Boris will never see the money again; all
Pugo, whose deputy, Gen. Boris that subsidized food will have to be
Gromov, has the aspect of a Rus- paid for by the American people.
sion Napoleon. There is a good 4, What kind of Soviet Union do
possibility that just as U.S. food we wish to see?
aid is pouring into Moscow this
Is it not a nation whose constiwinter, Gromov will be conducting tuent republics are free to stay or
a Christmas blockade of one or go, whose citizens enjoy the same '
constitutional rights as we, whose
more Baltic republics.
In the battle between nco- Communist Party and KGB have
Stalinists and reform Communists, been dismantled, whose army has
Gorbachev was with the reformers. returned to its own soil, - whose
We had an investment in his vic- rockets are no longer aimed at us?
tory. But that fight is over. The Is that what Gorbachev, his generbattle now is between those who als and KGB want? Or is that what
believe in constitutional rights, free the people want who want to be rid
markets and independence for the of Gorbachev, his generals and his
republics, and those prepared to KGB? If we are now standing with
use force to keep Russia's captive him, are we not standing against
nations captive forever. Gorbachev the people who are America's true
is emerging as the leader and voice allies?
By denying aid to Gorbachev,
of the forces of repression.
we
could force him to act in his
His regize — with its huge
Marxist bureaucracy — is now the own best interest. Without hard
impediment to reform. As ex- currency, he could not pay his
National Security Council aide bureaucrats, maintain his arsenal.
Roger Robinson of the Center for send aid to Cuba and Afghanistan.
Security Policy writes, the U.S.S.R. operate his state farms and factois referred to by U.S. bankers as ries. Without aid, he must open his
"Red Bear S&L." It should be shut country to investment, or go under.
down, its managers fired, its assets You do the alcoholic no favor
when you give him another bottle;
parceled out. To stuff Moscow full
you do him a favor when you put
of cash and credit in 1990 is to
him through cold turkey.
give this filled regime the same
Mr. Bush put America's prestige
lease on life we gave Lenin in the
behind Deng Xiao-peng, and, until
'20s, Stalin in the '40s, Bwzluiev
Aug. 2, behind Sadd4am Hussein; he
in the '70s.
This time, don't bail'em out, was burned by both. With this aid
package, he ties himself to a dictalet'em go under.
tor who may just reward him with
Like the Commodity Credit Cora crackdown which causes us to
poration loans to Poland in the
forget Tiananmen Square.
'70s, and to Iraq in the '80s, we

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
A budget of $2.07 million for
1981 was approved by the Murray
City Council.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Overcast are
today, Dec. 20, observing their
50th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Norwood, Nov.
28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gregory
Wayne Parks, Dec. 1; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. David Emerson, Dec. 8.
Twenty years ago
Raymond Carter of Department
of Communications at Murray State
University presented a program of
Christmas readings at a meeting of
Murray Kiwanis Club held at Murray Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers will
observe their 60th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 25.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Michael Calhoon, Dec. 14.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Thomas G. Parker of Murray
attended a seminar for physicians
held at Norton Memorial Infirmary

at Louisville.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway County beat Sedalia and
Douglas beat Fulton. High team
scorers were Don Curd for Calloway, Ned Boaz for Sedalia, J.T.
Duffy for Douglas, and Morris for
Fulton.
Beurdean Wrather is worthy
matron and Hollie Alderdice is
worthy patron of Temple Hill
Chapter 511 Order of the Eastern
Star.
Forty years ago
Bobby Marshall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A.J. Marshall, died early this
morning from poliomyletis at
Kosair Hospital, Louisville He had
been stricken with the disease in
September.
Mr. and Mrs. A.J. (Sime) Burkeen observed their 58th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 18.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Guthric,
Dec. 12; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Duncan and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert P. Moody, Dec.
13.
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Today La History
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Today is Thursday, Dec. 20, the 354th day of 1990. There are 11 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 20, 1803, the Louisiana Purchase was formally transferred
from France to the United States during ceremonies in New Orleans. The
United States paid the French about $15 million for the territory, which
doubled the size of the country.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director George Roy Hill is 68. Actress Jenny Agutter is 38.
Thought for Today: "Rosiness is not a worse windowpane than gloomy
gray when viewing the world.' — Grace Paley, American writer (1922- ).
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Holiday cheer

Ward named
to three-year
board term
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Chuck Ward, director of development at Murray State Universi6. 04041
3
10
ty, has been elected to a three-year
term on the board of directors of
64
CASE-K, a statewide organization :
41
:
,
0014
„Vb
.
44
of higher education-professionals in e
t/
fund raising, alumni affairs and
public relations.
A staff member at Murray State itit!
0
since the fall of 1987, Ward was
elected to the board at the annual
Thank you for your patronage throughfall conference of CASE-K in Lex- es--4 u
out the past year. We hope to continue
ington. He will serve through
November of 1993.
to serve you in the holiday spirit all
CASE-K is an affiliate of the
during the new year.
national organization known as
CASE (Council for Advancement
HOWARD D
tdA-.
and Support of Education). Its purr
pose is to advance understanding
and support of higher education in
riv,Lte a
COMPANY
Kentucky.
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Margaret McKenzie, postmaster of the New Concord Post Office, looks at a window display depicting ho.w
the town might have looked a century ago. A school, store, church, and post office, complete with dog
lying in front of the door, are included in the display. In the center is a Christmas tree decorated with
postal carrier ornaments. McKenzie decorated the office and served refreshments for the holidays in
appreciation for the community.

FDA to audit drug companies
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration will
audit at least 15 more generic drug
companies to see whether they
gave the FDA false data to win
approval for their products,- an
agency official says.
"I am not satisfied that we've
turned over every rock," Daniel
Michels, director of FDA's office
of compliance in the Center for
Drug Evaluation and Research, told
a House subcommittee Wednesday.
So far, the FDA has investigated
36 generic drug makers, and has
referred nine cases to the Justice
Department for prosecution,
Michels said. It also has withdrawn
product approvals for 105 drugs,
and at least 231 products have been
removed from the market, he
added.
Meanwhile, a federal investigation of generic drug companies has
developed additional evidence of
fraud and "reckless disregard" for
the health of consumers, and more
arrests are expected, a prosecutor
testified.
Breckenridge Willcox, U.S.
attorney for Maryland, said his
Baltimore office has found more
instances of companies giving false
documentation to the FDA, Congress and a federal grand jury;
cheating on FDA approval tests;
varying product formulas without
FDA approval; and obstructing
audits by the agency.
Willcox said that since the investigation is still open, he could not
describe the evidence in detail.
But "I can tell you that the evidence we have amassed presents an
astounding picture of corporate
greed, arrogance and deceit,
coupled with reckless disregard for
the health and safety of the consuming public," he added.
"I haven't seen an industry that
is as broadly corrupted as the
generic drug industry," Willcox
told the House Energy and Commerce investigations subcommittee.
Since the scandal came to light
in June 1988, five former FDA
employees have been convicted,
including Marvin Seife, who was
director of the agency's generic
drug division. Also convicted were
seven generic drug company executives, an industry consultant and
three companies.
The charges ranged from bribery
to accepting illegal gratuities to
racketeering.

The two of the most recent
charges were filed against employees of Bolar Pharmaceutical Inc. of
C9iague,,, N.Y., considered the
flagship of the industry, and more
arrests involving the company are
likely, Willcox said.
Gena R. Finelli, former director
of the company's research and
development laboratory, pleaded
guilty in October to obstructing an
FDA audit. Last week, Gloria H.
Schetlick, former manager of regulatory affairs at Bolar, pleaded
guilty to making a false statement
and obstructing justice.
None of the drugs involved so
far has presented a public health or
safety risk, Willcox said. Some
products, however, were of
unknown safety and efficacy
because they were never tested
against the brand name drug they
imitated.
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., subcommittee chairman, noted that
one-third to one-half of the generic
drugs being sold today are made by
companies that have been convicted or are under investigation
for crimes involving the approval
process.
Dingell said the information
amassed by his panel and the U.S.
attorney's office "proves beyond
doubt that with notable exceptions
the generic drug industry is the
most pervasively corrupt this subcommittee has ever uncovered."
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from heaven above,
Christmas is peace,

[

QuicKPRINT]
of snurray

Southside Center
759-4796
Hal Winchester

Christmas is love.

SAVE AN
ADDITIONAL

IDRAW YOUR OWN
DISCOUNT
Murray Store Only

"161

Christmas is our gift

"Modern Technology For
Thday's Printing Needs"

FRIDAY, DEC. 21
SATURDAY, DEC. 22
8 A.M.-10 A.M. ONLY

We areV
proud
to use
recycled
newsprint.

NOEL
We wish you health and
happiness...this holiday
season, in the coming
year, and forever.

daVs
5
Onlv '1,11

*Come into our store between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m.
Friday & Saturday and draw for your savings
coupon!
It will be good for an additional 10%, 15°4 or 20% off
the current sale prices of your purchase (applies
only to temporarily reduced or permanently reduced merchandise).

20%
ON
CURRENT
SALE
PRICES*

Wishing you a bright
and shining holiday.
Lamb Plumbing
& Mechanical
Contracting
501 N. 4th
753-6168
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4000

JC oncy
The spirit of giving

tiOLJOAY OURS
Fri. Dec. 21 & Sat., Doc. 22
Open 11 a.m.430 p.m_
Sun., Dec. 23, 12304 p.m.
likoh., Dec. 24, a.m.4 p.m.
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Help is available for students at Shedd Couple will be married for 60 years
Report cards are coming up in
the next few weeks for many
schools in Kentucky, Tennessee
and Illinois.
Many parents will be confronted
with the information that their
child may not be performing well.
Quite often these children may

Jr. & Missy Apparal
Dialeland Shopping
Center
On Chestnut
753-2720
Murray

LAST MINUTE
SHOPPING
•Isotoner Gloves
•Accessories
•Fragrances
'Liz Claiborne Purses

have an undetected learning
problem.
Screening applications are now
being accepted by the Shedd
Academy.
Students who can be screened
must be 6 years old or older.
Adults are welcome for screening.
The screenings are used to determine if the student shows the characteristics of dyslexia, learning disabilities, hyperkinesis, or attention
deficit disorders.
These children often have trouble with reading or comprehension.
Many reverse letters or numerals.
Typically, these students have difficulty concentrating, organizing
their work and keeping up in class.
Teachers often recommend these
children for retention, holding back
or special remedial classes.
Because of problems with distractability, remembering information, and following directions, the
student will have problems keeping
up in spite of the fact that the student is highly intelligeni

GIFTS FOR
-Belts
-Ties &
Hankerchiefs Sets
-Colognes
'Flannel Shirts
-Knits
-Pajama's
-Briefs
-Socks
-Houseshoes

GIFTS FOR

20-28
-Sweaters
-Casual Pants
-Sportshirts
-Sweatshirts
-Cologne
-Jeans

If a student is found to demonstrate the above characteristics
through the screenings, they would
be eligible for tutorial programs
operating in Mayfield, Paducah,
Calvert City, and Barlow in Kentucky and in Camden and Paris in
Tennessee.
The programs are designed to
help parents work with their children and each other's children on a
one-to-one basis. Classes are held
one evening a week. This is a nonprofit program with all fees covering basic expenses.
To set up an educational screening appointment, contact Dr. Paul
L. Thompson or Mrs. Brunelle at
Shedd Academy, Mayfield,
1-247-8007; or write: Shedd Acadamy, 346 Central Ave., Mayfield,
Ky. 42066. An informational packet will also be sent.

Socialiate
wears diamond
WASHINGTON (AP) — Socialite Georgette Mosbacher laughed
off the legendary curse of the Hope
Diamond when she wore it to
publicize a $1 million gift to the
Smithsonian. "I'd wear it in my
navel for a million bucks," she
said.
"Of course, diamonds look best
on bare skin, but it's the wrong
time of day," Mrs. Mosbacher said
Wednesday, showing off the
midnight-blue gem that once
adorned the bosoms of Marie
Antoinette and Countess DuBarry
of France more than 200 years ago.
The wife of Commerce Secretary
Robert Mosbacher wore the diamond to celebrate a S1 million gift
from the Harry Winston Research
Foundation.
The money will go to renovate
the Geology, Gems and Minerals
Hall at the National Museum of
Natural History of the Smithsonian
Institution, where the Hope Diamond is exhibited.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Jackson
will observe their 60th wedding
anniversary on Monday, Dec. 24.
They were married Dec. 24,
1930, in Murray with the Rev.
W.D. Billington officiating.
Their attendants were Wilbur
Jackson and Ruby Nance.
Mrs. Jackson is the daughter of
the late Joe Colson and Evie Ellis
Colson.
Mr. Jackson is the son of the late
Z.M. Jackson and Leona Parker
Jackson.
Their family consists of one son,
Charles Jackson and his wife,
Judith; two grandsons, Mark Jackson and wife, Lisa, and Lee Jackson and wife, Kristina.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Jackson
Celebrates third birthday

ra
P.
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one expiration

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Tuesday, Dec. 18, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Coomer baby boy, mother,
Melissa, Cherry Street, Calvert
City.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lisa Michelle EelIs, H14
Coach Estates, Murray; Mrs. Brenda Robertson and baby boy, 117
The Perfect Choice
Canton Lake Shore Circle, Cadiz;
—For the Perfect (1411 ' T.G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway,
Murray;
Mrs. Lula Darnell, Rt. 7, Box
518, Murray; Floyd Glenn Howard,
P.O. Box 5412, Mayfield; Elton
Morganti, 1713 Holiday Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Tennie Colson, Apt. H2,
Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Laurenc Hall, Rt. 2, Box 324, Murray; Mrs. Almeta Gallimore, Box
69, Hazel;
•Programmable Channel
Mrs. Willie Lee Foster, G-1,
Scan
Murray Manor, Murray; Claude
•Menu Display
Jones, RL 5, Box 257, Benton;
Mrs. Roberta Rigney, RL 10, Box
•178 Channels
*Sleep Timer
258, Benton;
Carter Bailey, 1801 Lincoln
Ave.,
Murray; Mrs. Ethel Collie,
The quality goes in before the name goes on'
RL 2, Box 35, Murray; Miss Elizabeth Coulter, 1503 Henry St.,
Layaway For Christmas
Murray.
Expiration
James B. Walker, P.O. Box 89,
M-F 8-5; S 8-12
753-2900
Hardin.
1914 Coldwater Rd., Murray
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Maggie Jaye Tate celebrated her third birthday on Friday, Nov. 16.
She is the daughter of Jim and Donna Tate of Murray. Her grandparents are James and Dorothy Tate of Milan, Tenn., Carolyn Ayers of
Dresden, Tenn., and Jim Ayers of Murray. Mrs. Bell Tate of Milan,
Tenn., is Maggie's great-grandmother.

Coming community events are announced
iTHEATRES

Home Alone
(PG)

1:30
3:30
7:15
9:15

OPEN NIGHTLY
'TIL 8
SUNDAYS 1-5
DOWNTOWN
MURRAY

LADIES DEPT.
SAVE

30%-50%
OFF
Entire

Stock Fall Clothing

Thursday, Dec. 20
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Thursday, Dec. 20
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars will have
its Christmas potluck at 6 p.m. at
Willis Center.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have

Ghost
(PG13)

The Rookie
(R)

1:30
3:45
705
9:25

EVERY DAY
Starling December

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. for supper at Dumplin's, Murray. A social will follow
at home of Janice Wilkinson.
Murray Civitan Club will have
its annual Christmas dinner at 7

20

STOREWIDE SALE
West Side Court Square
:

OFF Each Day

Suit Sale Still in Progress 1500'

Rent .4Jur motteseat the mo% les!
1008 Che•antat • 753-3311
Open 11:am to 10:pm

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlake State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.
Food Drive by National Guard
for Need Line has been rescheduled for tonight at 6:30 p.m. at the
Armory on Highway 121 North,
Coldwater Road. Volunteers are
needed. For information call
753-4042.

Murray Business and Professional Women are•scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Louic's Steak House.

Visit The Rack-Downunder

50%

Thursday, Dec. 20
p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Country
Kitchen, Draffenville.

Pre-Christmas

1:30
3:45
7.10
9 20

Bargain Matinees

Cl

University ilaza.....On Chestnut Street

Today is first day of Christmas
vacation for all students in Calloway County and Murray City
Schools.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Ballet dancer helping to resort monuments

III

MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail
Baryshnikov has decided to help
restore monuments in Leningrad.
where he began his ballet career,

gi
)1 Lemonade being
sent to troops

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Paul
Newman's food company says it
will send 500,000 bottles of its
lemonade to the U.S. troops in
Saudi Arabia for Christmas.
"The way we figure it, there
should be around two bottles for
every man and woman serving in
Operation Desert Shield," said
A.E. Hotetiner, co-founder with the
actor of the company, which
donates its profits to charity.
Earlier, 300,000 bottles of Newman's Own Old Fashioned Roadside Virgin Lemonade were sent to
the troops.

Pictured on the steps of the auditorium of Murray State College are the 1936 Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Association Basketball Tournament champions. They are, from left, front row, Floyd (Red) Burdette, James Phillips, Louis (Lulu) Graham, Ethridge (Big Mac) McKeel, second row, Wilford Baker,
Clarence Butler, J. Willard (Mutt) Carroll; back row, Paul (Sadboy) Fowler and Wilms Keifer. Murray
beat the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers in the final game held in Jackson, Miss. Over 1,000 Murray fans
sat in the college auditorium to listen to a play-by-play phonecast of the game. This photo was furnished to
the Murray Ledger & Times by Dr. Ernie Bailey of the University Archives.

by donating a Picasso worth at
least $250,000 to a telethon.
A "revival telethon" will be
held at the Leningrad Opera and
Ballet Theater on Jan. 6-7, and will
attract business leaders, scholars
and cultural figures from 100
nations, the Soviet news agency
Tass reported Wednesday.
The telethon will help save the
city's crumbling landmarks and
create a Russian emigre center,

Tass said.
Other emigre artists who have
agreed to participate in the event
include cellist Mstislav Rostropovich and dancers Natalia Makarova
and Rudolf Nureyev.
Baryshnikov, 42, defected from
the Soviet Union in 1974 and later
became a U.S. citizen. He attended
the Vaganova Ballet School in
Leningrad when he was 14 and
later joined the Kirov Ballet.

Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway Paducah
Mon Sat 9 30 5 On

Weight Control For Life!®
Join'the Most Successful
Bunch Of Losers In America

•

Community...

(Cont'd from page 6)

Thursday, Dec. 20
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.; Choir Practice at 7
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church will have
Church-Wide Caroling at 6 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 21
Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior

Friday, Dec. 21

Friday, Dec. 21

Murray-Calloway County Westside Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Illuminated holiday scenes may
be seen from 5 to 8 p.m. in drive
through Kenlalce State Park. Free
holiday punch and hot coffee will
be served in hotel lobby.

citizens.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth SL will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.

Hazel Woman's Club members
will gift wrap from 4 to 7 p.m. at
Wal-Mart in Murray.
Parents' Night -Out will be from
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Judy Miller receives $100
each year for finding wallet
PARKERSBURG, W.Va. (AP)
— Honesty pays for Judy Miller.
To be exact, it pays $100 every
year.
Seven years ago, Miller, 46,
found a wallet while Christmas
shopping.
"It was stuffed with money,''
Miller said. "It would not go shut
there was so much money in it."
Miller said her first reaction was
to leave the billfold where it was.
But having grown up in a family of
10 with little money, she decided
to hand the billfold over to a store
employee.
As she was telling a clerk about
the wallet, a man ran up to her and
said, "Oh, you found it," Miller
said. The man's name matched the
one on the driver's license, so she
handed it over.
The man offered to buy Miller
anything in the store, but she
refused.
"He didn't owe me anything,"
Miller said. "Why should he pay
me for giving him something that
was his?"
Several days later, Miller
received in the mail a leather jacket
she had tried on the night she
found the billfold.
"I was tickled to death," she
said. "I thought that would be it."
But it wasn't. The next year, she
received a gift certificate, and
every year since, Miller has
received $W from the man, either
in cash or in a certified check. The
man has asked to remain anonymous, she said Tuesday.
Miller, who works in a Belpre,
Ohio, doll-making factory, said she

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. for Christmas
Candy Making. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeannie, 753-00224, Mary, 1-527-0115,
or Margaret, 1-247-2249.
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THESE SMILING FACES ARE JUST A SMALL PORTION ONE OF THE MOST SUCCESSFULLY
medically supervised weight management programs ever designed: Weight Control for Life! The average weight loss
among participants is 3 to 4 pounds per week. Through the use of nutrition education, physical acuvity, medical
supervision and our low-calorie, nutritionally balanced supplements, you will not only lose weight, but learn how to
keep it off.
Now you have the facts, why not get the figure, too? Call Weight Control for Life! today at 762-1533 for a free
personal consultation.
—

Weight Control For Life!®

Youth Choir of First Baptist
Church will sing at Kentucky Oaks
Mall, Paducah, at 7 p.m. The group
will leave the church parking lot at
5 p.m.

An affiliated service of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital

Suite 174W • Medical Arts Building • 300
S. 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071 • (502) 762-1533

is surprised at the number of people who asked her why she
returned the billfold.
"How could I sleep at night
knowing I had kept something that
belongs to someone else?" she
said. "I hope if I ever lose a wallet, someone will be honest enough
to give it back to me."
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Last minute sale items...
Coats
op to

40%

°

Holiday & Winter

Fall & Winter

Leather & Sue-c!.-

Dresses

Suits

Coats

1/3 1/2

off

to

Reg 130'to 280'

If*

,

Jong coats pant coats, iackets A capes

Happy Holidays

7ooeirtiat4I

V

Shoes

1/4 to 1/30
Reg 34'to 69'

Playtex Holiday Sale
25% off

el

Gift Certificates For

00a,

*Movie Rental *Nintendo Rental

25% off

Handbags

999 to 449
Reg 16' to 65'
gowns robes pajamas
sleepshorts toddles
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c
),40W4S

20% to 40% off
Reg 12" to 152"

colorful wools wool blends
and cottons priced 1.50 or Is

Sleepwear
85
T§

Rec

Robes 6

Ent rt

Loungewear

Jr. & Missy Coordinates

25% off

1/4 to 112 oft

Reg. 32w10 70

oo

Christmas Gift Ideas.

20% to 40`)/0 off

18 Hour and Wow bras 8 girdles

Entire Stock

Missy Sweaters
AVO
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r
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r
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Reg 66' to '98'

off

Boots &

Fall 8 Wonter dressy 8 casual
Seloy Naturalize( LiteStride Auchtoons
Proxy Sans 8 Libby and others

Southside Manor
753-4383

...for Cast minute shoppers

Jr. Sportswear

Turtlenecks

114 to 112 off "to 1 2"
Reg 12w to 60''

Saorts pants shorts
knot tops. actives..., ?roans

Briefs & Bikinis

Lingerie

1I3 off

20% to 40% off

Reg 3'to 10'

Entire Stock

geg 10'to 23`'
Slips hall slips camosoles

Reg 12' to 19"
'ore than 10 colors

Jewelry

1/4 to 1/3 oft
Reg 3'to 500
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Stahler 'resents s
Hazel Woman's Club met Thursday, Nov. 15, at Hazel Community
Center with Mrs. Hughes Bennett,
president, presiding.
Peggy Billington, past president

of Murray Woman's Club, was the
guest speaker. She is also Executive Director of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross
and Director of Disaster Emergen-

All
Christmas
Decorations

50%Off
Happin
. eRPlace
Unique Gifts & Accessories
305 S. 12th St.

753-4567

(Thurs, Fri. & Sat.)

25

cy Services.
Billington gave an educational
program on "Disaster Emergency"
saying "that in case of a disaster
emergency, the schools, day care
centers, and hospitals would be the
first to receive help."
The speaker gave three points to
always remember in case of any
type of an emergency: There will
be no warning; Use good judgment;
We will have to go on with our
lives.
Mrs. Noel Thomas gave the
devotion. Reports were given by
Mrs. Gary Story, secretary, and
Mrs. Phil Liddle, treasurer.
Two guests were Janet Dodson
and Gail Gallimore. New members
are Mrs. Darrel Morton, Mrs. Leroy Bennett and Mrs. Mark
Paschall.
Refreshments were served.
Others present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs. Gerald Ray,
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth, Ms. Carolyn
Parks, Mrs. James R. Latimer, Mrs.
Lal Elliott, Mrs. Harold Wilkinson,
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs.
Steve Knott, Mrs. Bruce Wilson,
Mrs. Lawrence Overby, Mrs. Joe
Thompson and Mrs. Billy Hudson.

Prall to speak

% off all Gift Items
(excluding Collectibles)

Hoffman's
Nursery & Greenhouses
94 East, Murray • Closed Sun. 23-Tues 25 • 759-4512

We will be
closing. . .
December 22 - February 20
We will re-open on February 21.
Have A Happy cf Safe
Holiday
759-1712
•

The Murray congregation of
Jehovah's Witnesses will present a
special free and instructive Bible
talk on "Live with Soundness of
Mind in a Depraved World" on
Sunday, Dec. 23, at 9:30 a.m.
This will be at the Kingdom Hall
of Jehovah's Witnesses, located on
North 16th Street Extended at
Utterback Road.
The speaker will be David
Prall, visiting circuit supervisor.
George Bandarra, presiding
minister of the local congregation,
said "the speaker will help us to
understand fully 'what it means for
a Christian to live with soundness
of mind and modesty in a demoralized world'."
Bandarra encourages all interested persons to be present for the
discussion that will show the true
Christian the need for modesty in
all aspects of living.
"The apostle Paul's soundness of
mind is worthy of our imitation.
Just as it enabled him to accomplish much in God's work, to
encounter foes and dangers of all
kinds in his day, and yet remain an
approved disciple of the Lord
Christ Jesus, it can do the same for
Christians today," Bandarra added.
The public is invited to attend
this free and instructive Bible talk,
said Bandarra.

MURRAY
TODAY

Magnalite Professional Stainless
Cookware
•2 mm. copper disk bottom
for superior heat distribution
•Approved for induction ranges

ro ram or Thetas

•100 year warranty
•Stay cool handles
*Available only at The Panhandler
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Judy Stahler, second left, a home economics major and homemaker, top photo, presente
day Cookery" program at the December meeting of Theta Department of the Murray d a special "Holiprepared and served a holiday buffet consisting of Crunchy Cheddar Ham Appetizers,Woman's Club. She
na, Spinach Balls, Squash Supreme, Finger Salads, Frosted Grapes, Heritage Carrot Microwave LasagCake, Holiday Punch
and Coffee. She was assisted by Susan Vied, vice chairman, left, and Bess Kerlick and
Jan Hough, hostesses, at right, in top photo. June Whitford, bottom left photo, won the door prize of
the table decoration.
Gean Cherry, left in bottom right photo, a new member, talks with Oneida Boyd,
right,
the Murray Woman's Club. Another new member is Alice Witte. Mary Ann Russell, a past president of
chairman, presided.
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Salad recipe listed for holiday meal
By NANCY BYAL
Better Norms Magazin* Food Editor

Red and green and cranberry all
over! A wonderful salad for holiday entertaining. For softer-looking
red pepper strips, blanch them in
boiling water for 1 to 2 minutes.
Drain well and chill completely.
Winter Greens With
Cranberry Vinaigrette
/
1
2 cup cranberry juice cocktail
2 tablespoons salad oil
• 1 tablespoon red-wine vinegar
1 teaspoon sugar
/
1 2 teaspoon salt

1 small head romaine or leaf
lettuce
1 head Belgian endive
1 cucumber, thinly bias-sliced
1 cup fresh enoki mushrooms
(31/2 ounces)
1 sweet red pepper, cut into thin
bite-size strips
I/2 cup alfalfa sprouts
1 avocado
Lemon juice
For dressing, in a screw-type jar
combine cranberry juice cocktail,
oil, vinegar, sugar and salt. Cover
and shake well. Chill until serving
time.

Meanwhile, rinse romaine and
endive; pat dry. Line a platter with
some of the romaine and all the
endive. Coarsely shred remaining
romaine; spread over the platter.
Arrange cucumber, mushrooms, red
pepper and sprouts on the platter. If
desired, cover and chill for ug, to
24 hours.
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To serve, halve, seed, peel and
thinly slice avocado, brushing
slices with lemon juice. Add avocado to platter. Shake dressing well
and serve with salad. Makes 6
servings.
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Mon. - Sat.9 A.M. to 5
P.M.
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through Christmas

Dozens of styles from which to choose.
Open Sunday, December 23
753-5679
Bel-Air Center, Murray
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SPECIAL SALE
All Koret Sportswear

20% to30% off
All Tan-Jay Sportswear

20% to30% off
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• Tops • Pants • Skirts • Blazers • Jackets • Shirts •
Blouses• Vests • Split Skins
Selection of Fabrics & Colors
Sizes 16W-26W
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Jenny Ridge plans revival
New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have revival services starting
Saturday, Dec. 22, and continuing through Monday, Dec. 31."We hope to
have two or three guest preachers during this revival," said the Rev. Roy
Balentine, church pastor. A Watch Service will continue until midnight on
New Year's Eve, Dec. 31. The public is invited to attend.

Senior centers to close two days'
All senior citizens centers in Murray and Calloway County will be
closed Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 24 and 25, for Christmas. A hot meal
and two frozen meals will be delivered on Friday, Dec. 21, for those
served by Meals-on-Wheels. For more information call the office of
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, Inc., at 753-0929, now located
in the Weaks Community Center at Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray.

Joseph Samuel Kelly born
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kelly of Rt. 3, Box 376, Murray, are the parents of a
son, Joseph Samuel, weighing eight pounds, measuring 21 inches, born on
Wednesday, Nov. 28, at 2:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have a daughter, Abby, 21 months, and another son, Benji. The
mother is the former Joetta Harlow. Grandparents are Mrs. Geraldine Kelly of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Harlow of Glasgow.

Hazel club selling cookbooks
Hazel Woman's Club has received its third shipment of cookbook,
"Seasoned with Love," just in time for Christmas. The books are $6 each
and may be purchased from any member of the club, at Merle Norman
Cosmetics, Bank of Murray or Dees Bank of Hazel.

Food drive will be tonight
The Murray Unit of Kentucky National Guard will conduct another
canvassing for food for Need Line tonight (Thursday) in Murray and Calloway County. Volunteers are needed for this special project and especially to drive the nights of the food canvassing. Volunteers are asked to be at
the National Guard Armory on Highway 121 North, Coldwa.er Road, by
6:30 p.m. to start the canvassing from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. For more information call the Armory at 753-4042.

Bohnert family hit by fire
Craig, Belinda, Joshua, 6, and Chapin, 2, Bohnert lot all of their
belongings in a fire at their home on North 18th Street oa_Monday.
10-. The Bohnerts had no insurance and are in need of clothing, household
items and financial assistance. Craig has been Sports Information Director
at Murray State University since 1984. Belinda has been a volunteer with
the Communications and Press Relations Division of the Olympics since
the early 1980s, and is active in Murray Food Coop, LaLeche League, and

Bunion pains discussed
By NYU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
For AP New sfeatures
Bunions literally give millions of
people a big pain in the foot, and
physicians agree that there are a
few alternatives for treatment.
One is wearing shoes which will
ease the discomfort; the other is
surgery.
"A bunion is essentially an
enlarged big toe joint that can
affect one or both feet," said Dr.
Phillip Evanski, an orthopedic surgeon at New York University Medical Center. "Bunions rank among
the leading foot problems, along
with hammer toes, corns and callouses, and spurs."
Evanski said genetic factors
appear to play a role — bunions
often run in families — and that
they seem to affect women in far
greater numbers than men.
Bunions also affect older people
to a greater extent than younger.
He estimated that 5 percent of
those over 65 will have a significant complaint about bunions, compared to 1 in 2,000 young people.
"Just wearing shoes helps to
create a bunion problem," Evanski
noted. "The incidence of the con-

dition is far less in cultures where
people do not wear shoes."
It is thought that bunion formation is accelerated when a person
crams symptom-free feet into illfitting or high-heeled shoes. But
Evanski noted that bunions may
also be caused by other factors.
"It is in part a degenerative disease, in that the older we get, the
more common the problem," he
said. "Arthritis and some muscle
disorders can also cause bunions."
Evanski said many people find
relief by wearing shoes with wider
widths in soft leather, or strap
shoes where leather does not touch
the protruding bone.
In severe cases, orthopedic shoes
may be needed. They are made
from a mold taken of the individual's foot.
"If neither option helps, the
alternatives are living with the
problem, or surgery," he said.
Surgery is often viewed as a
treatment of last resort for bunions.
Available procedures range from
a simple bunionectomy, in which
the bump is removed and the ligament tightened, to a fairly complex
osteotomy, in which the bone is cut
and then realigned.
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LAST-MINUTE
SHOPPER'S

SALE!
SAVE 10%
OR MORE

ON ALL ITEMS
IN STOCK!(Including Sale Items)
GET 20-50% OFF
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ONE-OF-A-KIND ITEMS
SAVE ON VARIOUS
SPORTING GOODS.
TOYS & GREAT
GIFT IDEAS

SAVE ON CLEARANCE
ITEMS, SCRATCH AND
DENT SPECIALS...
WHILE QUANTITIES
LAST!

Bel-Air Shopping Center — Murray

isa homemaker. They are members of St. Leo Catholic Church. Persons
wishing to donate items may contact Brenda Volp at 753-0800 or items
may be brought to her home at 2106 Brookhaven Dr., Murray. Those
wishing to give financial assistance may do so at Peoples Bank of
Murray.

Mrs. Fones if hospitalized
Mrs. Mary Fones is now a patient at Methodist Evangelical Hospital,
315 E. Broadway, Room 291, Louisville, Ky. 40202. Cards and letters
may be sent to her at this address or at her home address, 509 Beale St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Spring Creek plans nativity scene
A Live Nativity Scene will be at Spring Creek Baptist Church on Sunday, Dec. 23, from 5 to 6 p.m. This earlier time was set so other church
members could see the inside nativity scene before going to their own
worship services. The church is located off Penny-Airport Road, Highway
783 North, off Highway 121 North.

Elm Grove plans potluck dinner
Elm Grove Baptist Church will have its church-wide Christmas potluck
dinner on Saturday, Dec. 22, at 6 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
church. Meat and drinks will be furnished by the church with others
bringing salads, vegetables and desserts. The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
urges all members and their families and visitors to attend.

Holiday hints are listed
By NANCY BYAL
Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

Make your special holiday foods
look as wonderful as they taste
with these simple presentation and
garnish suggestions from Janet
Herwig, food stylist in the Better
Homes and Gardens test kitchen.
LOOK AHEAD
— Plan to garnish with an ingrei
dient that's already in the recipe,
such as celery leaves, fresh herbs,
lemon- or—orange slices, - carrot
curls.
— Have on hand some leaf lettuce or other greens, red and-or
green grapes, cherry tomatoes, mint
leaves, canned crab apples, oranges
and lemons.
PLATTER PRESENTATIONS
— Wreath the turkey platter with
fresh sage or other herbs, glazed
squash rings, poached apple and
pear wedges, kumquat flowers,
glazed sweet potato slices, frosted
grapes, crab apples and orange
slices, baked apples filled with
mashed sweet potatoes.
— Steamed vegetables, such as
shredded zucchini, sweet potatoes,
or french-style green beans, make a
colorful base for chicken breasts,
fish, chops, or other meats.
NATURALS
— Edible serving containers are
fun. Present dip in a green or sweet
red pepper; spread in a seeded
small squash. A hollowed-out
round bread loaf holds appetizersize sandwiches or cheese dip.
Convert a pumpkin or large, colorful squash into a stunning soup
tureen.
— Flowers make lovely garnishes, but choose only those
grown for use with food, not those
that have not been treated with pesticides that might leave harmful
residues.
— Leaves safe to use with food
include ti, lemon, kale, herbs and
flowering herbs.
SLICK AND QUICK
— For greater interest, place a
garnish at one end or side rather

FRIDAY
Store Hours

9-6
SATURDAY
Store Hours

9-6
SUNDAY

than the center, or line the bowl or
platter with greens.
— Piping quickly gives,shape to
a creamy, thick mixture. Try it with
appetizer spreads, butter, cream
cheese, cream puff dough, deviled
egg filling, dessert mousse, mashed
potatoes, mashed sweet potatoes
and whipped cream.
— Sift powdered sugar or
unsweetened cocoa powder41ightly
over plates before placing torte or
cake slices on top. Use a doily as a
-sten-cit if you
— Use egg substitute instead of
raw eggs to brush grapes and flowers before frosting with sugar.
Dilute egg substitute with an equal
amount of water.
CUTOUTS
— Melt semisweet chocolate
pieces. Pour onto a waxed-paperlined baking sheet; spread 'A - to
'A -inch thick. Chill 15 minutes or
until almost set. Firmly press hors
d'oeuvre cutters into chocolate.
Chill 10 minutes more. Remove the
cutouts with a toothpick. Be careful
not to touch the surface of the chocolate; fingerprints will show.
— More cutouts: Use hors
d'oeuvre or small cookie cutters to
cut trims from citrus peel; apple,
beet, carrot, or jicama slices; jellied
cranberry sauce; butter, cheese; or
pastry.
HOLIDAY GREENS
— Looking for a change from
parsley? Try celery leaves, curly
endive, or leaf lettuce. Cilantro
makes an attractive garnish but
wilts quickly.
— Place salad or dessert on a
glass plate set on top of ferns or
other florist greens arranged on a
metal or china underlincr. For buffet service, use large plates or
platters.

9-4
753-2310
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Al and Marcia Johnson of Murray will be married for 40 years on
Sunday, Dec. 23. They were married on Dec. 23, 1950. at Deering.
Mo. A family dinner celebration will be Saturday, Dec. 22, at Hong
Kong Restaurant, Murray.
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Coloring Contest winners

Sandstorm causes bus, truck to collide

The winners of the Murray Ledger & Times Christmas Coloring Contest are, from left, Jessica Jenkins,
first place in the 8-10 year old group, colored picture from Baskin-Robbins; JaCinda Lewis, second place
in the 3-4 year old group. colored picture from Sirloin Stockade; Julia Franklin, first place in the 3-4 year
old group. colored picture from Murray Home & Auto; Andy Cutini, second place in the 5-7 year old
group, colored picture from JCPenney; Sara Cunningham, first place in the 5-7 year old group, colored
picture from Murray Rental & Sales; and Heather Wright, second place in the 8-10 year old group, colored picture from Mr. Gatti's. There were over 200 entries this year, the first year of the contest.

YERMO,Calif.(AP) — A Greyhound bus collided with a truck
during a blinding Mojave Desert
sandstorm Wednesday and swerved
onto a median, injuring at least 47
people, the California Highway
Patrol said.
No deaths were reported among
the 30 bus passengers or the other
nine vehicles involved in the subsequent chain-reaction crash on Interstate 15.
Bus driver Bill MacVean said
visibility suddenly dropped to zero
during the sandstorm and he
swerved to avoid a flatbed truck
stopped in his lane.
"It was too late to do anything
but to pull off into the median,"
said MacVean. "This happened so
fast."
The bus struck the rear of the
flatbed truck, tearing ciff the bus
door. MacVean managed to keep
the bus upright.
"Yeah, I think the bus driver
saved a lot of lives," said passenger James Messner, 51, of Capac,
Mich.
Messner said there was no panic
among the passengers, who
knocked out windows and climbed
out of the bus.
Passenger Mark Castillo, among
those who boarded the bus in Los

Angeles and were bound for Las
Vegas, estimated the bus was going
about 40 mph.
"It was really dusty. It was just
a sandstorm. At one point it got so
you couldn't hardly see anything.
... You could barely see the line
going down the middle of the
road."
Other vehicles involved in the
wreck were five cars, two vans and
a pickup.
The sandstorm developed when a
blustery weather front moved
through California, bringing cold,
rain and snow to many areas of the
state.
All southbound lanes of 1-15
were closed, said CHP Lt. Gary

Haley. The site is a few miles east
of Barstow and 100 miles northeast
of Los Angeles.
Maureen Bodine, nursing supervisor at Barstow Community Hospital, said 11 people were treated at
the hospital. At least two were in
serious condition, she said.
Fire Department spokesman
Loney Weems said 36 people were
treated at the Yermo fire station for
minor injuries, mostly cuts and
scrapes.
On Tuesday, a tractor-trailer rig
collided with a Greyhound bus and
a truck on an icy highway in Utah,
killing seven people and injuring
41. The crash was on Interstate 80
near the Utah-Wyoming line.

Multi-county detention center to be discussed
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
construction of a juvenile detention
center to serve eight to 12 area
counties could begin in McCracken
County next year.
Judge-Executive Gary Hovekamp said he will meet with officials from other counties Jan. 2 to
discuss plans and seek commitments to participate in the state's
first multi-county juvenile facility.
Hovekamp said officials from

Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard,
Calloway, Graves, Marshall,
Livingston, Lyon, Crittenden,
Christian and possibly other counties would be invited to the
meeting.
The size of the center would
range from 64 to 96 beds and cost
$3.7 million to $4.9 million. The
size and cost depend on the amount
approved by the state.
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White glass(nen door with window
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Model GSD640L
4 cycles. Temperature Sensor System. No-heat energy saver drying
option, low energy convection
drying.

Get A FREE GE
Crystal ClearTM
Cordless Phone
When You
Buy This
Big Screen
TV!

MODEL 25GT501
• Digital Remote Control 119-buttoni
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• Picture Reset
• 147-Channel Capability
• Auto Start AutoProgramming
• Automatic Cabe Air Switching
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Value?
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includes
carrying case
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2-in-1 Washer

Model JEM26WH
Easy to use electronic touch controls with digital display and
clock. Word prompting display.
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oven cavity.
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•3-lux sensitivity
*Variable high-speed shutter
•CCD solid state image sensor
*Macro focusing
•Electric viewfinder with date display

Model DDE6500G
Model WWA7070G
Automatic permanent press and
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Marcos home not as festive at second glance

Students attending Friendship International, sponsored by Baptist churches of Calloway and
Marshall
Counties of Blood River Baptist Association, visited the Murray Ledger & Times building to
set the newspaper at work on Wednesday. Alice Rouse, right, Business Office Manager, conducted the tour.
Jo Burkeen, wilted, Murray Today Editor, explains the Associated Press Wire service on a computer
terminal.
Pictured, from left, are Cassell Garrison of Cherry Corner Baptist Church, Chyi-Shu Lin
of Taiwan,
University of Alabama, Huntsville; Jaegu Yoo, Korea, University of Tennessee at Martin;
Zhanying Ho,
China, East Tennessee State University, Johnson City; and Chang Hwo Oh, Korea, Universit
y of Tennessee at Martin. Other students will be joining the Friendship group later in the week. The Associati
on plans
this Friendship International each year to accommodate international students and families who
are unable to go home for the holidays.
staff Øo by Mark Cooper

Einstein 'blunder' may be correct
NEW YORK (AP) — An idea
that Albert Einstein created and
later repudiated as the biggest
blunder of his life may actually
have been correci
, Recent astronomical observations and computer calculations
suggest that the universe may truly
contain a force represented by the
"cosmological constant" Einstein
proposed in 1917, a study says.
Einstein introduced the constant
as a mathematical term in an equation that applied his general relativity theory to the universe.
The idea got him out of a sticky
problem. At the time, he and others
believed the universe was static,
neither expanding nor contracting.
But his relativity theory would not
produce that result. So Einstein
added the cosmological constant to
make his equation fit with his
belief.
Adding the cosmological constant to the equation implied that
the universe contains a repulsive
force that opposes the gravitational
attraction of mass. No such force
has been detected.
But the assumption that led to
the constant turned out to be
wrong. Scientists later discovered
that the universe was actually
expanding rather than being static.
The cosmological constant fell into
disrepute.
The late physicist George
Gamow, in his autobiography "My
World Line," wrote that Einstein
told him introducing the cosmolog-

ical constant was "the biggest the uniform intensity of the energy
blunder he ever made in his life." left over from the Big Bang, and a
But there might be something to number of distant galaxies that are
it after all, British scientists sug- difficult to fit into the volume of
gest in Thursday's issue of the space allotted them by standard
British journal Nature.
theory, Sutherland said.
They argue that the existence of
"It's still very speculative,"
the force repesented by the cosmo- Sutherland cautioned. "I certainly
logical constant would solve sever- would not like to claim that the
al problems with standard theory cosmological constant is definitely
about the universe. It "should be there. It's a longshot. But it's a
taken seriously," wrote George possibility that we have to take
Efstathiou, William Sutherland and seriously."
Steve Maddox of thet,
er University of
In a Nature editorial, theoretical
Oxford's physics
artment.
astrophysi
cist Edmund BertschinStandard theory inc Ades that the
Big Bang gave birth to the uni- ger of the Massachusetts Institute
verse, and says that by far most of of Technology says the new report
the mass in existence now is "cold "may be the strongest case to date
dark matter," which has not yet for a non-zero cosmological
been observed but would have a constant."
Still, he said in an interview, the
gravitational effect on the rest of
new evidence "would not convince
the universe.
Recent observations show more a jury, I think, beyond a reasonable
clustering of galaxies on very large doubt." There are other possible
scales than envisioned by basic explanations for the clustering of
versions of standard theory, the galaxies, he said.
new report says. But the clustering
But the new work will promote
could be accounted for by incor- debate, and scientists will "start to
porating the cosmological constant consider more seriously -the conseinto standard theory, the scientists quences of having a cosmological
propose.
constant," he said.
Their hypothesis suggests that
For Einstein, of course, it comes
the universe's expansion was domi- too late.
nated by cold dark matter through
"He missed a golden opportuniperhaps the first one-third to one- ty," Bertschinger said. "He could
half of its history, but that the cos- have predicted on the basis of his
mological constant force governs it theory that the universe must be
now, Sutherland said in a telephone either expanding or contracting.
interview.
But he didn't trust the theory
The hypothesis also accounts for enough to do that."

NEW YORK — There's no hiding the festive spirit inside the
spectacular apartment where Imelda Marcos lives, high above the
Manhattan skyline with a sweeping
view of the East River.
There are not one but two artificial Christmas trees in the living
room, one snow-white and festooned with pink ribbons and
another traditional green tree with
ornaments. In one corner, Mrs.
Marcos plays the piano as members
of her staff look on admiringly.
But appearances can be deceiving. All is not going well for Mrs.
Marcos.
Though she was acquitted on all
counts following a lengthy trial on
federal racketeering and fraud
charges in July, she faces a myriad
of civil lawsuits.
A multimillion-dollar civil suit,
based on the same racketeering
charges as the criminal trial, has
been lodged against her by the
Philippine government in Los
Angeles federal, court. That case
should go to trial in about a year.
_ The U.S. government also
intends to retry Mrs. Marcos on
those same charges in a separate
civil suit next year.
Worse still, she says, because
she is viewed as a "security
threat," Mrs. Marcos is required to
notify and receive permission from
the U.S. Justice Department at least
48 hours before she wants to leave
Manhattan.
She has no passport and her current lawyer, James Linn of Oklahoma City, said the federal government has not indicated when it
might lift the travel restrictions
against her. The Filipino government does not want her back.
The former Filipino "Mother of
the Nation" has become a real-life
prisoner of Second Avenue,
tethered to her home near the
United Nations.
"I am beleaguered," said Mrs.
Marcos during a recent interview in
her 42nd-floor apartment on Dag
Hammarskjold Plaza, one of several she rents in the building.
"Do you know what it's like to
survive without freedom in a foreign country? You try to uphold
your dignity, but you're living in a
vacuum. You're not in your own
country, you're uprooted."
All she wants, Mrs. Marcos said,
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is to return to the Philippines "so I trial, Mrs. Marcos insisted that
can flourish and grow and live and most of her purchases were for the
love again." She also wishes to good of her country.
bring back the remains of her hus"I shopped for rny country
band for a proper burial.
because for 400 years the whole
"It's overwhelming," Mrs. Mar- world shopped on my country,"
cos said of her predicament. "It's she said. "I started buying paintgood that I'm Oriental. I'm attuned ings and all sorts of things to bring
to the spirit of Zen Buddhism, that the world back to the Philippines. I
you are nothing and everytting at wanted to rebuild our cultural
the same time."
identity."
Ferdinand Marcos died in
Mrs. Marcos' infamous shoe colHawaii in September 1989, three lection remains in Manila. She said
years after he was swept from pow- she now has only about two dozen
er in a "people's revolution" led pairs in her Manhattan closets.
by Corazon Aquino.
But Mrs. Marcos said she has
His declining health and his "no attachment to material
demise meant he was spared a trial things."
on charges that he and his wife
"I would shop more for others."
illegally transferred $160 million she said. "Most of my jewelry and
from the Philippines and defrauded valuables were given to me by my
financial institutions of $165 family and my husband."
million.
She said she has "no regrets,"
Mrs. Marcos went to trial and allowing that if she did do anything
was acquitted. Six months later, unseemly, it was merely out "love
she continues to protest her inno- and responsibility" for her country.
cence and that of her husband.
"One makes mistakes, but they
"Marcos was not bad, he was aren't deliberate," she said. If
not considered a thief until he land- there was an excess, it was because
ed here," she said. "The CIA, my love for my country was in
Interpol, they all knew Marcos for excess."
20 years. Then all of a sudden, he
is a thief. It is all a mistake."
She displays sheaves of documents attesting to the Marcoses'
finances, and even an affectionate
letter that President Reagan wrote
.;
to them shortly after they arrived in
"A Very
Hawaii in exile. Reagan called
Merry
I
•
Marcos a "patriot."
Now,. she said, she has become a
Christmas
pariah as a result of what she sees
t,
to one
as an unfounded and puzzling public persecution.
and oil!" I
"The Marcos issue has become
so humongous that every leader in
this country is afraid to touch me
with a 10-foot pole," she said.
As she talked, Mrs. Marcos sat
at the dining room table clutching a
rosary. She wore a black dress with
a lx.adecl necklace and scarf and
matching black suede shoes. Her
nails were polished in a pink and
white French manicure.
She also wore a pair of diamond.
sapphire and ruby earrings with a
matching ring, two pieces of the
jewelry she says she hurriedly
stuffed into her grandchildren's
diapers when she and her husband
were given one hour to clear out of
Malacanang Palace in Manila in
February 1986.
Though even her former lawyer,
Gerry Spence, labeled her a
"world-class shopper" during her
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1.75 L27.84'
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socks are too large
ties are too bright
slippers are wrong
shirts aren't right.
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And
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• Maker's Mark 750 m110.99'
• Maker's Mark 1 liter 14.99' What to give and be sure
• Maker's Ma& 1.75 L 24.59' Your gifts won't return...

• Seagram's 7 1.75 L 15.88'
• Canadian Mist1.75 L 13.98'
• Crown Royal 750 m115.97'
• Crown Royal 1.75 L 36.82'
I•Old Charter
8 year old 1.75 L 20.99'
• George Dicke!
Black
750 ml 9.94'
• Jack Daniels
.
Black
750 mlll.97*
• Jack Daniels
Black
• Kentucky
Tavern
• Jim Beam

Largest Wine
Selection
in'Paris!

For what it is worth
The suggestion is mine...
Nobody brings back
His liquor or wine!

• Absolut
Vodka
• Smirnoff
Vodka 1 75 L 14.99'
• Riva Vodka 1 75 L 9.50'
• Bicardi Rum 1.75 L 15.96'
• Castillo Rum 1.75 L 13.36'
• Tanqueray
Gin
750 m113.44'
• Gordon's
Gin

• Carlo Rossi
• Franzia
• Inglenook
• White
Zinfandel 750 ml 6.16'
• Jordan Cabernet
Sauvignon '86 750 mI21.14'
• August
Sabastini 1 5 L 7.98'
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Prices Good Thru December 24, 1990
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U.S. may back resolution protecting Arabs
UNITED NATIONS — The
United States on Wednesday
appeared close to endorsing U.N.
Security Council efforts to protect
Arabs in the Israeli-occupied lands,
denounce their deportation and
back a Mideast peace conference.
The Security Council has been
holding intensive consultations to
avert a U.S. veto and to reconcile
Western and nonaligned draft
resolutions.
U.S. officials are trying to find a
way out of a diplomatic vise,
squeezing them between their
longstanding ties to Israel and their
newfound attachment to Arab allies
in the anti-Iraqi coalition.
Western diplomats said Wednesday that agreement on a Finnish
draft resolution that could be supported by the United States
appeared to be at hand, although
some textual problems remained.
Nonaligned diplomats indicated
that more serious problems may
remain.
U.S. Ambassador Thomas R.
Pickering told reporters Wednesday
after consultations that the United
States could vote in favor of a draft

resolution submitted by Finland
"in its integrity," but amendments
were expected.
A Security Council meeting and
vote was rescheduled to Thursday
morning. It has been delayed seven
times the past two weeks, largely at
U.S. urging.
The United States is trying to
avoid exercising its veto of a resolution critical of Israel, which fiercely opposes an international
Mideast conference. U.S. officials
fear a veto, which they can exercise as a permanent council member, would anger Arab allies and
thus undermine the anti-Iraqi
coalition.
The United States has been trying to remove any mention of a
Mideast peace conference from a
resolution and shift it to a nonbinding presidential statement accompanying the resolution.
Complicating matters, U.S. officials also want to avoid any
appearance of bowing to Iraq's
demand that a Persian Gulf settlement be tied to a solution of the
Palestinian problem. Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein has called for a

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
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the future, has disavowed any linkage between 'Iraqi-occupied
Kuwait, invaded on Aug. 2, and the
Israeli-occupied lands.

Mideast peace conference.
The U.S. government, which
supports considering a peace conference at an unspecified time in
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Slovenia taking risk
if it goes independent

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
with the demand that Slovenia
— The government and the army
reconsider holding the referendum
'p Russia
today said Slovenia will be taking a
"because of its consequences."
‘
- 412'
Estonia
12.9°.
great risk if voters in Yugoslavia's
Prosperous Slovenia, governed
Jt2
'
ma 194
Latvia ma 12.7%
most prosperous republic choose
by a center-right coalition since
Lithuania ma 14.3%
this weekend to declare indepenspring, wants more independence
dence from the country.
from central authorities. Slovenia is
Byelorrussia
17.9%
Central Asia
The deputy defense minister,
backed by Croatia, where ComUkraine
24.9%
Admiral Stene Brovet, told the fedmunists were also ousted by centerKazakhstan
.0
7,102
,
Moldavia
eral Parliament that the army was
right parties in spring elections. •""' r
orgia
352% K irg hate
ready to "act in accordance with
They want Yugoslavia transformed
alide' 16.3%
•
\
the Yugoslav Constitution" and
60.2%
into a loose confederation.
Caspian
Sea
those in Slovenia who "think diffeSerbia, the largest Yugoslav
Uzbektstan
‘tSea •>Th
Turkey
rently, are wrong."
republic, where Communists scored
The government on Tuesday
: Turkmenistan
a victory in recent elections, wants
Armenia
rejected the Slovenian referendum
36 6°A
China
Yugoslavia to remain a federation
and said it would take unspecified
Azerbaijan
with a strong, centralized
Tailkistan,
steps to preserve the country's
government.
Iraq
am 79.3
unity. There were fears of army
The differences have led to a
Afghanistan
Kuwait
intervention, but Slovenian offideepening rift among the republics
Iran
'
cials said the federal government
and strained their relations with the
Pakistan • India
Saudi
has assured them that the military
federation, pushing the Balkan Arabia
SOURCE: Center for International Research; Research by LILY DOW
would not stop the vote Sunday.
nation to the edge of disintegration.
The leading Slovenian daily
Delo today challenged the federal
authorities.
"Do (officials) in Belgrade think
its
they can halt Slovenia's indepen- 4
dence, or do they simply want to
accelerate our departure from
WASHINGTON (AP) — NASA, to step back and view where we are expensive to operate and not yet
Yugoslavia?" it asked in a an agency that literally relies on going and what is the best way to out of the developmental stage, it
commentary.
rocket scientists, should be allowed get there," the panel said. "Among said.
With Sunday's refeT
:
err
l.j
i b different personnel rules than the the most needed ingredients of
The United States is "overapproaching, "the old federation is rest of government if the space America's space program is a con- reliant" on the shuttle, the commitcounting its last hours," the paper program is to keep its edge, a fed- sensus of support for its goals and tee said, and it recommended that
said. The federation of six republ- eral committee says.
its resource needs — whatever they no new shuttle be built after the
ics and two provinces has been in
may be."
The National Aeronautics and
Endeavour joins the fleet in 1992.
existence since 1945.
Private industry is able to pay
Space Administration likely will
The report called for "a major
Justice Minister Vlado Kam- have trouble recruiting the best and $5,000 to $10,000 a year more than national effort to develop a new
bovski today told Parliament the brightest during the 1990s if it has NASA to new college graduates launch system that can provide a
central government was "warning to stick to civil service pay restric- and the gap is widening, the report flexible heavy lift capacity." Such
state organs of Slovenia about the tions, the Advisory Committee on said, pointing to science and engi- a rocket would be designed to carry
great responsibility and the risk the Future of the U.S. Space Prog- neering as especially acute staff a 120,000- to 150,000-pound paythey are assuming" if they unila- ram said in its final report problems.
load to near-Earth orbit, three times
terally step out of the federation. Wednesday.
At the other end of the scale, the capacity of the shuttle.
The government will "undertake
The committee issued a sum- post-employment restrictions have
Among the other recommendaenergetic steps to protect reforms
mary of the report last week, call- kept key technical and management tions of the committee:
and objective, common interests of ing for more emphasis on science, people from signing up with
—Redesign the Space Station
all peoples and nationalities" in less dependence on the space NASA, and the agency has difficul- Freedom with a goal of reducing
Yugoslavia, Kambovski said with- shuttle by developing new cargo- ty in removing civil servants who costs and complexity. The space
out elaboration.
carrying rockets and a simpler, are not performing up to snuff.
station mission should center on
His comments were reported by
more easily maintained space staThe committee proposed that life sciences and human space
the state news agency Tanjug.
tion than the one being planned. NASA be declared a pathfinding operations and less on industrial
The Parliament ended its session
"We are at an appropriate time agency with an advanced personnel process research.
system that would include "pay for
—Science should be given the
performance" and more flexibility highest priority in the space progin senior executive hiring and ram and science activities should
removal.
be maintained at or above 20 per"In the past, the challenge and cent Of the NASA budget.
—A long-term program shou1d
excitement of the space program
has been a significant inducement be established to carry out Presifor exactly the type of people one dent Bush's goal of establishing a
wishes to attract," said the report. permanent base on the moon and
the human exploration of the planet
But recent criticism of the program
Mars, along with an effort "to proand its participants, and the image
of public service in general, have duce significant advances in space
made NASA a less attractive transportation and life sciences."
Bush has said he wanted the
employer, it said.
Mars
landing by 2019, but the
The 12-member advisory committee was appointed four months committee said the schedule should
ago to study the civil space prog- be designed to match the availabiliram and to make recommendations ty of federal funds.
to Vice President Dan Quayle, as
head of the National Space Council, and to NASA Administrator
United Way
Richard Truly.
The committee called the space
shuttle "a great technical achievement, but a failure at reducing
costs." The system is complex,
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OFF THE WALL
Very Old Barton 86'
Maker's Mark
Early Times
Wild Turkey 101 Kessler
Jack Daniel's Black
Kentucky Gentleman
Old Charter 8 Yr.
Forester 86'

Seagram's
1 Crown

1 75 L

Canadian Mist
Windsor Canadian
Seagram's VO
Korbel Brandy
Dewars WhIe Label
Chivas Regal
Scoresby Rare 86'

1151
7501
1JI
750
Imr
750 ft
1.1S1
115
1351

13.99
10.99
13.99
12.99
7.49
9.99
10.99
21.99
14.99
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t----
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RIt-4,11.5
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79.00
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2.69

Glen Ellen Chardonnay
Dom Perignon Brut
Sutter Home'Atte Znfrd6
Harveys Bristol Cream
Beringer White Zinfandel
Blue Nun
Andre Champagne

a

Cooks Brut Champagne
Sebastiani Chardonnay
Almaden Winecask

Lancers Wines
Vintner's Choice

7501
13 l
1 Lk
7501

al.

3.99
7.99
8.29
3.99
6.99

Piper Sonoma
HARVEY
BRISTOL CREAM

Miller (Reg., Lite & Draft)
9.99

Wm Case 12 Os. Cos

Keystone
6.79
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Budweiser
Laos* Case 24/12 02.(as

10.49

Korbel
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Brut & X-Dry 75OML
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Today marks anniversary of Panama invasion to oust Noriega
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP)
— A year ago Thursday, U.S.
troops invaded Panama to oust
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega and
install Guillermo Endara as president. Officially, the anniversary is
called a "day of national
reflection."
Noriega's opponents and the
families of those who died in the
fighting had sought a "day of
national mourning" but didn't get

* * *

Flemin

corned the Americans and the
removal of Noriega, now in Miami
awaiting trial on drug trafficking
charges.
U.S. military presence on the
streets today, however diminished,
is seen as an irritant by nationalists
— one small sign of the problems
Endara faces in his efforts to keep
his government alive and democracy intact in Panama after a troubled
year.
His supporters are turning
against him. Labor unrest is on the

authorizing firing of about 500
public employees who backed a
strike call, one of the first persons
to meet with legislative leaders was
Col. James Steele, head of the U.S
Army Support Group working with
the Panamanian government.
Interior Minister Ricardo Arias
Calderon heads the newly structured civilian police force that
replaced Noriega's military. Government sources said the Americans told Arias Calderon to let the
police "take care of its own and

rise and a feeling exists that the
U.S. military is replacing Noriega
as the real power here.
"The United States' interference
through its forces -and its ambassador is pretty open," said Marco
Gandazcgui, director of the privaae
Center for Latin American studies
in Panama.
On Dec. 5, U.S. soldiers were
used at Endara's request to quell a
relatively minor revolt of disgruntled police.
When riots broke out over a law

organize the special military units
the United States wants for Canal
security."
The sources spoke on condition
of anonymity.
The United States turns the
Panama Canal over to Panama at
the end of the century and wants to
see the waterway in the hands of a
stable democracy.
The Roman Catholic Church, a
Noriega foe and formerly a solid
backer of Endara, now calls his
government "inflexible."
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Be sure and vote for the area High School's
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goods. One can equals one vote. The food
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in our communities
have a very
Merry
Christmas.
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Even the United States says.
Panama could be vulnerable to
remilitarization.
"The specter of militarism reappeared in Panama, and it represented a clear and real danger to
constitutional democracy," U.S.
Ambassador Deane Hinton said of
the police uprising, which Endara
called a coup attempt.
Hinton told businessmen that
"democracy does not come easily," but added: "The government
of Panama has come a long way in
a year."
Endara conceded, "We have
many problems and few resources." He said "much has been
accomplished," but "democracy in
Panama remains in danger."
Losses from looting and other
causes not stemming from the
fighting a year ago have been estimated at up to $1.5 billion. Endara
has suggested the United States
owes reparations for invasion damage, but no amount has been
mentioned.
The high expectations of many
following Noriega's overthrow,
which according to the U.S. Southern Command left up to 345—soldiers and civilians dead, have now
turned to frustration. The government is accused of inactivity and
worse.
Only about $84 million has been
used of $461 million in U.S. aid
allotted for Panama. Much has
been held up pending reforms
Washington asks in banking secrecy laws and the like, most aimed at
drug trafficking and money
laundering.
Leaders here find it hard; politically, to support the demands.
- The military -has ruled Panama,often behind a civilian facade,
since 1968. The military's loss of
stature apparently was behind the
uprising of retired Col. Eduardo
Hererra and about 35 followers.
They said they acted to get more
respect from a civilian government
that had humiliated them.
Noriega's Defense Forces had
1,6,000 members. The civilian
police force that replaced them'has
13,000, with drastically reduced
duties and about half the budget
formerly allotted. About 40 percent
of the officer corps has been
ousted.
Endara defended his asking for
U.S. troops to put down the uprising, saying it "avoided the return
of a dictatorship and a bloodbath of
Panamanians."
The president inherited a
wrecked government and ruined
economy. Despite withering problems, progress has been made.
Unemployment is at about 25
percent, but substantially better
than a year ago.
The economy is growing again
after years of shrinkage.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Association of State
Employees wants Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson to include the topic of
more money for public employees
on the agenda for a special legislative session in January.
Sjate employees were given 5
perant raises in each of the two
years in the budget passed by the
1990 General Assembly and most
also received substantial additional
pay increases through a separate
pay-equity program.
Nevertheless, the employee
union's president, Lee Jackson,
said in a letter to Wilkinson that
the state still ranks among the lowest in the nation in terms of salaries
for employees.
The association also wants to
provide additional benefits for state
employees who are called into
active military service.
Also, the association wants to
repeal a law that prohibits most
state employees from forming
political action committees.

\
1 1.*
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky manufacturers released
approximately 111.7 million
pounds of toxic chemicals in 1989,
a decrease from the previous year,
according to figures released Wednesday by the Cabinet for Natural
Resources.
Air emissions accounted for 44.2
million pounds, underground injections were 39 million pounds, onsite disposal and transfer to off-site
landfills accounted for 25.1 million
pounds and discharges to streams
or to sewage treatment plants
accounted for 3.4 million pounds.
The total for 1988 was 120.2
million pounds.
•
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Lower interest rates should make loans more affordable
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Reserve's long-awaited
move to lower interest rates should
make car and house loans more
affordable, but business people
don't expect leery consumers to
jump into a spending frenzy.
The Federal Reserve acted Tuesday and Wednesday to lower inter-

est rates to spur the economy, but
James B. Warkentin, who owns a
real estate agency in McLean, Va.,
predicted the moves would not
spark a buying binge among consumers who feel squeezed and have
seen colleagues and neighbors laid
off in recent months. Many
employed people feel their jobs,

too, are threatened by the state of
the economy.
"If someone is in danger of losing their job, it doesn't matter how
cheap the interest is, they don't
want to pay it," Warkentin said.
"When someone is concerned
about their job, they're not going to
buy a new home and take on a tie-

What is a board-certified physician?
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I am an avid and
grateful follower of yours and commend you on your simplicity of explanations. For those of us with no medical background, that is a plus. Can you
explain the difference between a
board-certified physician and one who
is not board certified?
DEAR READER: Thank you for
your compliments.
Years ago, a doctor could open a
practice after having completed a
year of post-graduate (internship)
training that follows four years of
medical school. However, as medical
information has burgeoned and today's doctor must know far more than
did his predecessors, most MDs
choose specialization. This requires
two to eight years of additional postgraduate training (residency).
At the conclusion of this training, if
it is approved by the proper authorities and the doctor completes it in
good standing, the new specialist is
entitled to sit for exams. If the physician passes the exams (usually written and oral). he(or she)is certified by
the specialty board, which is made up
of more experienced practitioners in
that specialty.
Thus, board certification is an accurate indicator of whether an MD is
skilled in a particular specialty. Of

course, these skills have to be honed
during practice; experience is still the
best teacher.
Board certification is, in general, a
valid criterion of competency. Many
boards require their members to
maintain certification by re-taking
exams at periodic intervals. This certification has become increasingly
important for obtaining admitting
privileges in hospitals, for reimbursement(many insurers pay higher fees
to board-certified practitioners) and
as proof of expertise.
Not all good doctors are specialty
certified, however — and certification is not necessarily a guarantee of
excellence. There are many uncertified, extremely capabl,e• physicians in
practice today. They may have failed
their boards, for one reason or another, or they may have chosen (in an
earlier era) not to take their boards.
Being certified is not a prerequisite to
practice medicine, such doctors are
still licensed to serve patients, although they are generally restricted
in what they can do.
I view certification as an accurate
indicator of a doctor's skills, but I
wouldn't hesitate to put myself under
the care of an uncertified practitioner
if I know and respect this person_ I
think certification is analogous to
truck driving. Truckers who have
passed advanced driving tests have

displayed a certain level of competence — but they're not automatically
good drivers. Similarly, there are
many excellent, experienced truckers
who did not pass qualifying exams.
Therefore, board certification
should be, for the public, one of many
ways to judge a doctor's abilities. It is
important but not always the most
important consideration. Certification is much more crucial in picking a
surgeon (or a specialist) than it would
be in selecting a family doctor.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their names and addresses to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
© 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

mendous expense that lasts for
decades," Warkentin said.
On Wednesday, economists said,
the Federal Reserve acted to lower
the federal funds rate, charged on
overnight loans between banks, a
day after cutting the discount rate
for the first time in four years.
The federal funds rate, apparent1 4 percent to 7 perly cut from 7/
cent, is the fee charged on overnight loans between banks. The
discount rate, lowered from 7 percent to 61/2 percent, is what the Fed
charges for its loans to banks.
The economists said the central
bank lowered the federal funds rate
by injecting reserves into the banking system, the fourth time in the
last two months the Fed has engineered a cut in that rate.
Analysts expect that major banks
will soon cut their prime rate, the
interest charged their best business
customers. The prime rate is now
10 percent.
A drop to 91/2 in the prime rate
would likely encourage declines in
charges for a variety of business
and consumer loans, including
those for residences and
automobiles.
But real estate agents, car dealers and analysts said the nation's
slumping economy will keep a drop
in interest rates from causing a
buying binge.
"Every time you pick up the
paper, there's something in there
that's scaring people — layoffs,
cutbacks, unemployment going up.
It's making people examine their
personal debt siOttion. They don't
want to--a
," said "Michael
Green, sale
anager at a Volvo

dealership in Falls Church, Va.,
where car sales have fallen 25 percent since October.
"People have been shocked into
self-discipline. ... Right now, they
can't justify going deeper into
debt:" Green said.
The Persian Gulf crisis has made
consumers more tightfisted, said
Bob Schmiech, finance manager at
a Ford dealership in Rockville, Md.
Like Warkentin, he expects no
huge flow of new car-buying traffic
due to the Fed's action.
"The Middle East thing is scaring people. The fuel costs, the way
Hussein is acting. People are thinking we're going to go to war and
they're a little leery of spending
their dollar," Schmiech said.
This recession is hitting whitecollar as well as blue-collar workers, said Warkentin.
"When people think recession,

they often think about an automaker, someone who works on the
assembly line," he said.
"But when layoffs occur in
middle management, people say,
'Holy Hannah, that could have happened to me.' The thing that will
most stop a home buyer is fear that
they're going to lose their job."
Another reason consumers won't
immediately make purchases they'd
been putting off, Warkentin said, is
that they probably think the economy is in such sad shape the Federal Reserve will have to push
interest rates even lower.
"Nobody wants to buy on the
way down if they sense there are
further drops yet to come. Nobody
wants to have their brother-in-law
say, 'You got yours at 91
/
2 percent
and I got mine at 9,— Warkentin
said.

We Wish you great joy and renewed hopes- for peace, love and
contentment in the New Year.

Western Kentucky Insurance, Inc.
753-5842

302 N. 12th
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ESCORTS
A.P.R. Financing
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(with approved credit)
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*800
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Train wreck investigation focuses on brakes, engineers
Milestones
in national
politics
▪

IlhtemlIsamedy debates

K1916: Rennin no edslier

Those who heard them thought
Nixon did well Those who saw
them thought Kennedy won.
Kennedy wins election.

•19114: Mame vs.Belaveter

not connected to Washington and
its scandals, Jimmy Carter defeats
Republican insider Gerald Ford.
But as an outsider, Carter can't
make his administration work.

Johnson repudiates a tough
•19Wk The vitiate outsider,
negative ad against Goldwater
Ronald Reagan, wins a landslide
that shows atom bomb explodagainst the incumbent Carter,
ing over the image of a girt pickwhose party is torn between the
ing petals off a daisy. Moderates president and Sen. Edward
flee the Republican Party.
Kennedy after hard fought
Johnson wins by wide margin.
primaries. Reagan takes the
•19112 Numpleepaleekle le
outsider's campaign to a new
Democratic ticket after Johnson
extreme, arguing that government
announces he will not run again. is the problem, not the solution.
•198t. Wafter Mondale takes New
The "Bloody Wednesday'riots
mar the Chicago convention and York U.S. Rep. Geraldine Ferraro
come to symbolize the turmoil in as his running mate, first woman on
a party torn between hawks and
a major party-ticket. Their campaign
doves. Republican Richard
is a disaster. Incumbent Reagan,
Nixon is the new president.
now the master of the television
•197271m Democradc Party,
campaign, wins another landslide.
more liberal than in 1968 and its •198& Only half of the nation's
many factions warring, nomieligible voters participate in the
nates George McGovern. Nixon contest between Democrat
wins by landslide.
Michael Dukakis and Vice
•197t Watergate =Mai leads
President George Bush. Both
to campaign financing reform,
sides push media campaigns buitt
which basically opens the floodon 30-second bursts. Dukakis is
gates for special interest polisoundly defeated, but the Bush
tical action committee financing
victory is tarnished by negative
of congressional campaigns.
nature of the contest.
SOURCE:Chicago Tribune

It brings out the best in all of us:."
THE ACES ON BRIDGE

BOBBY WOLFF

Instead of comparing our lot with
NORTH
12-21-A
that of those who are more fortu752
nate than we are, we should com•A 10
•Q J 10 9 6 5
pare it with the lot of the great ma4A Q
jority of our fellow men. It then
appears that we are among the WEST
EAST
privileged."
•K Q 9 8 3
•10 6
Helen Keller. IP 7 4 3
Q J52
•A 2
•K 4
484
49 7 6 5 3 2
Visualize the play of today's hand
SOUTH
at three different tables. At one ta•A J 4
ble sit four inexperienced players;
K 986
•8 7 3
at the next, four average-plus playK J 10
ers; and at the third, four experts.
Where would your group fit?
Vulnerable: Both
At table one, East puts up his Dealer: North
spade queen and South wins his ace. The bidding:
West flies up with his diamond ace
South
West
at trick two and leads his last spade. North East
2 NT
Pass
1•
14
East will get his diamond king and
Pass
Pass
Pass
3 NT
two good spades; down one.
Opening
lead:
Spade
10
At table two, South ducks East's
spade queen at trick one and wins
BID WITH THE ACES
East's return by finessing his jack.
L2-21-B
If West wins the first diamond, he
South
holds
has no spade to lead, and South has
an easy time winning 10 tricks.
•K Q 9 8 3
At table three, it's tough on both
,
11 Q J 5 2
sides. Instead of putting up his
•K 4
spade queen at trick one, East sig48 4
nals with his nine, forcing South to
win his jack. When West wins his di- North South
1•
amond, he leads his last spade and 1 •
the spades are established. East 24
then beats the game, as do the novANSWER: Two hearts. Not time for
ices, with three spades and two
no-trump yet. Partner might have a
diamonds.
four-card heart suit.
Some games make; some games
do not. It's not always the cards that Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
decide. Just as often it's the players 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
who sit behind the cards.
Copyright 1990 (sited Feature Syndicate

.lootis Wishes
lin- holiday
ot love and
laughter...
Vt"e thank you
dear friends
and patrons for
your business
throughout
the year."

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
investigation of a Boston train
wreck that injured 267 people is
focusing on a set of Amtrak locomotive brakes and on the engineers
running the speeding vain.
The National Transportation
Safety Board says it is about to
begin a series of tests on the locomotive brakes that may have malfunctioned in the Dec. 22 crash.
After drug and alcohol tests and
interviews with the chief engineer
and engineer trainee, the safety
board has said the two trainmen
were sober and were putting on the
brakes when the accident occurred.
But the board has yet to conclude why Amtrak's Night Owl
train from Washington approached
Boston's Back Bay Station at more
than twice the speed limit. A
"black box" tape described Wednesday by the safety bowl indicated that the train was traveling at
77 miles per hour when it derailed.
The speed limit at that point was
30 mph.

The train derailed on a curve 500
feet outside the station and
slammed into the rear of a sevencar train packed with 900 commuters. Any train traveling faster than
60 mph would likely derail on that
curve, the NTSB said.
"They still have a lot of work to
do," Amtrak spokeswoman Sue
Martin said of the NTSB probe.
"Until they have been able to examine every piece of information,
they will not be able to conclude
whether the excessive speed of the
train was caused by human or
mechanical factors."
Engineer trainee Richard Abramson 41, of Trumbull, Conn., and
chief engineer Willis Copeland, 53,
of Bethany. Conn., gave accounts
nearly identical to those they gave
shortly after the crash, Coughlin
said.
"They both said that they began
braking the train at the control signal at Ruggles Street and were ne
getting the braking action they
expected," said NTSB vice chair-

Auto industry urged to redesign
seat belts to better fit children
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
National Transportation Safety
Board on Wednesday urged the
auto industry to redesign seat belts
so they can easily be used by children, short adults and the elderly.
In a letter to 33 American and
foreign auto companies, the board
said the change would increase
seat-belt use and promote safety. It
hopes- to -persuade automakers to
install an adjustable upper anchor
for the shoulder strap portion of the
seat belt in all new cars.
European automakers generally
offer adjustable upper anchors, but
the system isn't generally available
in the United States, the board said.
Earlier this year, the board
included the proposed change on a
"most wanted" list of safety
recommendations.
The board said in its letter that
serious accident injuries may result
from improper seat-belt use
because of an inability to adjust
them to the size of the occupant.
"Improper use can degrade the
belt's ability to prevent serious
injury and, given certain accident
circumstances, may introduce the
possibility of serious belt-induced
injuries," the letter said.
A 1988 NTSB report noted that
the most common mistake in seatbelt use, especially in seating
children, was to place the shoulder
portion of the belt behind a child's
back. Parents commonly do that
because they can't adjust that part

of the belit and don't want it to
come in contact with a child's face
or neck.
"Short adults also share the fear
of neck injury from an ill-fitting
shoulder harness and also may be
tempted to misroute the belt," the
board said. "Another form pf misuse noted was the placing
the
shoulder portion of the bel under
the arm, a routing that can have
fatal consequences."
The board said that while the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration declined to require
a redesign to make shoulder harnesses adjustable, it encourages
manufacturers to do so voluntarily.
Ford, the board said, plans to
introduce the device in some fourdoor models next spring and will
phase it in for other car, light truck
and van models over the next two
to three years.
General Motors provides the
adjustable anchor only on the fourdoor Oldsmobile 98 and the fourdoor Buick Park Avenue, it said.
The board said that because of
mandatory seat-belt laws in 36
states, seat-belt use increased from
14 percent in 1984 to 50 percent
this year.
In a 1988 study of serious accidents, 80 percent of 214 front-seat
occupants wearing properly
adjusted seat belts sustained only
minor or moderate injuries or no
injuries at all, the board said.

woman Susan M. Coughlin.
"The apprentice engineer said
that just before the derailment he
applied emergency brakes. The
other engineer said he did not
remember if the emergency brakes
had been applied," Coughlin said.
The data tape confirmed that one
of the engineers braked before the
crash. The tape indicates that the
train slowed from 110 mph to 77
mph in the one and one-fifth mile
before it derailed.
"A brake application was
recorded," Coughlin said.
She said more study would be
required "to determine if more
than one brake application is
recorded, where the brakes were
applied, the amount of braking
applied and how effective that
braking was."
The so-called event recorder
studied by Amtrak indicated that
the Night Owl, an overnight train
carrying 190 passengers, reached a
speed of about 110 mph somewhere in the 6,380 feet between a
signal at Ruggles Street in Boston
and the Back Bay station.
The speed limit drops from 100

TI

mph to 30 mph at a point about a
half-mile before the crash.
Drug and alcohol tests for all
crew members on both trains
showed that no one had been drinking or using drugs.
The NTSB is about to begin testing of the brakes at the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. plant in Wilmerding, Pa., where they were
manufactured.
Coughlin confirmed earlier
reports that Amtrak investigators
had placed a tone on the tape to
help them recover data, but the
tone inadvertently obliterated what
was recorded for the last five miles
of the trip.
Investigators working through
the weekend were able to recover
some of the data, but without corresponding times that particular
events occurred.
The tape records such data as
throttle position, brake position,
speed and time, but does not record
conversations in the engine cab.
The World War II siege.-.,of
Leningrad by Nazi troops began in
1941.

Julie's Family
Restaurant
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant)

Senior Citizen Special
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
753-5101

S. 12th St.

•

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489

emembering
December 8, 1989 - December 16, 1990
During this holiday season, while we gather with family and friends,let us remember those
who may have experienced the loss ofa loved one during the past year. May we offer them our
hopes and prayers, our love and understanding...You are in our thoughts, the families of:
Maude Absher
Freddy Allen
Hugh Beach
Mehalie Bell
Eulein Brown
Henry Brown
Mable Brown
Frances Burkeen
Marshall Brandon,
James Burkeen
Flossie Byerly
Jerry Byerly
Linville Byers
Jessie Chadwick
Richard Cheek
Juletta Christopher
Garlon Clark
Lela Coles
Callie Cooper
Curtis Craig
Gardner Curd
Ray Denny
John Dixon
Hubert Dowdy
D.Y. Dunn
Oral B. Eldridge
Altie Elkins
Thomas Emerson
Wilma Fairris
William H. Finney

Omus 0. Flora
Otie Followell
Cordies Fox
Orville Fulcher
William Futrell
Yvonne Gibson
John Glueck Sr.
Gilbert Grogan
Mary Hathaway
Herbert Herndon
Bryon Hill
Dickie Hodge
Charles Hopkins
Willie Hopkins
Danny Houston
Eva Howie
Lucy Hackett
Dorothy Hughes
Pearl Humphreys
Garlon Hutson
Rev. Leamon Irby
Nella Mae Johnson
Venda Mae Johnson
Carl Keel
John D. Keel
Arthur Kendall
Opal K. Kendall
Bertie Kilgore
Gustie Knight
Opal Kuykendall

William Lee
Bill McCallon
Melvin McKinney
William Malcolm
George Mathis
Eva Mayfield
Martha Madson
John H. Merrill
Fronie Miles
Edison Moore
Paul D. Moore
Robert Morgan
Gertie Muskgrow
James Nesbitt
Robbie Orr
Rosa Outland
Frozena Owen
Orville Owen
Melo Paschall
Myrtle Paschall
Judge Paschall
Lucy Patterson
James Riley Peeler
Preston Perry
Iline Pittman
Dennis Poplin
Dot Provine
Mary Puckett
Raymond Reinwald
Lucy Rickman

Robert Rickman
Mark C. Riley
Thomas Riley
Chester Robinson
Lillian Rogers
Dortha Rushing
Edith Sanchez
Luke Schindler
Collice Scruggs
Joe Seavers
Helen Shroat
Roxie Sledd
Daniel Sneed
Lelon Strader
Shellie Strader
Selma Stubblefield
Dorothy Suggs
Sam Sumner
Verl Thimble
Ray Thorn
Freed Tucker Jr.
Glen Venable
Robert Waldrop
J.B. Walker
George West
Billie Mason (Pete) Wilson
Janie C. Windsor
Truman Young
Taz Youngblood

The Associates at

WM:MART
Hwy. 641 North

Miller
Funeral Home
9
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SPORTS
Nelson Ratings
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Rose Bowl: $39.95. Kentucky
Derby: $27.50. Indianapolis 500:
$6.10.
Like the "Love Goddess,"
Judy Tenuta, wotild say: It
could happen.
It's TV's "P" word: Pay-PerView.
"I can see bowl games, the
Triple Crown races, the Indy
500, all on pay-per-view," Time
Warner Sports president Seth
Abraham said. "We're moving
in that direction."
On Wednesday, Abraham
joined forces with two of boxing's biggest promoters, Bob
Arum and Dan Duva, to form
TVKO, a pay-per-view network
that will show one boxing program per month, plus a few
"mega-fights."
TVKO will start with Evander
Holyfield and George Foreman
on April 19 for $35 and up,
but most of their shows — two
fights each — will go for
under $20.
Abraham is convinced it will
work, and, if it does, it could
pave the way for a lot of other
sports. NBC already plans to
market part of the 1992
Barcelona Olympics to pay-perview.
While pay-per-view proponents
— that's another "P" word —
might argue they could make
money even if they paid you to
watch, consider these numbers.
There are about 15 million
homes in the United States capable of receiving pay-per-view.
Arum, who has made a fortune
from pay-per-view, expects at
least a 1 percent buy rate for
each show. That's a modest
projection, meaning 150,000 customers per show. At $20
apiece, that's $3 million. A 2
percent buy rate: $6 million.
Four percent: $12 million.
"If Hollywood is the silver
screen, this is the green screen
— green for money," Abraham
said.
Arum said a 15-20 percent
buy rate is possible for
Holyfield-Foreman. Fifteen percent works out to $78,750,000
— not counting income from
site fees, live gate or rebroadcast rights — but that percentage is probably a little on the
high side. Mike Tyson-Michael
Spinks, one of the most highly
anticipated fights of its time,
had a buy rate of about 7.5
percent when only about 10
million homes received pay-perview.
TV networks need to sell an
awful lot of commercials to
make that kind of money, and,
with the prospect of a short
fight, they can't even be sure
they'll get all their ads on the
air.
"Larry Holmes and Carl 'The
Truth' Williams in May of 1985
was the last big fight on commercial TV," Abraham said.
"That was five years ago.
That's a long time."
Within 10 years, some payper-view experts estimate the
number of addressable homes
will double, to 30 million. A
15 percent buy rate at $35
apiece would then be worth
more than $157 million.
"I try not to make those
kinds of projections," Abraham
said. "You can get hoisted on
them."
But you can bet TVKO is
counting on a big increase in
potential customers. That's
where the future lies, and a
few successful fight shows
would get those cable companies
cranking on pay-per-view
installations.
Time Warner Sports also will
sell the international feed, as
well as commercial time. Commercials will be shown only
before and after fights — not
during. Abraham said no commercials had been sold yet, but
Budweiser, one of television's
biggest advertisers, was at the
TVKO announcement. Even
more money could come from
merchandising.
"Seven of pay-per-view's alltime top 10 grossers were boxing," Abraham said. "The other
three were wrestling. Boxing has
been the backbone of
pay-per-view."
Abraham said it was in the
process of choosing announces
for TVKO.
"Our intent is to recreate the
ambiance of the 'Friday Night
Fights,— Abraham said.

•
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Lakers earn day of rest with 57-54 victory
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

PADUCAH — It's "mission accomplished" for the Calloway County
Lakers, but head coach Russ Wall hopes their much-needed day of rest
allows his team to stay in orbit for a little while longer.
Calloway defeated Mayfield High School 57-54 in the first round of the
Paducah Tilghman Christmas Tournament on Wednesday night in Paducah for their fourth straight win and third in three days. More importantly
for the Lakers, it was their third win in five days against Fourth District
opponents, who now are a combined 0-3 against a Calloway team which
was the preseason pick to finish last in the district standings.
"We kind of took it as a slap in the face," Wall said of the preseason
placement. He acknowledged that he and his team knew the ranking was
more an indication of the closeness between the four teams rather than an
indictment against Calloway, but it still gave the Lakers a cause.
"These. kids have been on a mission to prove that (the district basement) is not where we belong," Wall said after the Lakers hung on for the
win against the Cardinals on Wednesday. Calloway's win earned the
weary Lakers a day of rest; they advance to take on Lone Oak High
School in Friday night's 6:30 semifinal game. Mayfield meets Reidland
tonight in consolation action at 5:30.
"We need it," Wall said of the rest stop. "You could tell we were tiring
out."
While Calloway was spotted making several "fatigue errors," the Lakers also managed to keep their fast break attack working against Mayfield
and kept their defensive intensity high enough to earn lavish praise from
Wall.
"I'm just so proud of this group," Wall said. "I want to brag on them a
little. It (the game) wasn't pretty, but these kids overcame a lot to win this
ballgame."
Mayfield took a 12-7 lead in the first quarter and held on for a 17-14
margin going into the second quarter. It was 21-20 with two minutes left
in the half when Laker reserve Jay Newton came up with a steal at halfcourt and tossed to Travis Turner, who relayed the ball to Rob Dennis for
an underbasket goal and 22-21 Laker lead.
Dennis then swept the Mayfield glass for a rebound, and Newton penetrated the lane, gathering the attention of the Cardinal defense before dishing off to wide-open David Hart for a rim-rattling slam dunk which gave
the Lakers a 24-21 lead. David Geurin blocked a Cardinal shot with four
seconds left and the putback try at the buzzer also missed for Mayfield.
While defense sparked the Lakers in the first half, their offensive gears
began turning in the second quarter.
After the Cardinals opened the third quarter with six straight points to
take a 27-24 lead, Geurin scored from the baseline with 5:18 left in the
quarter.
Jamar McNary then drew a charging foul, and Turner drilled a 3-pointer to put Calloway back on top, 29-27.
Mayfield tied the game but Dennis rolled a short jumper into the nets
and Hart claimed a rebound and tossed the outlet to Dennis, who relayed
to McNary for the fast-break layup and 33-29 edge.
Mayfield scored on Shannon Brooks' 3-pointer, but McNary drove the
baseline and scored on a reverse layup, Dennis pulled down another
defensive rebound, and Turner arched another 3-point bucket through the
strings for a 38-32 lead and a Mayfield timeout with 1:29 left in the
quarter.
Calloway held a 40-36 lead at the quarter break, then scored on a Hart
putback, a McNary outside shot and a Dennis bucket inside to construct a
(Cont'd on page 2B)

Calloway's David Geurin (32) worked inside between Mayfield's Chris Yarber and Jarred Stock (50) for a
first-half shot as David Hart watched in Wednesday night's 57-54 Laker win.

Tark's lawyer calls latest charges 'a travesty'
right on these, they would have to
prove everybody who testified was
a liar."
The university was given the
LAS VEGAS — UNLV coach'
charges late Tuesday in a letter of
Jerry Tarkanian is keeping mum
about the latest NCAA charges inquiry from the NCAA, following
against his Runnin' Rebel program, a three-year investigation sparked
by the recruitment of Daniels.
but his attorney isn't.
Thompson, however, said the
Chuck Thompson called the
NCAA investigation into the investigation was "much broader"
than the Daniels probe, and that the
recruiting of former New York
City prep star Lloyd Daniels "a NCAA gave UNLV a list of 29
travesty" and charged that the allegations of rules violations.
"Everything they suspected,
NCAA had decided the issue
before it began the probe.
everything they wanted to allege
"Jerry had hoped for better from the day they came in, they
treatment than this considering pretty much accused the staff and
there was total cooperation from he school of," Thompson said. "I
and everyone else," Thompson know for a fact some of the things
said. "In order for the NCAA to be in there are not true and are not
By TIM DAHLBERG

Associated Press Sports Writer

supportable.''
But while Thompson was angry
with the NCAA, UNLV officials
were _conciliatory, promising to
imme1iately begin their own probe
and answer all the NCAA charges.
"We're here to be a good, rulesabiding member of the institution,"
university counsel Brad Booke
said. This university is tired of
being under the gray cloud and
being the ugly stepchild of college
sports. We aim to get it right."
The allegations reportedly contained in the 40-page document
apparently include charges of scholarship fund mismanagement and a
lack of institutional control by the
university over some areas of the
program.

If proven, the allegations could
result in additional sanctions to a
program already banned from the
1992 postseason tournament stemming from a 13-year-old case
involving efforts to suspend
Tarkanian.
The latest charges come only
weeks after UNLV settled an often
bitter 13-year battle between the
NCAA and Tarkanian by agreeing
to sit out the 1992 postseason basektball tournament and not appear
that season on live television.
"I have nothing to say about it,"
Tarkanian said. "My only comment will be through my
attorney."
UNLV president Robert Maxson
said he had looked briefly at the

thick stack of documents and could
not comment on the specific
charges.
Maxon, however, said the university wants to be on good terms
with the NCAA and will do whatever is necessary to answer the
allegations.
"We've got to settle our differences," Maxson said. "We've got
to get out of the adversarial role
between the NCAA and the university or we're going to be going
through this all the time."
The charges had been widely
anticipated and reportedly had been
ready for some time. UNLV officials had asked that they not be
released until after the 1977 case
(Cont'd on page 28)

Bo, oh, Bo!
'Just Bo' only athlete named all-star in two sports
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Football Writer

NEW YORK — "I'm just Bo," says Bo Jackson.
He's also just the only athlete ever selected to play in allstar games in two different sports.
Jackson was among 82 NFL players elected to the Pro
Bowl by their fellow players and coaches in balloting
announced Wednesday, joining such Pro Bowl regulars as
Lawrence Taylor, Joe Montana, Anthony Munoz and Jerry
Rice.
And while Munoz was once a pitcher at Southern California, none of the others has ever played two sports. But not even
Munoz came close to being the Most Valuable Player in the
major league all-star game, as Jackson was in 1989.
Jackson was informed of the selection by Los Angeles
Raiders coach Art Shell, who said the only athlete to compare
to Jackson is Jim Brown, who in college starred in basketball
Sports facts
Spending on college sports
1989 average per college, men's sports
Basketball: 12%
$950,000

Other wads:14%
$1.1 million

Football: 39%
$3 I million

Other athe
expensor 35%
$2.8 mHhon

SOURCE NavonN Comic.* Atnierx Amoral
KRTN IrRograroncarTREVOR JOHNST0i;

and lacrosse but played only football professionally.
"That guy could do anything," Shell said of Brown. "He
played a lot of sports, too."
Among the pure football players, the most unique is Taylor,
the New York Giants' linebacker who is the first ever to be
selected in his first 10 NFL seasons and will become the first
man ever to play in 10 Pro Bowls ... if he decides to go to the
Feb. 3 game in Hawaii.
"I love the trip," Taylor said. "But it all depends on how
far we go. I like going to Hawaii, but it gets a little tedious if
the season goes on too long. Especially if we go to the Super
Bowl. The question is whether you want to go through
another week."
Munoz was also selected for the 10th time — he's played
11 seasons — but injuries kept him out of two games.
The Buffalo Bills led all teams with eight Pro Bowl selections. Houston and Chicago had six each, and San Francisco
and the Giants five apiece.

Then there is Jackson, whose first game for the Raiders
came on Oct_ 21, after the baseball season ended. Since then,
splitting time with Marcus Allen, he has gained 605 yards in
97 carries in eight games for a 6.2 average.
That's less than half the number of carries of each of the
AFC's other three backs — Marion Butts of San Diego, Thurman Thomas of Buffalo and Bobby Humphrey of Denver.
They have carried between 236 and 260 times and each has
over 1,000 yards.
In fact, Jackson hasn't.1101 as much work this season as he
did last year, when he was a Pro Bowl alternate after gaining
950 yards on 173 carries. The difference may be that the
Raiders this year are 10-4 (5-1 without Jackson, 5-3 with him)
and have qualified for the playoffs for the first time since
1986.
"Bo should have made it last year," Shell said. "When
he's played this year, he's done very well. He's very
deserving."

Tech beats Bulldogs in triple-overtime
By The Associated Press
Kenny Anderson scored 40
points and played all 55 minutes,
yet Georgia Tech coach Bobby
Cremins described two other Yellow Jackets as amazing.
That could either be attributed to
Anderson's heroics becoming routine or how unexpected the other
sources of victory were.
Georgia Tech, which had
dropped from the rankings last
week, beat No. 17 Georgia 112-105
in triple overtime on Wednesday
night, tying the game each time to

force an extra session.
Matt Geiger made one of two
free throws with less than a second
to play in regulation to tic the
game 82-82. Brian Domalik's
3-pointer tied the game 90-90 after
the first extra five-minute period
and Anderson's 10-footer with two
seconds left made it 98-98 and set
the stage for the third and last
overtime.
Domalik seldom plays and James
Munlyn. another reserve, had five
points and as many rebounds in
eight minutes.'Both played because
three Georgia Tech starters fouled

out.
"Coming into this game, I
wasn't sure if we could compete
with Georgia." Cremins said. "I
was really concerned about the way
we played and the way Georgia
was destroying people. I just didn't
know if we could hang in there.
"I was really proud. We had a
nice lead, but there's so much pressure on Kenny. It's unbelievable.
Strange things happen in life. This
guy here (Munlyn) is a fifth-year
senior and has hardly played at all,
and he came in and was amazing.
He was simply amazing. Little

Domalik was amazing."
The win was the fifth in six
games against Georgia (6-2) for the
Yellow Jackets (4-3).
In other games involving ranked
teams Wednesday night it was: No.
1 UNLV 69, No. 25 Princeton 35:
No. 5 UCLA 108, Pcpperdine 85;
No. 9 Duke 103, Harvard 61; and
No. 14 Pittsburgh 84, Duquesne 65.
Georgia Tech led by 16 points
12 minutes into the game. but the
Bulldogs cut the lead to 36-34
before Anderson hit two free
throws and a 30-foot buzzer-beater
(Coned as pat 211)
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SCOREBOARD

Actions& Reactions

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Little league basketball

State Farm In'wince cOmenits
Home Mice Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
College basketball

NFL Pro Bowl rosters
Rowers

Duke id3 Har.am 61 EAST

Pie Boot

lion Cross 90. Mount St Mary s. Md 80
Pittsburgh ea, ouquov). 65
St Francis. NY 75. Brooknn Col 66
SOUTH
Georgia Tech 112. Georgia 105 )OT
Lcuwite85 Cleveland St Si)
Northeastern 82 George Mason 67
Watford 74 Dweson 63
MIDWEST
II -Chcago 75. Loyola. in 65
lanes 84 Miaow+ 81
Marci.ene 95 Prang View 68
Robert Morns 99. Dayton 94
SW lessa.n St 81, Morgan St 57
SOUTHWEST
Coloraao St 60. Texas Tech 56
Oklahoma Si 91. Jacksonville 58
Southern Meth 93 Mani. Fe 88, 20T
Tease-San Antonio 101, Tease-Pan Arnencen 78
FAR WEST
Brignam Young 84. Jamas Madison 66
Calforrva '2, US Intomaional 97
Oregon St 78 triemphis St 74
S Utah 96 Montana St 74
Si Mans Cal 65 Bose St 54
Stanford 1 ,7 UC ;none 87
UCLA '08 Psopernme 8.5
UNLV 69 Pnnoeton 35
Utah 7' Morehead St 48
Utah St 82 Weber St 72

Pro basketball
Wedreeday's Genies
Boston ,'5 Praladephia '05
Cleveland 84, LA Lakers 74
Detroit 105, Chicago 84
Washington 114. Indana 112 0'
New Yak 104 Moans 94
Now Jersey 118. LA Cippers 1 05
San Antonio 144. Denver 104
Phoenix 112. terminal 96
Thursday's Gemes
Utah al Varna 6 30 p
Boston a' Charbao 630 pm
Onanoo a* Houston, 730 pm
Portland al Golden State. 9 30 p in
eacramento 9 3C p lfl
Sea" e

WALES CONFERENCE
Petrick Division
• L T Pte
N'TT Flangess
20 12 5 45
Philadeiphia
19 16 3 41
New Jersey
17 /3 5 39
Washington
18 18 0 36
'1st:teat,
16 16 3 35
11 17 4 26
:slanders
Adams Division
• ..stoe
18 t1 5 41
16 16 4 36
)
,
)rea•
14 16 4 32
11 15 7 29
• ...Po
8 21 7 23
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division
W L T Pte
241' 2 50
20 9 4 44
17 14 4 38
10 19 6 26
• :Tomo
925 2 20
Smythe Division
20 11 4 44
3 gary
.s Anginas
17 10 5 39
15 17 3 33
couvw
t-. imon ton
13 16 2 28
Winnipeg
10 20 7 27
Wedneeday's Games
Quebec 1 Montreal 1. tie
Toronto 4 N Y Clangers 1
Chicago 7. Washington 2
Thursday's Games
B.inalo at Boston. 6 35 p m
ei)r^.Ofkg at Dentst 635 p i's.
Islam-Ars, 635 pm
Hartford at N
New Jr/MeV at ProtadePhia. 635 p m
Minnesota at Ptisburgh 635 p in
Washington at St Laos 7 35• p rm
..os Angeles at Calgary 835 pin
Edmonton at Vancouver 935 pr's

GF
141
127
138
119
146
89

GA
113
122
120
111
132
114

114
112
97
102
101

109
114
113
111
154

CF
125
116
128
101
96

GA
93
90
124
116
147

145
133
107
98
120

109
106
120
99
138

fe to• AFC asil NFC sums
aw Itel NFL
so te pisysil is Hasolula as Pola 2 (e-elarlem

r-reae3e)

AFC
Offense
Cuanerbactis—x-Warren Moon. Houston. int Kelly,
Buffalo
Fiunning backs—a-Thurman Thomas, Bale°, 'Mignon Buns. San Diego Bobby Humphrey. Defeeef,
Bo Jackson, LA Raiders
Wide receivers—a-Andre Reed Buffalo: x-Anthony
Met. Sari Diego, Drew Hi Houston. Ernest Gnome.
HOusbon
Tight ends—a-Rodney Holman Cincinnati, Ferrel
Edmunds. Miami
Guards—a-Bruce Matthews, Houston, x -Mike
Munches. HCIJS10e, Serve iManiovniU, LA Radars.
Tackles—a-Anthony Munoz, Cinannall, a•Bruco
Armstrong. New England, r-Richmond Webb. Marra
Centers—a-Kerm Hull. Buffalo, Don Moseber, LA
Raiders
Defense
Ends—. Bruce Sinith Bide t°, a-Greg Townsend. LA
Raiders Jett Cross. Mem
Interior ine—x•hachael Dean Petty. Ciensiand. Rif
CtsidreSS. Houston
Outside Inebackers—a-Derrick Thomas, Kansas City,
K.Leske 0 Neal. San Diego, Cornelius Bennett.
Buffalo
interior linebackers—a-John Ohertiahl, Mem, aShane Gamow Butte°. David Lobs Pittsburgh
Cornerbacks—a-Rod Woodson. Prnsburgh, a-Albert
Lean Kansas City, Kevin Ross, Kansas City
Saissie—a-Sieve Atwater, Denver, a-Devid Fulcher.
Cmarman, Denise Smith. Denver
Specialists
Punier—Ronn Stark. indanacas
Placiskiclief —Nick Lowery, Kansas City
10ck returnw—Ciarenoa Verdun, indanabois
Spisoai team—Steve Tastier. Buffalo
NFC
Oftense
Quarterbacks—a-Joe Montana. San Francisco, Randal Cunningham. Philadelphia
Running Packs—a-Barry Sanders. Detroit. a-Neal
Anderson, Chicago. Earnial Bn.r WasNngion.
Johnny Johnson. Phoenix
WO, recraners—a-Jerry Roe. San Francisco. 1Andre Firson, Atlanta, %Ming Sharpe, Green Bay,
Gary Clark. Washrgon
Tight ends—a-Keith Jadison. Philadelphia, Steve Jordan, lannescita
Guards—x•Randall McDaniel. Minnesota x-Mark
Boer. Chicago, Guy McIntyre. San Franosco
Lachey. Washington, a-Jactue Slew
LA Rams, Lomas Brown, Detroit
Centers—x•Jay Hilgenberg. Chicago, Elan Oates.
NY Giants
Detrinse—
Ends-1 Reggie White. Phtiadephiar. aChrle Neiman. tennesaa. Richard Dent. Chicago
Interior Imo—a-Jerome Brown, Philadelphia: Jam
Ball. Detroit
Outside Inebackers—x-Charies Haley. San Francisco. a-Lawrence Taylor. NV Giants, Pat Swing. New
Orleans
Inside linebackers—a-Pepper Johnson, N V Giants,
a-leke Singletary. Chicago, Vaughan Johnson. New
Orleans
Cornerbacks—a-Darrel Green. Washington a-Carl
Les. Pennwalt. Wayne Haddni Tampa Bay
Sidebes—a-Joey Browner. lAnneeota a-Ronme Loa
San Francisco: r-Nlark Carrier Chicago
Specialists
Punter—Sean Landwa. N V Gantt
Placekickw—Monen Andersen, New Orleans
10c4 returner—Mel Gray, Detroit
Special teams—Reyna Thorrpson N V Giants

UofL 95, Cleveland St. 80
CLEVELAND STATE (80)
Porter 2-7 2-3 6. Covens 8-16 3-4 19, Fergus 10-13
0-0 20. Wawrryniak 5-13 5-7 17, Craig 441 0-0 9
Lanben 1.2 0-0 2. Reed 1-8 2-2 5, McGrew 0-2 0-0
0, Miller 1-3 0-0 2 Totals 32-72 12-16 80
LOUSVILLE (95)
Hoiden 9 14 0-0 19, Sullivan 7-13 2-4 16, T Stneh
7-90-0 14 Brewer 3-8 2-48, L Smith 6-12 2-2 15
Stone 2.3 2-26, VOngfekl 4-9 0-1 8 Webb 0-2 0-0 0
Case 1-i I-1 3. Howard 1-1 2.2 4. McLendon 0-0 0-C
0, Calhoun 1-1 0-0 2 Totals 41-73 11-16 96
Hallsme—Loupsvilie 19, Cie/Wand St 32 3-point
goals—Clevetand St 4-10 (Wawrrynlaii 2-6. Crag
1-1, Reed 1-3), Loosing' 2-9 (Holden 1-1, Sullven
0-2. Brewer 0-1, L Smith 1-51 Fouled cut—None

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 733-9627

ROBERT'S GUNS
NOW OPEN
Hand Guns • Long Guns • Accessories
S&W • Colt • Ruger
New - Used - Buy - Sell - Trade
Special orders and
layaways welcome!
10-6 Tues. thru Sat.
Corner of 5th & Main above Frame Village) Murray 753-3066

TH
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A long-awaited network television report
on the University of Louisville's athletic program is scheduled to be aired
Sunday on CBS' "60 Minutes" news magazine program.
The report is expected to focus on academic standards for athletes at
Louisville and other schools.
The network has been working on the report for at least three months.
Editors of the program carefully guard details of coming stories, but it's
expected that Louisville will get most of the attention when the installment airs at 6 p.m. CST Sunday.
"We concentrated on a few schools like UNLV (University of Nevada
at Las Vegas), Marshall," said Gail Eisen, the CBS producer on the
report, "but the place in terms of graduation rates is Louisville."
Correspondent Morley Safer was on the Louisville campus in early
October. He interviewed university President Donald Swain and head
basketball coach Denny Crum after the TV program's editors heard about
a series of articles that The Courier-Journal ran in September.
Swain has described his meeting with Safer as "hard-hitting, extremely
adversarial and confrontational."
U of L recently announced a new policy upgrading academic standards
for athletes.
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Team 4, who won the 5th and 6th grade title in the Calloway girls' Little
League
tournament (front row, from left): Krista Doran, Becky Rogers, Jamie Sanders,
Krisy Whitfield. (back row) Jona Herndon, Julie Smotherman, Erin Smotherman,
Patricia Greer, Coach Herndon.

Lakers
(Cont'd from page 1B)
46-36 margin.
Halfway through the quarter,
Turner hit his third '3' of the second half for the Lakers' largest
lead, 51-40.
The Cardinals, however, fought
back over the next two minutes,
cutting the lead to 51-47 on two
Ben Brown free throws at 1:55, the
only points Brown would score on
the night.
Calloway threw the ball away
against Mayfield's pressure, got the
ball back on a steal but stepped out
of bounds, then got the ball again
on another Dennis defensive
rebound that set up Turner's fastbreak layup at 1:06.
Scott Duncan hit from outside
for Mayfield to trim the lead back
to 53-49 and, after a Hart bucket,
Duncan drove to the hoop and was
fouled while sinking the Cardinal
basket at 0:31.
Duncan's free throw cut the Laker lead to 55-52, and Brooks stole
the inbounds pass and scored with
21 seconds left for a 55-54 margin.
The Lakers beat Nlayfield's pressure, however, and Geurin found
Hart open for another slam dunk
for the 57-54 final with four seconds left on the clock.
It almost went into overtime,
however, as a desperation 3-point
shot launched by Mayfield before
the buzzer just narrowly missed the
Cardinal goal.

"We were fatigued, but we still
found that little bit that it takes to
win," Wall said. "I'm just glad it
didn't go into overtime — we
needed a rest in the worst way."
Wall noted that Calloway's fourgame winning streak included more
than three emotional games against
district opponents, three games on
the road and one tournament game.
"In the meantime, they've taken
five of their six final exams," Wall
noted. "I just hope they've done as
well on their final exams as they
have on the basketball court —
that's what's important."
Hart led the Lakers with 14
points while Turner and McNary
followed with 13. Turner scored 11
of his points and McNary ten of his
in the second half.
Duncan led Mayfield with 17
points while Jarrod Stock added 15
and Shannon Brooks 10.
NEXT: Calloway meets Lone
Oak in the Tilghman Invitational
semifinals Friday night at 6:30.
The Purple Flash moved into the
second round with a 66-49 sictory
over Rcidland.
Calloway 57, Mayfield 54
CALLOWAY
14 24 40 57
MAYFIELD
17 21 36 54
Calloway (57) — Hart 14, McNary 13, Turner
13, Dennis 8, Gunn 7, Carroway 2, Newton.
FG 25/49, FT 4/5.
Mayfield (54) — Duncan 17, Stock 15,
Brooks 10, Yarber 8, Brown 2. Fields 2. Winfrey, Thomas, Lancaster. FG 22/56, FT 7/9.
Records — Calloway 6,2, Mayfield 3-3.

Tech beats...
(Cont'd from page 18)
in the final six seconds for a 41-34
halftime lead. Georgia finally took
the lead five minutes into the second half.
"Anderson scored 40 points and
killed us," Georgia coach Hugh
Durham said. "You have to take
your hat off to a guy that played 55
minutes and played the way he did.
He's a great player."
"It was just a great game,"
Anderson said. "Guys played
extremely well, especially coming
off the bench. I got very exhausted
after the second overtime."
Anderson gave the Yellow Jackets the lead for good when he hit a
leaning 8-footer to break a 100-100
tic with 2:49 left in the third
overtime.
"It was a typical GeorgiaGeorgia Tech game," said Litterial
Green, who led the Bulldogs with
31 points. "We just couldn't get
over the hump."
OFF THE RIM
•The No 1 UNLV Runnin' Rebels (4-0) held No
25 Princeton (7-1) to 15 points in the second
hall and the lowest total ever against UNLV in a

69-35 slowdown victory. UNLV led 33-20 at
halftime and then held the Tigers scoreless for
a 10-minute stretch in the second half UNLV
coach Jerry Tarkanian credited Pnnceton for
keeping the Runnin' Rebels well below their
season average of 112 points per game.
"Delenstvely, I thought they did a good ict
against us," Tarkanian said. They Just couldn't
do anything offensively." The victory came the
day after the defending national champions
received more bad news from the NCAA (see
related story). Anderson Hunt led UNLV with 19
points, while Stacey Augmon had 13, Larry
Johnson 11 and Greg Anthony 10.
•No 5 UCLA improved to 8-0 with an easy
108-85 win over Pepperdine. The Bruins led
78-44 five minutes into the second halt and
Pepperdine (5-4) was never closer than 25
points the rest of the way. The start is the best
for UCLA since John Wooden's last team
began the school's 10th championship season
with a 12-0 mark in 1974-75. Don MacLean lad
UCLA with 23 points, while reserve Koh
Owens had 17. Geoff Lear led the Waves with
24 points and freshman Dana Jones added 19.
*Christian Laettner led six Blue Devils in double
figures with 24 points and 14 rebounds as No. 9
Duke (7-2) bean the Harvard Crimson (2-6) for
the ninth time in as many meetings, 103-61.
•The No. 14 Pitt Panthers (8-1) dominated
inside in continuing their mastery of the intracity
rivalry with Duquesne with 11 wins in the last
12 games. Bobby Martin had 18 points and 10
rebounds and Brian Shorter had 18 points and
nine rebounds for Pittsburgh, which has won
four in a row after last night's 84-65 victory
*Andy Kaufmann scored 33 points, 21 on
3-point field goals, and Illinois beat Missoun for
the eighth straight year, 84-81.
*Oklahoma State improved to 7-1, its best start
since 1982, and Johnny Prnman had a careerhigh 22 points in a 91-58 victory over
Jacksonville.

May your days
be as bright as
the lights on
your tree, may
your dreams be
as sweet as
a candy cane,
and may your
lives grow in
joy, peace and
the hope of
an even
better
tomorrow.

never played for UNLV after
enrolling at the school and then
being arrested at a crack cocaine
house.
Daniels' attorney, David Chesnoff, said he believed the allega-

Disc

Team 2, who won the 3rd and 4th grade titles in the Calloway girls' Little League
tournament (from left to right): Brandi Elkins, Brack?, Shekel!, Kalista Cunningam,
Brooke Lencki, Jessie Wilford, Celeta Stubblefield, Jenni Pigg, Alicia Eaves, Amy
West. Coaches: Ricky Cunningham and James Pigg.
Players of the week from the semifinal of the league tournament. (grades 3-4)
Amanda Murphy, Julie Hoffman, team 1; Kaci Greer, Monica Ley, team 4. All the
members of teams 3 and 2 were selected as players of the week. (Grades 5-6)
Stephanie Ward, Sheay Stonecipher, team 1; Jayme Gibson, Ke(li Morris, team 2,
Amber Flood, Holly Leslie, learn 3; and Becky Rogers, Aaron Smotherman, team
4.
.Over 80 girls participated in league play this year, the most ever, according to
league director Pete O'Rourke. 'We've had a lot of positive comments from the
parents, and I'd like to thank the parents and the coaches for the great iob they did
this season with the girls.*

Bowling scores
MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
TEAM
Food Giant
The Mane Event
Buchanan Disinbuting
%Miami Construction
Peoples Bank
Go Getters.
Twin Lakes Shoreline Imp.
„...
Team 010
_...........
Yelierson Roofing
Thurman Cutelute ,
Hodge. Noel a Assoc.
Futrell Tile
Chadvock SheiGineeng
Teem all
• • •
High Series Handicap
Pat Hessekoie (702)
High Series Scratch
Pat Hesseirode (648)
High Demo Handicap
Ella Borer (247)
High Gam* Scratch
Pat Hesselrode (225)
Storey's

SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED
TEAM
Team *12
Showays
Double Trouble
Strikers
Comas, Auto Repair
Team a5
Odd Coupe*
Team *9
Alurray Pet Center
Buchanan Csaaraping
The Posse
Chadwick SheiGinering
Twisters
Team *8
• • •
High Series Handicap
Men — Paul Chambers (723); Women
Weisman (689)
High Series Stretch
Men — Jesse Darnell (661), Women
Buchanan (593)
High Game Handicap
1.4en — Paul Charrbeis (270), Wornin —
novo (2561
High Game Scretch
Man — Paul Chambers (243i, Women —
wryer and Carolyn Hargrove (212)

W L
46. 254
46% 2514
41 31
41 31
40 32
40 32
39 33
35'. W.
35 37
31'4 4014
31 41
25'. 46'4
25'. 4614
25 47

W L
4414 2314
43 25.
311.4 2914
38 30
38 30
35 33
35 33
33 35
32 36
31 37
29 39
26 40
27'. 4014

— Darlene
— Nancy
Stacey PrtStacey PM -

YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIYMION A
W L
31 II
14 25

TEAM
Teem at
Teama2

tions concerning Daniels were
"ticky tack stuff"' and should never have been brought.
"It's just another example of
Kansas City going after inner-city
kids," Chesnoff said.

Wannest wishes
for the happiest
ofholiday seasons.
Jane Rogers Insurance
Like a
good neighbor
StateFarm
is there.
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Frac
Sick
Duc
dyst
Cys•
Hun
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TEAM . W L
FligMs
39 13
Lets
lAzit
B
*
y Maw.
2$ 24
n Brawlers.........
.. 26". 25'4
Team $5
.......
.
24 28
Fast Fireballs
23%. 28'4
Team It
15 37
DIVISION C
TEAM . W L
Pinbusters III
36 16
Prints Swore
............ .
35 17
Team *6
31 21
Team *5
30 22
Team a7
262€
Demented Wooten
25 27
Team 02
25 27
• • •
High &Klee Handicap
A Boys — J R Potts (299). A Gina — Ashley Bobber
(278), Boys — Andy McKee 1599), B Girls — Wendy Bobber (573), C Boys — Kevin Barrow (624). C
Gots — Angel Burkerin (584)
High Series Scratch
A Boys — J R Potts 1115) A Garbs — Ash* Bobber
Boys
— Shane Johnson (429). B Gula —
(1721, B
Wendy Bobber (417). C Boys — Kamm Barrow (555).
C Gana — Dina Fan 14681
High Gems Handicap
A Boys — Bobby Potts 11651, A Gins — Ashley Bobber(l43) B Boys — Shane Johnson (734), B Gins —
Wendy Bobber (223). C Boys — Timmy Sons 12461
C Gins — Angel Bunsen (223)
High Game Scratch
A Boys — J.R. Pons (64), A Girls — Ashley B•CCof
(90). B Boys — Shane Johnson (202). B Girls —
Wendy Bettor (171), C Boys — Timmy Sore (213)
C Gels — Dina Fah (1631
DILLER OR DOLLAR
... .

TEAM
Public Ice
46 26
121 Food Mart ..........
4426
Harms Woking .
42 30
Futrell Tile
311/i 3314
Tole Gate
38Y, 3314
St Leo's KoIC
36 36
WIngloot Golf
31 41
• • •
High Series Handicap
Team — Pubic Ice (1775), Individual — Dane Pittenger (616)
High Series Scratch
Team — Pubtic Ice (1579), Indnidual — Pat Helselrode (556)
High Game Handicap
Team — St Leo's (620), Irerodual — Many Anne
'rani (247)
Nigh Game Stretch
Team — Pubic Ice (553), Individual — LO.S Smith
12231

Tark's lawyer calls latest charges...
(Cont'd from page 18)
was complete.
The investigation was sparked by
a Newsday report that UNLV officials had violated a number of regulations in recruiting Daniels, who

GI
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Chesnoff said he talked last
week to Daniels, who is on the taxi
squad for the Albany team in the
Continental Basketball Association.
He said he didn't know whether
Daniels would assist the university
in trying to rebut the charges.
"What was done for him? The
school threw him out and the
NCAA's been torturing him,"
Chesnoff said. "I don't think this
kind of stuff helps. Lloyd is trying
to get his life together now."
The charges are the latest chapter in a lengthy saga between the
NCAA and Tarkanian, which began
in the early 1970s when Tarkanian
was coaching at Long Beach State.
Long Beach was put on probation for recruiting violations after
Tarkanian left, and the NCAA then
began investigating the UNLV
program.
UNLV was put on probation in
1977 and ordered to suspend Tarkanian from coaching for two years.
The coach, however, obtained a
court injunction barring the suspension, beginning a legal battle that
went all the way to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
The battle ended last month
whcn the NCAA Committee on
Infractions agreed to modify its ban
on UNLV defending its national
championship and instead barred
the school from play in the 1992
poSLWason toumameni
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SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
THE GOOD SHEPHERD
Luke 2:8-12
While lowly shepherds watched
over their flocks by night, guarding
them and protecting them from robbers and wild beasts, they were visited
by an angel who said to them: "Fear
not: for, behold, I bring you good
tidings of great joy, which shall be to
all people. For unto you is born this
day in the city of David a Saviour,
which is Christ the Lord."
The angel revealed intimate knowledge and announced the most wonderful news that was ever given to
man. Instantly the heavenly hosts
sounded forth a hymn of praise to God

The chairman of the House Armed Services Committee
has rated
countries' contributions in the the Gulf crisis

Genetic tests
Current tests mainly detect
devastating but rare diseases.
Future tests may predict risks
of more common illnesses and
behavioral conditions.
Tests now available
Diseases

U.S. cases

500,000
Adult polycystic
kidney disease
Fragile X syndrome
100,000
Sickle cell anemia
65,000
Duchenne muscular
32,000
dystrophy
Cystic fibrosis
30,000
Huntington's disease
25,000
Hemophilia
20,000
Phenylketonuria
16,000
Retinoblastoma
10,000
798,000

Total

Potential future tests
Diseases

U.S. cases

Hypertension
58,000,000
Dyslexia
15,000,000
Atherosclerosis
6,700,000
Cancer
5,000,000
Manic-depressive
2,000,000
illness
Schizophrenia
1.500,000
Type 1 diabetes
1,000.000
Familial Alzheimer's 250,000
Multiple sclerosis
250.000
Myotonic muscular
100,000
dystrophy
Total

89,800,000

SOURCE Medical World News

because of the birth of the Saviour.
The angelic hosts sang the praises of
God because of his wondrous gift of
the prince who had come to bring
peace to the hearts and minds of the
people of this sin-cursed world. Soon
after the departure of the visitor from
heaven,upon seeing the Saviour lying
in a manger they manifested humble
awe and reverential joy. When they
returned the shepherds were "glorifying and praising God for all the things
they had heard and seen. "They
rejoiced because they had seen the
Son of God Who was to bring so many
and such wonderful blessings to this
world.
Having availed themselves of the
glorious opportunity of gazing upon
the Saviour in person, the shepherds
set themselves to the great and challenging task of proclaiming to others
the good news about what they had
seen and heard. In this respect they set
for us a splendid example. If people
are to be saved, they must hear about
the One Who can save therm Let us be
faithful in witnessing for Him, Who
has forgiven our sins and given to us
eternal life.
THE GOOD SHEPHERD
John 10:11-18
The presentation of Christ as the
Good Shepherd is one of exceptional
appeal. Christ took some commonplace things, such as the shepherd, the
sheep, and the sheepfold, and made
them the vehicle of certain truths. In
teaching how essential to life He is,
Christ said: "I am the door."
Christ is the door to salvation. Our
Lord said: "Byrne if any man enter in,
he shall be saved," One who enters
this door will find protection from the
pangs of the past, the perils of the
present, and the fears of the future.
Christ came in order that we might
have abundant life -the life which lifts
us above the' changes and circumstances of this world. In Him there is
an all-sufficiency to satisfy our daily
needs. There is an overflow in the life
that Christ gives. It is life with a
surplus of peace, joy and power.
Christ our Saviour, Who called
himself "the good shepherd," watches
over his sheep. He knous all about our
weaknesses, dangers, cares, temptations, struggles and needs, and provides for all our physical, intellectual,
material and spiritual needs. We are
frequently prone to wander from the
good shepherd but, as Christ's sheep
we should have hearing ears and
following feet.

Your Individual
Horoscope

e
1;V

-

Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Nit
You could be upset with a friend
about a money. matter today. A
private talk bodes well for your
career interests. Behind-the-scenes
moves are best now.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Per
You'd be wise not to push a career
matter today. Ego could get in the
way of accomplishment. You'll be
hearing from friends afar. Social
plans go well for tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A business related conversation
achieves your ends. Some care is
needed in travel now. Pay attention to
the rules of the road. Judgment about
money is good.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A dispute could occur with a
friend, but your relations with a loved
one are quite harmonious now.
Teamwork resolves many an issue
today and advisers prove helpful.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Try not to quarrel with a close tie
about a career concern. Overall,
though, you have a good perspective
now on how to make the most of
present business opportunities.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
If you let yourself get overly
excited now, you won't accomplish
what you set out to do. But these are
very harmonious times for you and a
loved one. Share the day together.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
More satisfaction seems to come
through family matters and career
concerns than pleasure pursuits at
present. An outing will be spoiled if
the two of you quarrel

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Home life could be upset in some
way early in the day. Toward nightfall
you'll certainly be in the mood to go
out for good times. Creative interests
are a plus.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ife
Impatience could mar work efforts.
Slow down if you're to do a good job.
Yes, there's a last minute Christmas
gift waiting for you on the shelf of
some store today!
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Either you'll lose your cool or
spend too much-so today is not the
best time for shopping. You're quite
good now at getting your thoughts
across to others.
AQUARRJS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A private conversation held today
relates to financial interests. Something at home going . wrong could
upset you now. Be patient with other
family members.
PISCES
wee
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
memOir
The hectic pace of holiday times
could get to you early in the day, but
you'll - snap out of it later to eRjoY
hospitable moments with dear
friends.
YOU BORN TODAY are a hard
worker and are ambitious. Sometimes, though, you suffer from a
conflict between intuition and practicality. You often have advanced ideas
and should learn to trust them. You'll
succeed in any field that measures up
to your ideals. You have a natural
interest in the greater welfare.

Grade
Egypt
Turkey
Kuwait

United States

ntunion
ice
jc*Ss
F:
Y;clanil raltanaie
Arabia
Soviet
Japan
Germany
Iran

Libya
Sudan
Yemen

Troops
Payment or
committed sacrifice
30,000
None
7,000
200,000
None
14-15,000
10,000
6,050
65,700
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

$8-10 billion
4.1 billion
Incalculable
$17.7 billion
1/4 of GNP
Unknown
$10 million
$40 million
$10 billion
$800 million
$4 billion
$2.1 billion
Unknown
None
Unknown
$2.5 billion

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Troops in Saudi Arabia

Grades based on:

Total ground forces: 289,000
Europe
Other Moslem•

IlMilitary, financial participation
•Compliance with UN sanctions
IN Political support
II Response time
•Nation's ability to contribute

5% 4%
/7 Arab**
34%

U.S.
57100
1

'Pakistan, Bangladesh, Senegal
-Saudi Arabia. Egypt, Syria, Kuwait, Oman, U.A.E Bahrain, Qatar.
Morocco
SOURCE House Armed Services Committee

Mitterrand: peaceful solution
to Gulf crisis still attainable
PARIS (AP)- President Francois Mitterrand said Wednesday
that a peaceful settlement of the
Persian Gulf crisis is still possible
and France "isn't prohibited from
taking initiatives" to avoid war.
But he told a news conference
that if Iraq's intransigence makes
war inevitable, "France will not
fail to fulfill its historic duty."
He said France would participate
if military action was launched
against Iraqi forces in accordance
with U.N. Security Council resolutions. But he said France had no
plans to increase its force in Saudi
Arabia beyond the nearly 10,000
troops now there or en route.
Mitterrand expressed regret at
the U.S. opposition to a proposed
Security Council resolution that
would endorse the concept of an
international conference on Middle
East problems, including the
i -Palesti ni an conflict.
"We're not fixing the date for
next week." Mitterrand said. "But
we think a conference would be an
indispensable means of reconciling
peoples."
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
has said a settlement of the Palestinian situation might prompt him to
make concessions regarding
Kuwait, which his troops have
occupied since Aug. 2.
Mitterrand suggested the proposed U.S.-Iraqi talks were doomed
because of a dispute over dates. If
it becomes definite that these talks
will not occur, he said, France
might take an initiative along with
its European allies.
"Until the deadline, one must
hope that dialogues can take place
here and there," he said. "France,
in the open, not acting in silence

but in conformity with the U.N.'s
objectives and in consultation with
its Western partners, is not prohibited from taking initiatives of this
Before Jan. 15, the Security
Council's deadline for Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait, "many things
are possible," Mitterrand said.
"It's not forbidden to hope."
However, Mitterrand reiterated
French's support for the Security
Council's demand that Iraq withdraw unilaterally and totally. Any
partial withdrawal would not be
sufficient, he said.
"Time is passing," he said.
"The leaders of Iraq, and particularly the president, must have a
clear awareness of the risks they
are running."

A

Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
I 900 226 0360
$1 a minute

WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumer spending remained sluggish
in November, inching up just 0.1
percent after holding steady in the
previous month, the government
said today. Personal income rose a
scant 0.3 percent, just keeping even
with the inflation rate.
The Commerce Department said
spending last month totaled a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
$3.73 trillion, up from $3.72 trillion in October. The October total
was unchanged from the previous
month.
At the same time, incomes; totaled a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of $4.71 trillion, up from $4.70
trillion the previous month when
they rose 0.5 percent. The increase
was due entirely to higher farm
subsidies. Excluding these payments, personal income was essentially unchanged.
Until October, spending had
increased every month since last
May. Personal consumption
accounts for about two-thirds of the
nation's economic activity.
The department reported earlier
this week that consumer spending
had risen at a 2.7 percent annual
rate from July through September.
But the October and November figures illustrate the weakening in the
economy, which most economists
now believe is in a recession.
Americans' savings rate - savings as a percentage of disposable
income - edged up to 4.0 percent
from a 3.7 percent rate in October.
The saving rate for all of 1989 was
4.6 percent.
The report said Americans' disposable incomes, or incomes after
taxes, inched up 0.3 percent after
remaining flat the previous month.
The spending and income figures
were not adjusted for inflation.
When adjusted, spending actually
fell 0.2 percent after a 0.8 percent
decline in October, the lowest since
a 2.2 percent decrease in January
1987.
Disposable incomes, when
adjusted for inflation, did not
budge from October, when they
declined 0.8 percent, the steepest
drop since a 1.1 percent decline in
April 1989.

education secretary by President
Bush, asking the department to reexamine whether so-called legacy
preferences are allowed under the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
In October, the acting director of
the Education Department's regional office in Boston concluded there
was nothing unlawful about Harvard University's admissions preferences for children of alumni and
alumnae. The finding came as part
of a department investigation to
determine whether there was discrimination against Asian-Americans
who applied for admission to
Harvard.
Some studies have shown those
alumni offspring present lower
admission test scores than other
students.

I 1L I .RS

Open On Sundays
1-5 p.m. until Christmas

4

TOYOTAS Vi
COST LESS
IN MURRAY

4:0

1991 Standard Bed
#0858

Si

On Jan. 1st, 1991, the Federal Excise Tax
on alcoholic beverages will be increased
substantially.
This increase coupled with other taxes and
some wholesaler raises will mean that your
favorite brand of liquor will go up about $1.35
per 1.75 liter, wine about $1.40 per 1.5 liter
and beer about $1.50 per case and in some
instances much, much more.
May we make a suggestion?
All your purchases between now and Jan. 1
will be at our usual low prices. So consider
your future needs now and buy while you can
save from $6.00 to $15.00 per case
depending upon the item.
Please contact us about your favorite brands
and we will be happy to lay aside a supply for
you.
Please bear in mind that all purchases must
be picked up before Jan. 1st to take
advantage of the enormous savings.
Hope we've been of service.

•399

TOYOTA

TOYOTATHON

1991 Camry
#2016

•

"Nap

Per
Mo. Sale
Price
$1 2,670
Auto, air, MAFIA stereo, intermit-

tent wipers, rear defogger.
Based en SO
1 1225% API wen 10% even
payment et equal Yreka twenty pit. tax and Semen
er•th approved credit

TOYOTA
tel
515 S. 12th St. Murray
753-4961
Ky. 1-8599-0365
U.S. 1.800-755-0355
Greg Bradshaw. Aubrey Hatcher, Tom
Thurman. Bill Calvert. Chris Bearden,
Bus Mgr. and Chad Cochran, General
Mgr.

•
-•

REMEMBER

Sale
Price

Per
Mo.

5-speed, power brakes, styled
steel wheels, double wall cargo
bed, mist cycle wipers.
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Enjoy all the
treasures of the
holiday season and
share this special
time with your
family and
friends.
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From The Employees

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
CO. HOSPITAL

lie Party Mart

803 Poplar
762-1100

?qt

•

509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
op.. II A.M. to 10 PK • Frit
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...Paducah's Most Interesting Store

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray. Ky.

A key component of the income
category - wages and salaries fell $3.9 billion following a revised
$15.3 billion decline the previous
month. The October drop originally
had been reported to have been
$9.3 billion.
Spending on durable goods usually expensive products
expected to last at least three years
- fell $9.0 billion in November
after a $12.8 billion drop in October. Non-durable purchases were up
$6.5 billion following a $2.2 billion gain a month earlier. Spending
on services rose $5.4 billion, slower than the $10.7 billion advance in
October.

Dole asks Education Department
to reconsider admission policy
WASHINGTON (AP)- Senate
Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
said Wednesday he has asked the
Education Department to reconsider its policy on college admission
preferences given to children of
alumni and alumnae.
The "legacy preferences" by
some private institutions are unfair
advantages for children of alumni,
who sometimes are wealthy contributors to the college, Dole said.
"Let's face it, equal opportunity
means just that - equal admissions opportunities for all, not just
a few," Dole said in a statement.
"These alumni perks have absolutely nothing to do with an individual's qualifications or merit."
Dole sent a letter Tuesday to
Lamar Alexander, nominated as

NAG,. 114

Consumer spending remains
sluggish during November

Persian Gulf crisis report card

By H.C. CHILES
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
'Friend' to receive tapes of WKMS music

•

A long-time 91.3 WKMS-FM
Friend, now serving in Operation
Desert Shield, will be receiving
cassette tapes of music heard on
the listener supported broadcast
service.
Captain Timothy K. Smith of the
101st Airborne stationed in Saudi
Arabia, wrote the station to say that
he was getting tired of the five
tapes he had been able to pack.
Captain Smith said that he would
like to listen to selections from
WKMS programs such as "The Big
Band Era," "Music from the Front
Porch," and "Thisle and
Shamrock."
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Local art student Heather LoPiccolo, 22, of Murray, recently
received a $1,000 scholarship
from the Frances Hook Scholarship Foundation. "Gary's Birthday Is July 27 And I'm On My
Way To Better Composition" was
one of six pieces of art submitted
by LoPiccolo, a senior at Murray
State University. Twelve students
from across the country shared
$15,000 in scholarships.

An excerpt from Captain Smith's
letter reads: "I'm writing to tell
you that I truly miss your wonderful programming — from the early
morning news, to the all-day-long
classical, to Bobby Bryan's Big
Band programs to the Music from
the Front Porch."
WKMS staff and volunteers,
including Bobby Bryan, Linda Horner, Angela Johnson and Anthony
Parham, recently taped their
respective shows. Mrs. Smith, also
a WKMS Friend, did not have the
opportunity to complete the off-air
taping he requested following a
reassignment move.

LoPiccolo wins scholarship for her work
colo also received a $1,500 scholarship from the fund in the spring
of 1990.
Students submitted six slides of
their artwork for the second phase
of the contest.
The Frances Hook Scholarship
Fund was established in 1983 in
tribute to the late artist Frances
Hook, whose love for children was
reflected in her art. A not-for-profit

Local art student Heather LoPiccolo, 22, of Murray, recently won a
S1,000 scholarship from the
Frances Hook Scholarship Fund.
LoPiccolo, a senior at Murray
State University, was one of 12
young artists who shared $15,000
in scholarships. The contest was
open to the top high school and
college winners from the fund's
competition this past spring. LoPic-

Season's
Greetings
Wishing you
Christmas joy,
Christmas fun Et
Christmas gifts
for everyone.

lk

Hazel
Plumbing
Hazel
492-8134

"We thanked Captain Smith for
doing his job and told him to take
care of himself," Station Manager
Janet Kenney said. She said that a
station bumper sticker also had
been mailed to him for desert
display.
91.3 WKMS-FM is the
100,000-watt National Public
Radio (NPR) station that broadcasts from the College of Fine Arts
and Communications at Murray
State University. WKMS offers
NPR news and information, and
classical, jazz and bluegrass music.
Listening guides are available by
calling 762-4359.

II

Christmas

,t0jr4rwmir,st•
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at

HOLLAND DRUGS

20%-50%

OFF
'Sweatshirts *Baskets
*Frames *Mugs 'Pillows
'Pottery *Paper Goods *Stationary
*Christmas Decorations
*Many Other Gift Items

Downtown, Court Square

organization, the fund was created
to encourage young artists by providing scholarships and
recognition.
In 1990, the fund awarded a total
of $40,000 in scholarships and
prizes and will award a record
$50,000 in 1991. Thousands of
young artists nationwide enter the
contest every year.
The fund operates under the guidance of a board of directors comprised of professionals in the gift,
art and publishing industries. Funding for the scholarships comes
from industry and individual contributions. Persons wishing to contribute may send their gifts to the
Frances Hook Scholarship Fund,
1910 W. County Rd. B, Roseville,
Minn., 55113.

753-1462

Yuletide
Greetings

110
f

May your holidays
be filled with
love and
friendship.

Rose's Wheel
Alignment
301 Olive • 753-1351:

Router
Bits
/
1 2" Hammer
Drill
Bosch offers carbide tipped, solid
carbide and high speed steel For edge
forming, grooving, trimming and straight
cuts. The right bit for the job'

Jay Overton — 'Spinners' project director

'Spinners' adds new stories
to repertoire for 1990-91
"Spinners,"the professional
storytelling group of the National
Scouting Museum of Murray, has
added new stories to its repertoire
for the 1990-91 performing season.
These stories explore the ethnic
traditions of many different cultures including Africa, Austria,
Canada, England, Native America
and Japan.
"We have researched and
adapted several new stories into
our program offered to schools,"
Jay Overton, project director, said.
"Students not only learn stories,
but also experience the movement
and word coloring that allows them
to feel the elements of different
cultures," he said.
In years past, "Spinners" has
been closely associated with stories
relating to Scouting's history, animal and nature tales, and traditional "American/Appalachian" style
stories.

The newest additions bring a
new flavor to the storytelling
offered to organizations of all
types. This new "Spinners" program will be ideal for special interest and minority programming in
schools.
The storycrafting workshop, presented to middle school students
through pre-school aged children,
has proven to be very entertaining
and informative in teaching the
basics of storytelling. Overton said
the project has been so well
received by schools that after a visit by "Spinners," one school
included storytelling into its reading education program.
If teachers or principals are
interested in hosting "Spinners"
arid a storycrafting workshop, they
should contact Jay Overton at the
National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071, or call 762-3185.

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

Model 1198VSR

Can be used for standard drilling
and in hammer mode Variable,
2-speed gearbox, reversing

Mindy Ledger
& Times

WHY NOT GIVE THEM A GIFT THAT
LASTS ALL YEAR LONG!!

16988

SEASONS
GREETINGS
- say

3
/
8" Drill

TA" Circular Saw

Standard duty variable speed
reversing drill Contoured intone grip gives direct,
comfortable control in any
position

with a

Lightweight push handle design.
Features blade lock, beveled lip guard
and pivoting foot plate. Carbide blade
included. Includes box and rio fence

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO

Ge4

The
Murray Ledger & Times

Model 1654

Model 1158VSR

fv-1,

12900

5900

$5700

rt.

all Murray
and surrounding counties

4===i11111111444

$645°
Pantherm
Reciprocating
Saw Kit

3/8" Mighty-Midget°
Drill
Model 9164VS

4-position orbital action with variable
speed Long blade stroke With heavyduty metal case
Model 1832VSK

With variable speeds from 0-1,000
RPM and reversing capabty, the
9164VS gives maximum performance
up to 1" in wood, 1/2 in aluminum, and
318 in steel.
3.25 lbs , Double Insulated, UL Listed,
complies to OSHA.

15988

•

NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
Name
Address
City
Phone

State

Christmas Card Will Be Sent To Announce Gift.

•

Send in the coupon above with payment to:

Treas Lumber Dott
azes

4
.
:Ck Your Homo Investment Company

Other Locations --- Benton end Lake City

gay
M.

Zip

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:

13
9

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

out of the area

the
Open
7 Days
A Week

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-6; Sat. 6-5; Sun. 1-5

Murray

Ledger & Times
Attn

P.O. Box 1040

Circulation Dept

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Letter indicates that Castro did not favor a pre-emptive
nuclear attack on U.S. during the Cuban missile crisis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Cuban
President Fidel Castro has released
a 28-year-old letter that appears to
put to rest the notion that he
favored a pre-emptive nuclear
attack against the United States
during the Cuban missile crisis.
Instead, Castro said in his letter
to Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev
that the Soviets should exercise the
nuclear option only if the United
States invaded Cuba for the purpose of occupying it
Two years ago, at a Moscow
conference of American, Soviet

and Cuban participants in the 1962
crisis, Khrushchev's son, Sergei,
was reported to have told some
American delegates that Castro had
recommended an immediate
nuclear strike against the United
States at the height of the crisis.
The purported comments of the
younger Khrushchev were widely
reported at the time. Philip Brenner, an American University professor and expert on the crisis, said
Wednesday that Sergei Khrushchev
has retreated somewhat from his
allegation about Castro.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Mom's Minor-League Lie Has
Major-League Consequences
DEAR ABBY: You recently
printed a letter from a woman who
had celebrated her golden wedding
anniversary on the wrong date because of an early pregnancy. She
said she lied about the actual date of
her marriage to save face. Her pastor told her to forget it — it was not
a"major" lie. Abby,I was very disappointed to see you agree with the
pastor.
Under the same circumstances,
my husband's mother-lied about my
husband's date of birth. That made
him four months younger than he
really was, which made his school
records, military service records,
insurance policies and Social Security records in error — all because
his mother wanted to save face. My
husband discovered the mess when
he needed a passport and sent for his
birth certificate. He went through a
lot of red tape to correct his records
without telling his mother in order
to spare her feelings. She went to her
grave thinking she had fooled everyone.
Abby, please don't go along with
anyone(even a pastor)who condones
lying. There is no such thing as a
"major" or "minor" lie. A lie is a lie.
FOR TRUTH
IN RICHMOND,IND.
DEAR FOR TRUTH: You are
right: A lie is a lie. But some lies
have major consequences while
others have minor consequences.

DEAR ABBY: I recently broke up
with my boyfriend oftwo years. Last
night, he phoned to ask me to return
the two beautiful wall pictures he
and his parents had given me for
Christmas last year, and the bracelet he gave me the Christmas before.
Although I thought it was extremely tacky of him to ask me to
return these gifts, my first impulse
was to be big about it, let him have
them, and get this thing over and
done with as painlessly and quickly
as possible.
Then,the morel thought about it,
the more I felt like calling him and
asking him to return all the birthday
and Christmas presents I had given

him these past two years.
Now I'm torn between doing what
I think is right and getting even.The
immaturity and absurdity of the
whole situation belies the fact that
this man is 35 and I'm 33. Also, we
were not married, or even living
together.
What would you do if you were
me?
(TRYING NOT TO BE)BITTER
- DEAR TRYING:Once a gift is
given,it belongs to the recipient
to do with whatever he or she
wishes. (This includes his gifts
to you as well as your gifts to
him.)
However,ifI were you,I would
return his gifts — ifonly to be rid
of the reminders of this 35-yearold man who still has a lot of
growing up to do.

DEAR ABBY: After reading the
letter from the young woman who
was planning her wedding,I thought
you might be interested in a family
wedding I attended a few years ago.
The bridgroom was a cousin of
mine. He had a sister and a younger
brother. After the parents had taken
their seats;the music began to play
again, and a tall man in a tuxedo
walked down the aisle alone — except for the seeing-eye dog who led
him. The dog wore, a very proper
formal bow tie.
Thinking this was rather unusual,
I asked the younger brother later,
"Weren't you supposed to be the best
man?" He laughed and said,"It was
my brother's wedding, and it didn't
bother me a bit that he asked his
best friend to be his best man."
MRS. J. MILLER, LOS ANGELES

According to Brenner, Sergei
Khrushchev now says that his
authority for his comments was his
father's memory, which may have
been faulty.
The Castro letter, dated Oct. 26,
1962, and reprinted in a Communist Party newspaper in Havana
recently, showed that the Cuban
leader believed U.S. military action
was likely within 24 to 72 hours.
Castro said he saw two options:
an air attack against specific targets
— presumably the Soviet nuclear
facilities in Cuba that had provoked
the crisis — and, less likely, an
outright U.S. invasion of Cuba.
Castro's letter asserted that the
danger for humanity of a U.S. invasion would be such that the only
solution would be "to eliminate
forever that danger ... notwithstanding how hard and terrible that
solution might be."
Castro warned that the Soviets
could be the target of a U.S.
nuclear strike if the United States
were able to invade and occupy the
island.
Two days after the Castro letter,
at a time when the crisis had eased
considerably as a result of an
agreement, Khrushchev wrote
Castro that it would be necessary,

Masi Farms irks. is Oh. Wear

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neviparents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg Kin d 492-8348

Castro: layoffs are needed to cope
with Cuba's economic squeeze
MEXICO CITY (AP) — President Fidel Castro of Cuba said
Wednesday that layoffs are needed
to cope with his government's economic squeeze, the official Cuban
news agency reported.
For years, Cuba has suffered
from a U.S. trade embargo. Now,
bargain-rate Soviet oil supplies are
being curtailed, and money to tap
alternate sources is short.
In an address to more than 350
foreign university students, Castro

Which state first made
Christmas a legal holiday?
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<>
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Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby. Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

of course, to repel a U.S. invasion
"by all means necessary."
The letter added: "One must not
be carried away by provocations,
because the unchecked Pentagon
militarists ... want to thwart the
agreement and provoke you into
actions which they could use
against you. We would ask you not
to provide any excuse for this."
Khrushchev said the conflict was
being resolved in Castro's favor
because the agreement provided for
a U.S. pledge not to invade Cuba.
Brenner said Khrushchev's letter
indicates that he viewed Castro as a
"loose cannon."
As a followup to the Moscow
conference on the crisis, the Cuban
government plans to host a meeting
of its own in October during the
29th anniversary of that episode.
A preparatory session for that
meeting will be held on the Caribbean island of Antigua Jan. 4-6.
Among the Americans scheduled to
participate are former Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara and
Arthur Schlesinger, an adviser to
President Kennedy.
Brenner said the Cubans and the
Soviets have indicated they plan to
bring documents that have never
before been revealed.

Which president decorated
the first White House tree?

referred to the problems in procuring enough oil for his Caribbean
island.
"For now we have things
arranged, but one has to think
about a more critical era," Castro
was quoted as saying by Prensa
Latina, monitored in Mexico City.
"It would be necessary to reduce
labor activity in some places, without failing to assure a salary to the
affected workers."
The report did not quote the
Communist leader as specifying the
number of layoffs he believes will
be necessary, nor was any date
given.
Soviet officials have threatened
phased reduction of overall economic aid to Cuba, which reportedly accounts for 1,4 billion to $5 billion a year.
U.S. sources say a marked
decline in Soviet purchases of
Cuban sugar at prices substantially
higher than world market levels has
reduced another form of subsidy
for Cuba's economy.

Thanks for your business —
serving you is always a pleasure.
We hope the holidays bring you
warmth and happiness.

Pi99IY wiggly
641 South - Murray - 753-0265

Glass ornaments first
came from which country?
Who made $25 million
selling glass ornaments?
The first U.S. artificial
trees were made of what?
What is the average growing
time for a Christmas tree?
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SOURCE.'Christmas Past: by Robert
Brenner,"Chnstmas Ornaments, Lights &
Decorations,' by George Johnson
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West Kentucky Rural
TelepMayfield,
hone Co-Op
Ky.
753-4351

Newspaper is usually the first place
people go when considering a purchases
It's their primary soUrce of advertising
information.
Newspaper helps spark the local
economy by putting dollars into circulation. And that's good for everyone, not
just the retailer.

Because a strong local economy means
lower property taxes, more jobs, tax support for community services and a better
place to live.
Newspaper is more than just a smart
place to advertise.
It's a integral part of our lives.

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue
753-1916
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Miiiray Ledger & Times
Help
Wanted

A timeless gift anytime The
Story of Calloway County,
1822-1976, by Kerby &
Dorothy Jennings Call
753-4886 or may be found
at bookstores and Wallis
Drugs

FOR sale Live Christmas
trees wreaths Choose
your own Call Helen at
435-4426 after 5pm

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
iNSTRuC TON

ay Hello o
A Good Buy!
worth of
Schwinn LeTour
12-speed for $250.
bought new last
Spring and rarely
ridden. Have
mountain bike so
selling this road
bike.
Call 753-4316 for
information.

VCR Service

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
START THE NEW •EAR
OFF laG041 WITT., A
NEW CAREER

$400

ALLIANCE
TIME share units and
campground memberships Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation Network U S and Canada
1.800-736-8250/305771
6296 Free rental informa
Don 305-771-6331

THE FAR SIDE

1-800-334-1203

By GARY LARSON

THE Murray Food Coop is a
pre-order buying club for
people who want bulk
quantities of orgarvcally
grown, natural, and gourmet foods The next order is
due January 2, for distribution January 16. For more
information, pick up a price
list and newsletter at 'Kids,
Kids, Kids" on Coldwater
Road, Tues -Sat, 10-5
TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape 7c per
foot Call Donna Darnell
759-9246
CHAPEL in the Valley,
(Gatiinburg's Original Wedding Chapel) Thoughtful
service is rendered through
music, flowers, photographs, videos and receptions 1-800-922-4573

CERTIFIED Welders. Indi- LPN part-time position
available Adolescent
vidual must be able to pass in
house certification tests which Laurel Center Alcohol and
requires blue print reading, Drug Treatment at Parkway
Close to Court
fabncation and welding. Lay- Regional Hospital Fulton,
out Person:Familiar with pa- Ky Contact Marilee Baker
Square on 5th St.
rallel line development, than- 502 472 2522 ext 350
$160.00 per month.
gulation and geornetnc confi13 IMMEDIATE OPENCall Ted Delaney
gurations involved in pipe
INGS NEED a job? A
753-1916 for more
layout. Welding and related
GED9 Hope for the future"
functions helpful. Able to
information.
'make patterns for elbows, You may quality if 'You do
tees, collars and reduces up to not have your GED or high
98in diameter pipe. Good school diploma, 'You are
fringe benefits. Qualified between the ages of 16 &
applicants should send resume 21 We are an E 0 E This
by the
to: Thompson Steel Pipe Co. project is fund
Western Kentucky Private
Box 717 Princeton, Ky. 42445
or apply in person at the Dept. Industry Council- J TPA
PAYING too much fo
Call JTP A Out Of School
Health Insurance?? The of Employment Services 110
9 3 7 8
Riverfront Dr, Hopkinsville, 7 5 3
National Business Assoaa
8a m 11 30a m
Ky.
EDE
M/E.
bon has low group rates
OTR drivers 12 months
Call (24 hrs ) for free recorded
message
DRIVERS-OTR-Need ex- experience 23 years of
age, drug testing required
1-800-869 4944
perienced van/flat drivers
23 years of age 1 year Hornady Truck Line Start
experience verifiable. Mi- 23- 26cimile, tarp/vacation
pay, safety bonus. spouse'
Card
leage pay plus benefits
passenger program
of Thanks
Call 1-800-444 6648
1-800 648-9664

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

GATLINGBURG SummitBreathtaking views of Smokey mountains Fireplace.
balcony, kitchen. Indoor
Poo'. jacuzzis Honeymoon
and Other Speaals! Free
Brochure 1-800-242-4853,
(205) 988-5139_

rIR Rosy(HEEK5CENTRiFubt

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.

9rahma
S'addy

Our most comprehenWoe porey pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free informum
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
Baby toys and gifts to avoid this Christmas

'Frac local

Now Hiring
Sandwich Preparer.
Apply in person
between 2-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

Arbgs
641 North
12th St.
Murray

claim earn.'

RN or LPN needed for inhome private duty case in
Martin, TN 40hrs per
week. Excellent pay For
more information call
901-664-5709 EOE
SALES person to work in
decorating center Must
have experience at this
type of work Apply at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St or call
753-0839

.-+ TREE WHILE BIG
FLUFFY SNOWFLAKES
Z
AT GENTLY TO
THE GROUND.
.•
.
. k:S4- -------

Please apply at
NANCY

WHAT DO YOU
or
THIS TRE.E,GARFIE LP 7

1 "— Wars'
5 Porky —
8 Tableland
12 Sheet of
glass
13 Fruit drink
16 Kurosawa
film
17 Biblical
weed
18 Mother
20 Subjects of
discourses
22 Males
23 The Lion
24 Compendium
27 "A Comedy
of
31 Anglo-Saxon
money
32 Female deer
33 Walk down
— lane

TOO
LATE!

1

2

3

49 River in
England
50 Young boy
52 "Let's — a
Deal"
53 Distance
measure
54 The self
55 Again
56 Wear wearily
57 Lair
58 Promontory

1 Bridge

6 Mountain on
Crete
7 Docile
8 Shooting star
9 Kind of
cheese
10 Father

4 Abridgment.

summary
Trap"
5

5

6

8

7

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22
24

25

21

23

26

27

THE P
31

LET* GET
SOME!

WAIT,,PICKY SAiP THEY L.
VCR644iP IVORV„TireY17
KILL TO KEEP IT./ANSE
THIS iS A TRICK

33

34

35

36

37

40
42

43

38

39

41

44

45

49

50

53

54

55

56

57

58

51

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710

Situation
Wanted
babysit in my home nights
Call 759-1683

WILL do house or office
cleaning Good references
436-2562

Business
Opportunity
LOCAL vending partner
Handle Frito-Lay. Nabisco,
Hershey, Mars Company
matches your purchase. No
selling required $9,00_0
needed for equipment
High weekly income
1-800-654-2419
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial home units
from $199 00 Lampslotions- accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today free
color
catalog
1-800-228-6292

52

11
19
21
24
25
26

The sweetsop
Legal matter
That woman
DeLuise
Anger
School of
whales
10
9
It
28 Harem room
29 Decay
30 Diocese
34 Unlocked
35 Inlet
36 Shouted
37 Author of
UU
"The Cali of
the Wild
38 Female sheep
28 29 30 39 — measles
42 inclined
roadway
32
43 Bad
04 - Grounds
iformer
Giants
stadium)
46 Weather
indicator
46 47 48
47 Pieces out
48 Stitches
UUU 51 Mature

PRI\
22 y
vest
'Acc
'Per
•Mis
neec
Cont
(502

SPA for sale 753-3488 after 6pm

30- electric Frigidaire
range. green Good condition $75 After 5pm,
759-1293
DELUXE Kenmore Classic
double oven electric range
Excellent condition $250
OBO 345-2724

Horne
Furnishings
RESTONIC Relax N Rest
bed with leg and back massage, remote control Call
753-7388 after 5pm

Antique Chest
of Drawers
$200
753-8788
after 5 p.m.

WILL stay with sick or elderly Live-in or out Call
after 5pm, 753-0785
COMPLETE weight set 2
bars with bench, 170Ibs of
weight $100. 436-2251.

A1A firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered, $20
pickup 492-8254

1985
bath

1986
2br

CH
MAN
BATI
PAY!
plus c
able
Conte
HOM
Sou
901-6

GRE
home
$131
8C0-7

LAN]
CHE1
hard
Your
move
ally k
every
HOM
home
budge
Hwy
901-6,

YEA
SALE
ihru D
gain!
GAIN
Hwy
901-64

SAVE
large
wide I
ing 8(

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562.
436-2758

TRAIL
lot, ni
753-4:

Want
To Buy

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnet/ 753-5476

1000GAL used propane
tank, small trencher
492-8841

FIREWOOD for sale $30
rick delivered and stacked
489 2495 or 753-8059

4 CAI
753-9-

ANTIQUES by the piece or,
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

OAK and hickory firewood
for sale Immediate delivery $30 per rick now
753-4120

OFFIC
avails
Shopp
753-4;

1986 OVATION acoustic
guitar with pickup and hard
shell case
$650
436-2251

1BR c
Utilitie
dope
759-4c

CASH for mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-9063

ALPINE security system for
auto $150 753-9524
BASEBALL cards Buy, sell
and trade 759-1683
BLAZE King wood stove
with oven on top, black
plastic tool box, like new
436-2107 after 6pm

ENGAGEMENT nog and
wedding band set Reasonably priced Call 436-5512
after 8pm

2 Bark cloth
3 Dillseed

4

THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self motivated
individual in the Murray
area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
routes Must have reliable
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond
of $400 If interested contact David Huffey at
1 800-866-2211

COMPLETE CP/M computer system printer, modem,
software, word processor,
data processor, graphics,
and DeBase $500
753-8024. 762-2996

45 Hysteria

14 Redact
15 Imitates

I LEFT
ON MY
BUR&LAR
ALARM!

Answer to Previous Puzzle

37 Ambassador
40 — a la mode
41 Be in debt
42 Amend

OFFICE Olivetti copier
1450 machine and cabinet,
in very good condition Originally sold for $2000 sell
for $450 753-6695,
753-1738

BABYSITTER needed References
Mon Fri
8am 5pm 759-1074 days,
436-2420 evenings

TEACHER'S Aide Will provide clerical support and
Articles
assist teacher with the inFor Sale
structional program and
perform other duties as re- 12tt PARACLYPSE satelquired Minimum require- lite dish toolbox for smal
ments are high school graruck Call after 4pm
duate and/or pass a written 437-4616, 437-4319
test Applicant must submit
1990 SINGER open arm
an updated, signed applisewing machine Like new
cation no later than
Zig Zag. button hole etc
12/21/90. Contact Billy Rue
Nix, Principal, Murray- Sold for over $300 new
Calloway County Area Voc- Pay balance of $77 10 or
ational Center at (502) assume payment of
$13/mo Phone credit man753-1870. E0E-M/F/H
ager 753-3316

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

I HEARD SARGE
201/-46 A
SURPRISE LOCKER
INSPECTiON TODAY

RECEPTIONIST part-time
for busy doctors office
Send resume and reference to Murray Pediatrics
PO Box 849 Murray Ky
42071

LONG Haul Trucking Get
into high demand career as
an owner/operator with
NorthAmencan Van Lines!
- HOtp
Operate your own tractor If
Wailed
you don't have one, we
offer a lease-purchase
DRIVERS Teams start a
.30 cents split Raises up to program that is one of the
best in the industry No
38 cents Stop Off, Lay
Over, Motels, Excellent experience necessary If
benefits Call Southwest you need training, we will
Motor Freight Inc. train you, tuition free' You
must be 21, have a good
1-800-251-6291 EOE.
driving record, and pass
EXCELLENT INCOME' substance abuse test Call
Easy work' Assemble NorthAmerican for informapackage
simple products at home tion
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329 1-800-348-2147. Ask for
Operator 194
24 hours

OR A NIKE
SANDSTORM

ONE OP TI-IE
GREAT JOYS OF
LIRE 15 SITTING
BY YOUR CHRISTMAS

PSYCHOLOGIST or Psychologist Assistant, eligible
for licensu re or certification
ACDD accreditated MR/DD
facility in Western Kentucky Further information
call 502-797-3771

'EXTRA INCOME -91 —
'Earn a second income
without a second job- Earn
$500 $1000 for a better life
for you and your family No
experience necessary Will
teach with simple instructions Don't Wait' Make
Easy Money Send a
stamped addressed envelope to B&B Mailing Service
P0 Draw 601532 Miami,
FLorida 33160

I would like to
give
a
special
thanks to all of my
friends, relatives,
and, all the nurses
who wished me a
speedy
recovery
from my accident.
Thanks again,
Melanie Osbron

ASSEMBLE OUR DE
VICES Learn this trade we
send instructions parts,
and check for assembly.
Call (404)426-0672 Ext,
DB520

GE Washer, dryer, excellent condition $400,2 snow
tires, 4 radials, all $150,
rattan coffee table, glass
top, $150, double papazan
with extra cushion $250,
210 Memory tone bank casio keyboard $200 Call
Paul 753-6227,
KIRBY Vacuum cleaner repossessed Works great
Sold for over $750 Pay
balance of $82 10 or
$14/mo Phone credit manager 753-3316
LADIES 7, carat diamond
engagement ring and wedding band High quality diamond $400 762-3190
days, 759-9420 nights
LEADING EDGE PERSONAL COMPUTER
256K IBM compatible,
color monitor Citizens
lASP15 printer Manuals,
word processing and
games included 753-1851
days, 753-3862 after 6pm.

1BR f
Close
pital
753-8
2811 GOOSENECK trailer
New paint, tires, wiring, and
floor D 753-1725, N
498-8950

11=1IMI

Doll houses and furniture
Cuba Rd
Mayfield
247-5936

Po!
sio
cor
ing
me
for
deg
ten
nic
in
pul
Mu
ani
qui
con
per
thr
Gu
tioi
Un
con
ted

LOG homes Over 40 sten
dard models Free brochure Honest Abe Log
Homes, Route One. Box
84CK, Moss, Tennessee
38575 (800) 231-3695
POST-FRAME buildings
30'x40'x9' erected $5,195,
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders
1-800-628-1324
PROOF sets and silver dol
lars make fine presents for
every occasion' If we don't
have the date you need,
we'll get it at no extra cost to
you Check our U S and
foreign coins proof sets
and silver dollars at the Ox
Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
(Murray), the Mercantile
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and the
Book Rack on E Wood
Street in Pans We buy
coins and offer professional
appraisals of estates
753-4161
WARM Morning LP gas
heater, 50,000btu automatic blower system Used 2
seasons, like new $300
Call 435-4549 after 5pm
WOODEN storage buildings 8x16' starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450, 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502 247 7831
WOOD stove wood furnace washer/dryer, color
tv's restaurant equip (vulcan stoves, ovens, deep
fryers) 753-4109

1111

IFINNIFEN=

If y
car

ma
are
dill
age
age
age
a

at
Pre

OAK desk $150 753-8056
after Sprn
UTILITY shed, metal
electric stove, 2 yews old
75.9826

SHARP copiers Author
Ind dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local oom
pony Call 1-800 248-4319
Almw

•Ir

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
250

490

Apartments
Fes Rent

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years oty and state investigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal
'Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Invesogabons,
(502)753-2641

1BR upstairs apartment
Stove and refrigerator turn
ished 753-6148 after
5 30pm

270

FREE 2 indoor cats Male
tabby cat neutered 2yrs
old Russian blue female
neutered 3yrs old Both
friendly with children
753-9535 after 4pm

2BR carport, central H/A,
stove,refrigerator No pets
Deposit, lease $350/mo ' BOXER pups 6 weeks,
18024 A
Call
Monroe tails clipped
436-5210, leave message
1-502-527-7382 after 5pm
AKC black Lab puppies
$125 male, $100 female
759-1543 days 753 6984
nights

1985 14x70 ANVIL 2be 2
bath 753-5024
1986 14x54 CAVALIER
2br 753 5024 or 354-6264

2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759-4406

CHRISTMAS CASH,
MANUFACTURERS' REBATES OR DEFERRED
PAYMENTS thru Dec. 31,
plus quality homes at affordable pnces all year long.
Come see us at BARGAIN
HOME CENTER, Hwy 641
South, Paris, TN,
901-644-1176.

2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753-7217 or 753-1622

AKC Rottweiller puppies
436-5265

2BR duplex central H/A,
wood stove, appliances
furnished
Westwood
Subd 759-1848

AKC Siberian Huskies 6
weeks, black/white, blue
eyes Shots and wormed
$100-$200 901 986 9502

3BR apartment. Water
furnished Deposit required Call after 5pm,
753-0087

BEAGLE puppies Ready
now Hold til Christmas
492-8529

GREAT buys on mobile
homes starting at less than
$139 per mo. Call
800-755-5359

1 and 2BR apartments near
downtown Murray
753-4109

LANDLORDS GET RICHER while you're losing NEW 2br duplex with carhard earned cash! Buying port 710 Sycamore and
your own home is a smart 1821
Ridgewood
move and payments are usu- 753-7457
ally lower than rent!! Whatever your needs, BARGAIN NICE 2tx apartment UnHOME CENTER has a furnished except for stove,
home to fit your family, your refrigerator and A/C No
budget and your lifestyle! pets 753-9612
Hwy 641 South, Pans, TN, NICELY furnished apart901-644- 1176.
ment for rent near MSU.
YEAR END SUPER 1,2,3BR Office 1212 West
SALE!! Prices never lower Main 95 753-6111, after
thru Dec. 31! Our loss is your 5pm, 753-0606
gain! Conte see us at BAR- NICE
large 2br apartment.
GAIN HOME CENTER, Central
H/A, washer/dryer
Hwy 641 South, Pans, TN, hook-up, stove/refrige
rator
901-644-1176.
furnished Deposit and reSAVE ThousandiSs on a ferences required
large selection of double 753-0859
wide homes' Easy financ- ONE-room, partially
furning 800 755 5361
ished sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen and bathrooms, central H/A Lo2a0
cated 11: blocks from FaMobile
culty Hall $125/mo includHomes For Rent
ing utilities Call Camela at
TRAILER for rent on private 753-1792.
lot, near University Call
2BR apartment near Uni753-4-524
versity Good condition, appliances furnished Avail300
able now Coleman RE
Business
753-9898
Rentals
4 CAR shop with office
753-9386, 753-4509
OFFICE or store space
available in Southside
Shopping Center, Jan 1
753 4509 753-6612

1BR effioency apartment
Utilities paid. $150/mo plus
deposit, 753-5094,
759-4915.
1BR furnished apartment.
Close to university and hospital Some utilities paid.
753-8756 or 753-4012

AKC Registered tiny York
ies Ready for Christmas
345-2799

FREE - Great kittens 7
weeks old Make wonderful
gifts Will save for Christmas 753-9486 after 4pm
POODLES, AKC registered Instant credit Para
dise Kennels 753-4106
RABBITS for pets and
breeders Indoor and outdoor cages 753-3723 after
6pm
REGISTERED Cocker
Spaniel puppies Healthy,
shots, wormed $855100.
901./82-3513, Cottage
Grove, Tenn

430
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY ofers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
PRIME commercial or residential property for sale totaling approximately 28
acres Located in the NE
quadrant of North 16th Stand Hwy 121 By-Pass,
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Hanes
For Rent

Lots
For Sale

REAL
CHARMER
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer arid dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$400 753-8734

BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
including city cablevision.
Joining the city limits at
Westend of Gatesborough.
Call 753-5541, 753-4060.

TOP NOTCH 3br 14 bath,
very nice area' Gas pack
heat and central air, appliances, attached garage
Discounted rent $450
753-8734

Building Silt!

1 10x250
4 relic% South al Cherry
Corner City V. Ayr
N4,900

7534250 • 436-2884

NICE 2br brick with garage
Coleman RE 753-9898
460

ASSISTANT COORDINATOR
OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Position: Full time entry level professional to help coordinate a broad based
community education program including personal and professional development courses, camps, and workshops
for youth and adults. Baccalaureate
degree required; effective skills in written, spoken, and interpersonal communication required; experience/interest
in adult/youth programs, marketing or
public relations experience preferred.
Must have the ability to work evenings
and weekends. The position also requires travel within the state. Salary
commensurate with training and experience. Please submit resume and
three professional references to: Karen
Guthrie, Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071. For full
consideration resume must be submitted by January 11, 1991,

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below

are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY
MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Homo.
For Salo

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
19111 Si. 1.2th

1984 CUTLASS Brougham
loaded, silver, very sharp
$3500 489-2271

1985 MERCURY Topaz 5
speed, diesel, 26mpg
753-9506

480
Auto
Servkes

1984 NISSAN Sentra Ex
1986 DELTA 88 Royale
NEW and used tires Key
cellent,low mileage, 4 Dark blue 44,000 miles
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
speed 50mpg, $2000 $6200 753-3682 or
753-5500
OBO Must sell 436-5834 759-4884
ago
1984 OLDS 98 Regency 1986 LEBARON GTS
Used
Broughm. 58,000 miles, turbo Black on black, aluCare
sharp $5500 753-8153
minum wheels all power
1972 CHEVY Chevelle
753-6063
Fresh 396 Big Block, Turbo
1987 BUICK Grand Na400 Transy, New paint 1986 PONTIAC 6000 LE
new upholstery, new tires Tilt cruise power windows, tional, t tops, all power op
and wheels Completely re- bucket seats auto $3700 Dons, 10,000 mil!s, Jones
Buick GMC Elizabethtown
stored Priced $7,000 492-8884
502-765-4128
Phone
Frankfort,
502 875-1844
1987 CHRYSLER ConLease For Less at
quest TS! excellent condiDirAIN TAYLOR
1974 Chevy Impala, Spirit
tion New tires 436-5375
CHEVROLET
of America, AC, AM/FM
cassette, 2 door hardtop
1990 Cavalier 2 Dr,
1988 BERETTA, gray with
345-2724
S226.36 ma'
burgundy interior PW, PL
Call Gene at 753-2617
Olt, cruise, 42xxx miles
1976 CHEVY Capri 350 2
Days 753-5532, after 5pm
barrel engine, 72,000 ac- Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo, Closed End Lease
753-8353
tual miles good work car
$1000 492-8696
1988 MERCURY Topaz
Loaded, 25xxx, $6100,
1976 OLDSMOBILE 98
1989 Dodge Caravan
Regency Like new $2300
Grand van $10,900
753-4481
753-3632
1977 DATSUN wagon
1988 TOYOTA Tercel 2
2000cc truck engine in it
door, 4 speed, new Ores,
Headers, dependable Can
good condition, 48,000
be seen at 145 Riveria Cts
miles $4000 436-2818
753-0572

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Call:
753-1916

1978 CUTLASS V8 auto,
air, white letter tires $1250
or trade 492-8884
1979 CADILLAC Fleetwood Limo. mint condition
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice at $6,000 or best offer,
need to sell immediately
Call Frankfort (502)
227-8015 after 6pm
1980 OLDS 98 runs good
looks good $1750 1666
Ryan Ave
1980 Supreme Broughm 4
door, 74xxx miles, nice
$1675 437-4723
1981 HONDA CIVIC 2 door
hatchback 5 speed good
condition $1400 D
753-1725, N 498-8950
1982 MAZDA 626 extra
clean, loaded 489-2218

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc;ng On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

St.

HOME ON DORAN
ROAD!
Beautifully
decorated 3 lid. 2ba. brick on
corner lot 2 car garage plus
24x34) detached garage. 1.201
Doran Rd $114,500 753-4455
PRICE REDUCED ON
GREAT HOME IN
GREAT LOCATION!! 3
lid 2.ba brick ranch in best
area $89,900 reduced to
$87.500 304 Oakdale Dr. 7535676 or 753-0375
•
NEW LISTING ON
HY/Y.299f 3 8d., 2 ba. Brick
ss large family room On
1208242 lot 2.5 miles north of
Stella in Kirksey area $57.900
Ilssy. 299489.2433
COMMERCIAl.
PROPERTY! On N I2th Si
across from des-eloping mall
Great for professional office
300 N 12th St S79,000
lionieSellers 753-0375

The New Revolution
In Real Estate
Owner anxious to sell 3br
14 bath, 2-car garage,
brick home in Panorama
Shores Available immediately 753-6339
NICE 2700sq ft brick
home 4br, possibly 5, 2
bath, new large 2 bay workshop 30x40, 3 acres,
fenced 527-3242
470

CARS
'89 Pontiac 6000.
$4937
'89 Chevy Celebrity Ct. V8$4987
'89 Ford
$4987
'89 Ford Tempo
'89 Mercury Topaz GS__ $4937
'89 Chevy
$47
'88 Chevy Cavalier
'88 Pontiac
$47
'88 Ford Escort LX. $4987
'17 Chevy CavaAar Wgn $4987
'86 Ford Escort
$3487
'86 Ply. Horizon
$3487
'86 Pontiac 6100 V6 $3987
'85 Chry. Libaron GTS.$39137
'85 Olds Delta 88
$4987
134 Dodge Aries W9n $2987
'83 Nissan Sentra Wgn $2487
'78 Ply. Horizon
$987
'76 Chevy
$1287
TRUCKS
'85 Chevy 5-10 V.6 .......$3987
'84 Ford Von
..$3987
'81 Ford Van
—...$3987
'78 Chevy Suburban _13987
'77 Chevy Stecsidt Vsn$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems si OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
Ws sail daponetabic
arloqtabl• is to popes
who ward la eatAlbania or
re-mist:AM &air mak
Los Monthly Parnonts
Other Locations
May!4W Paducah
Ws accept Visa & MC
See Salesman Keen York
Sa--y 8,adsnaw, Sales Lig,

Sycamore
Murray

1113

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

Motorcycles

McConnell Insurance Agency

1986 1987, 1989 250R
4 wheelers Call after 6pm
492 8870

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

1986 HONDA 125
4 wheeler, new Ores excellent condition Nice Christ
mas present $850
753-8828

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
16 Toyota Tercel......
'90 Toyota Corol2...._......1,487
'90 Toyota Cry._. 487
89 Toyota Camry............10$7
'89 Toyota Celli GT._ 11,487
'89
'19
16 Bled Pet At _11,437
33 ilercuri CticeyPL..U1
Fad Terpc
'88 Toyota Cressida.......13,487
'81 Chevy Craro...._....29,417
'88 Toyota
18 Pont. Saint, LE....„....1,987
'17 Nissan Starua GE '6,987
17 Cutiass Supr.
'7,987
'17 Nissan Senta._.........4,787
17 Honda kcal L11....,28487
'87 Heide
'86 Tercel 4WO ,Ign...._. 5,487
'86 Honda Accol DX.....„ '7,917
16 Toyota Su
987
'86 Chevy Celebrirty............1,987
15 Dodge Daytona,............1987
'85 Toyota
15 Oils Cera
14 Toy. Cressila
487
'84 Us Custom Crueler...4287
14 Toyota
14 Tort
.......
13 )routh
'13 Hcrda Ckc
'81 St Sentra Vfgo.....1,487
'80 Toyota Corona__........1387
76 Fad LTD....____44.97

sln
Boats
Iktoes

1985 CUTLASS Supreme
Broughm
$3850
492 8884

NC* & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central HA Offered at an affordable price$40's A must to see Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Used
Cars

1989 SUZUKI Quad Racer 1983 OLDS Cutlass wa250 After 5pm 436 5692 gon, good condition Call
or 753-4514
after 4pm 395-7986

1983 CUTLASS Supreme
489-2936

410

un

520

490
Used
Cars

2BR duplex, nice neighborhood newly decorated References, deposit required
No pets $275/mo
436-2816 anytime

Mobile
Homes For Bele

age
age
age
aoe
ake
.
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1989 FORD Taurus GL
Charcoal with gray velour
interior Fully loaded, one
owner. low miles, extra
nice. Must sell' 753-0509 or
759-1543
RACEWAY Auto Sales 300
N 4th More car for less
money Special 83 Blazer
$3700 753-9586

1985 CUSTOMIZED
Dodge Van PUPW, rear
heat/air, extra nice
759-1503
1987 TOYOTA mini van
Luxury edition Loaded, excellent condition, excellent
gas mileage 489-2894 after 6pm
500
Used
Trucks
1971 CHEVY pickup, rebuilt 6 cylinder and clutch
437-4675
1975 FORD F100 6 cylinder, standard transmission,
body rough D 753-1725, N
498-8950

1989 VISION bass boat
Completely rigged
354 6264

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees
and shrubs unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
4-35-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

Salvias
Mimed
ANY type odd jobs Call
Robert Prescott 753 2054

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

G and A Construction Qua]
ity work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions
Door and window installation Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Call
753-1126 or 436 2617 atter
4pm

NEED house plans drawn'?
Reasonable rates
4362818

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KENNEY Travis Trenching
Service Hauling and Excavating 759-1039 after 4pm
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Recovery, Murray 436-5560

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
tor. 30 years experenoe.- For aft your carpet and upSeptic system drive-ways, holstery cleaning For a
hauling, foundations, etc free estimate call
759-4664
753-5827 Satisfied
BLOCK brick concrete, references
drive ways foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys,
repair work Charles Barnett, 753-5476

CAMP

CARPENTER commercial
or residential work New
homes additions outbuildings decks fences replacement windows Fast
quality service Call
759-1424 after 5pm

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

CONTRACTOR. Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand,dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
STEWART S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12,1-5
Mon Fri 753-0530
WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILL fertilize
753-8908

yard

ADORABLE mixed breed
German Shepherd puipies
M/F 753-4742
,T

CUSTOM KITCNIN CAIINITS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All

Types

9s

Of

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & SO4 Our StIOSVIOOT

1981 CHEVY
492-8411

Luv.

1985 JEEP Cherokee Pioneer Good condition,
$4950 753-3200
1985 5-10 BLAZER 4x4,
45,000 miles, $6675, 1980
Supreme Broughm 4 door,
74xxx miles, nice. $1675
437-4723
510
Campers
AVION 1983 3011 Rea
bath, center twins, zip dee
awnings all around, like
new inside and out. loaded
753-4960 or 753-0114

DAVIDSON Rooting Co All
types of roofing 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work 753-5812
DUSTBUSTERS office and
house cleaning Painting
window cleaning chimney
repair Free estimates
753-5368
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

NU

ki,JRFW,,BervIC aur,r

ea,c

.
MIMIC411166.515

We have the largest selection of
cards, packs and supplies in Murray.
•Baseball 'Basketball 'Football

Many Great Christmas Gifts

ME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
4th & Sycamore 759-1521 (H)753-1566
Mon. thru Fri. 3-7 p.m.; Sat. 10-7 p.m.

TRUCKS
10 Chevy %end°
19 Ford Conversix Vr.16487
'89 Fad Aerosti XLT_ 13,487
'89 Cher!
19 Toyota PN .....___27,487
V PO. hi Vol.__ 10,917
'81 llazda :f
Ti4oli
11,487
'81 Ptfhouth Voyar
17 Ma 414______ 17,987
17 Toyoti 1
'6317
17 Ford krostx
'1,917
17 Toigia
16 Torii 414._____.7487
16 Cheg Storaki___,3187
15 Toyota
15 Cheri Dual.____1,717
79 Ford Bronco 11,1_ 1,487
71 Jeep Waprer'2987
Aubrey Hatcl,c,
Bill Calvert - Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurmar,
Chris Bearden. Bus Llgr
Chad Cochran, Sates Mgr

Now that we arc entering our "garage sale season.'
we want you to be informed on 0111
We do work 2 days in advance to hciicr servc
YOU. Deadlines are 311.M. Moil.-1:11. 111d 10A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.

759-4999

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
iviurray
classified department.
Ledger & Times
N.

'
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Talks opened with China
on human rights issues

OBITUARIES
David A. Lanier
David A. Lanier, 45, LaCenter,
formerly of Murray, died today at
3:39 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. His death was from
complications. following heart
surgery.
He was a science and history
teacher and assistant coach for
Girls Basketball and Softball
Teams at Ballard Memorial High
School. He received his Master's
degree from Murray State
University.
Mr. Lanier was a former teacher
and coach at Calloway County
High School, and was a former
manager of Captain D's in Murray.
He was a member of First Baptist Church, LaCenter.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Becky Imes Lanier; three daughters, Damara Lanier, Murray, and
Emily Lanier and Kate Lanier,
LaCenter; his parents, the Rev. and

Mrs. Houston Lanier, Calhoun; one
sister, Joyce Lanier, Saudi Arabia;
two brothers, Paul Lanier, Cincinnati, Ohio, and John Lanier,
California.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Jones Funeral
Home, LaCenter. The Rev. Larry
York will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jerry McGregor, Sammy Workman, William
Birney, Hugh Wear, Greg Stevens
and Anthony Hunt.
Burial will follow in LaCenter
Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to David Lanier Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o Donna
Wear, Ballard Memorial High
School, RI. 1, Barlow, Ky. 42024.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Irene Eldridge Hicks
The funeral for Mrs. Irene
Eldridge Hicks is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
David Whitehead and the Rev. Max
Anderson are officiating.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mrs. Hicks, 72, Benton, died
Monday at 7:20 p.m. at Oakview
Manor Health Care Center, Possum
Trot.
Survivors are five daughters.
Mrs. Eva Gray Logsdon, Paducah,
Mrs. Janice Kay Hicks, Mayfield,

Mrs. Ann Grace Lutz, Bewnton,
Mrs. Mary Joyce Spain, Huntingdon, Tenn., and Mrs. Laura Kathleen Thompson, Benton; six sons,
Joe Thomas Hicks, Marion, Ind.,
James Howell Hicks, Cambridge,
Mass., Larry Cecil Hicks, Dan
Phillip Hicks and Garry Edwin
Hicks, Benton, and Charles David
Hicks, Hardin; one sister, Mrs.
Ruvcrta Ferguson, Murray; 24
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren; seven stepgrandchildren; five stepgreat-grandchildren.

Mrs. Dana Cox
Services for Mrs. Dana Cox are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Jim Glass is officiating.
Burial will follow in Jackson
Starks Cemetery.
Mrs. Cox, 92, Rt. 1, Hardin, died
Tuesday at 6:30 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Louise Washam, Benton, and
Mrs. Patricia Edminston, Paducah;
one son, Joe B. Sirls, Hardin; two
sisters, Mrs. Anna Merle Morris,
Hardin, and Mrs. Lorene Martin,
Pensacola, Fla.; five grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Vivian Baldwin Beach
The funeral for Mrs. Vivian
Baldwin Beach is today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob
Dotson is officiating.
Pallbearers are Wayne Cope,
Steven Cope, Danny Cope, Thomas
Diel, Steven Baldwin and Charles
Irvan.
Burial will follow in
Spence Chapel United Methodist
Church Cemetery.

Mrs. Beach, 86, of Mills Manor
Nursing Home, Mayfield, died
Monday at 6:05 p.m. at Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Sue Irvan, Rt. 7, Mayfield; two
sons, Frank Cliff Baldwin, Berkley,
Ill., and Jimmy Baldwin, Hawthorn
Woods, Ill.; 12 grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Kathleen Elaine Elkins
The funeral for Mrs. Kathleen
Elaine Elkins of Hardin will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Parker-Reddy Funeral Home, West
Frankfort, Ill.
Burial will follow in St. John's
Catholic Cemetery there.
Friends may call after 6 p.m. Friday at the funeral home. The Rosary will be recited at 9:45 a.m.
Saturday at the funeral home.
Mrs. Elkins, 38, Hardin, had
been missing since Oct. 25. Her
body was found in Cleveland
County, N.C., in late October and

was identified by family members
on Saturday.
A 1969 graduate of West Frankfort High School, she was employed by Bell Construction Company
of Brentwood, Tenn.
She was born Nov. 20, 1951, in
West Frankfort.
Survivors are two daughters, Ms.
Vanessa Koczorowski, New Concord, and Mackenzie Cummings,
Paducah; her parents, Walter and
Agnes Dluzes Koczorowski, and
one brother, John Koczorowski,
West Frankfort.

Prime Minister Hoss resigns
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Prime Minister Salim Hoss, a veteran of Lebanon's turbulent politics, resigned on Wednesday to
make way for a broad-based gov12
ernment that will try to end 1-5/
years of civil war.
But Christian and Moslem militia chieftains voiced dissent that
could undermine peace efforts.
Hoss, a Sunni Moslem who
formed his government last Nov.
25, presented the resignation of his
14-member Cabinet to President
Elias Hrawi, a Maronite Catholic.

Hrawi asked Hoss to stay on as
caretaker prime minister.
The new Cabinet will be charged
with drafting a plan to disband the
private armies that have fought
Lebanon's civil war since 1975. It
is expected to include members
from the main warring militias as
well as political parties.
However, the two strongest militias — Christian chieftain Samir
Geagca's Lebanese Forces and
Druse warlord Walid Jumblatt's
Progressive Socialist Party —expressed doubts about the plan.

Mrs. Eva E. Hjort
Mrs. Eva E. Hjort, 76, Rt. 2,
Hazel, died today at 7:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Arthur Hjort, and two
sisters, Mrs. Eura Caldwell and
Mrs. Patye Overcasi
Born Oct. 3, 1914, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Wesley Wall and Maude
Hopson Wall.
_Mrs. Hjort was a member of
Hazel United Methodist Church.
Survivors are two stepsons,
Arthur Hjort, Melbourne, Fla., and
Robert Hjort, Sun Prairie, Wis.;

three nieces, Mrs. Sarah C. Harrell,
Hazel, Mrs. Eva Clees, Rt. 1,
Hazel, and Mrs. June Ladd and
Mrs. Marguerite Harrell, Murray;
three nephews, Robert W. Caldwell, Paris, Tenn., Jack Caldwell,
Rosier City, La., and Jerry Overcast, Huntsville, Ala.; several great
nieces and nephews.
Services will be Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. Burial will follow
in Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Cloteal Coles
Mrs. Cloteal Coles, 81, died
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at her
home on Rt. 2, Hazel.
Her huOand,, Harry-Coles, died
in 1952. Or grandson, Anthony
Lee Coles, died Feb. 5, 1979.
She was a member of Green
Plain Church of Christ.
BM Jan. 17, 1909, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late James Phillips and Amanda
Douglas Phillips.
Mrs. Coles is survived by three
sons, Bobby Coles and wife,
Annette, Ri 8, Murray, and Gerald
Coles and wife, Shirley, and Lenice
Coles and wife, Joan, Rt. 4, Mur-

ray; eight grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Gilbert
Gough and Harold Irvan will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Green Plain
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 12 noon Friday.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

Mrs. Annie
Louise Jake

Industrial Average
;;.:.....-4.45
Previous Close.................. 2626.73
Air Products.............. 541/2 unc.
( A.T.C-Class A .........351/411 353/4A
AT&T
304
3/ - 1/2
Bank of Murray ................-.1358
Bell South .........-...- 543/4 - 1/4
Briggs & Stratton
24/1
3 - 3/1
Chrysler..............----API - 'Is
CSX Corp .........-303/4 - 3/1
Dean Foods
381/2 unc.
Dollar Gen. Store
71/2B 73/4A
Exxon ...........-.....
503/s
Ford.
253/. unc.
General Motors...............
.35 'Is
1 Goodrich
397/s + 1/s
Goodyear ........
173/s + 1/s

fr

Funeral rites for Mrs. Annie
Louise Jake will be Friday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Fuqua-Hinton
Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. The
Rev. Phillip Brumfield will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Riverside
Cemetery, Hopkinsville.
Friends may call after 11 a.m.
Friday at Fuqua-Hinton Funeral
Home, Hopkinsville.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Alzheimer's
Education/Support Group, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Murray,
Ky. 42071.
Mrs. Jake, 76, Murray, died
Tuesday at 4:23 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Rebecca (Becky) Rutledge, 1115
Fairlane, Murray; two sons, John F.
Jake, Lewisville, Texas, and Thomas H. Jake, Salem, Ill.; one niece,
Margie Morris, Clarksville, Tenn.;
one nephew, Earl Kennedy, Santa
Maria, Calif.; six grandchildren;
one great-grandchild.

HOG MARKET

Ingersoll Rand...............357/1 - 1/s
K Mart
.281/2 - 1/8
Ky. Utilities................... 213/s unc.
Kroger
133/8 • 1/4
Lou. G & E .................411/s + Vs
t McDonalds --.............._ 293/s +
( JCPenney........................431/2 - 1/4
Quaker Oats...........,.....511/2 + 1/s
Sears
26 - 1/1
Snap-On Tools--......... 313/4 unc.
Texaco.....__...................571/2 + 1/s
c Time-Warner .............-.883/4 unc.
UST......................-.........321/1 • 3/4
Wal-Mart.....................-.303/1 - 1/4
Woolworth...-._...-.....:-.303/1 unc.
c C.E.F. Yield......................,..... 738
Additional Informition Available
Upon Request.
,

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

h. ,
c.

Federal-Stale Market New Service December 24, 1994
Kentucky Pwcbase Arm ling Market Report Wades 4
Raying Stakes Receiptc Act321,Ed.544 Barrows& Gilts
1.45 Irmff, Some stmedy-1.04 lower
US 1-2 231-254 In
10-45.56
so MALSe
US 1-2 210.234 Ube
US 2-3 230.3151w
544.50-45.01
US 3-4 245-274 tie
541511.44.54
So.,
US 1-2 270-354 1w
514.10-34.00
US 1-3 314-4411 Roe
$3'40.34.00
US 1-3 400.525 Nu
914 44-34.10
US 1-3 525 and up
S34.04-44.00
US 2-3 3141-5N 1w
St,04-34.00
Bean 521.10.31.114

7(1)41>"-•
k14-1-1:efr)

BEIJING (AP) — A U.S. envoy
said Wednesday that he has opened
an unprecedented dialogue with
China on human rights issues that
he hopes can lead to the release of
political prisoners.
Richard Schifter, assistant secretary of state for human rights and
humanitarian affairs, said he submitted a list of 150 jailed democracy activists, Tibetans and religious
figures and asked for a future caseby-case review based on international human rights standards.
"They didn't say no," Schifter
told a news conference at the U.S.
Embassy.
He said he told the Chinese that
"persons who have not been guilty
of any act of violence ... should be
released."
The Chinese made no promises
but indicated willingness to continue talking, he said.
The visit represents a remarkable
break with China's longstanding
policy of rejecting foreign comment on its treatment of prisoners
of conscience.
It comes during a warming in
U.S-Chinese relations, badly
strained by China's June 1989
army attack on student-led prodemocracy protesters. The Bush administration has
been courting China lately in an
effort to win support for U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf, or at least
obtain Beijing's pledge not to
oppose it.
Schifter arrived Monday and
held two days of talks withs officials from China's Foreign Ministry, Justice Ministry, Public Security. Ministry and Supreme People's Court and people responsible
for minority affairs, religious
affairs and family planning.
Topics of the talks included
impending trials for leaders of last
year's massive democracy movement, China's religious policy and
its sometimes coercive tactics to
prevent families from having more
than one child, he said.
Schifter is to travel to Shanghai
on Thursday for a day of similar
meetings with officials there.
"They really engaged in a useful
dialogue," Schiller said of Chinese
officials.
He refused to provide details,
but said: "It wasn't a matter of my
simply sitting there and they would
hear me out and then the meeting
was over.
"I presume ... at some point
there will be an answer," he said.
"What that answer will be I cannot
predict. We hope for the best."
He said he made no threats and
set no timetables, but pointed out
Congress' continued interest in
linking China's most favored
nation trade status to improvement
in its human rights pplicies.
He said the U.15,-Embassy in
Beijing plans follow-up
discussions.
Kent Wiedemann, director of the
State Department's Office of Chinese and Mongolian Affairs, who
accompanied Schifter, said all of
the Chinese officials they met
"agreed to continue contact on the
issues we raised."

Asked if his visit indicated a
new acceptance by the Chinese that
human rights has a place in bilateral relations, Schiller said, "That
seemed to be implied — that it was
accepted."
Ambassador James Lilley called
it a "sea change" in attitude but
cautioned, "Whether this ends up
in concrete results remains to be
seen."
China long has insisted that each
country must set its own standards
for human rights and that foreign
relations should be based on pragmatic interests. Qian Qichen, the
foreign minister, repeated that
stance in an article published only
last week.
The official Chinese media have
carried only a single, brief report
on Schifter's visit and have not
mentioned its purpose. As recently
as Monday, the party newspaper
repeated charges that last year's
protesters secretly plotted to overthrow the government.
Authorities have taken preparatory steps in recent weeks to begin
trials of the accused plotters. However, sources have said the government plans to treat leniently the
student leaders.
Schifter said the Chinese told
him the cases were not ready for
trial. He said he asked that the U.S.
Embassy be notified when the trials
start and be allowed to send an
observer if proceedings are open.
His request to visit a jail was
rejected.
Schifter said the talks were similar to meetings he had with Soviet
officials several years ago when he
similarly submippft jigs apojilicaL
prisoners. The Bush administration
has said previously said it did not
think such a move would work in
China.
Schifter refused to release the
list but said it included all wellknown participants in last year's
movement and previous democracy
movements. He confirmed one
name was that of Wei Jingsheng,
who is serving a 15-year jail term
for advocating a multiparty system
in 1978.
He also asked the Chinese not to
punish Ge Xun, a Chinese student
who flew to Beijing from the
United States last week in hopes of
attending the trial of an activist
friend. Ge flew back the the United
States Wednesday after being told
the case was still ,being
investigated.
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WIN,Itlfc-ARE.•

A&A
Auto Rental
& Weekly
Rates
East \lain St. 753-4461

ILLIARD
•

,..,' "\oAYONS
r\b,estis investment
you.
•

Member New York, American and Madwest Stock
Exchanges and S.I.P.C.

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1990 Chevrolet S-10

INSURANCE

0,900

Life Insurance
Level Term - Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Help in Claim Filing For All My Clients

753-7890

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Lou V. McGary
Is your family or business protected if you
should meet with an untimely death?

Red, auto, A/C, tilt, cruise, V-6, 12,xxx
miles.
641 South

753-2617

,

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE!
Friday thru Monday SAVE....
430
svAts

-

ott

sro4
`veaseket
tersG
Paws

scorte°a`ts
‘313
wess
633'
Toy "a"

Of

Off

50r

Shirts 50r
0
Jeans 5

Off
Off
Off

1205 Chestnut, University Plaza

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-8 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m. • 753-0100
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